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## ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bandwidth (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{eq}$</td>
<td>Equivalent Concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ci</td>
<td>Bulk ionic Concentration of solution (mol/dm$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyt c</td>
<td>Cytochrome c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Diffuse Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_u$</td>
<td>Dukhin number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Electric Field strength (V/cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>Electric Double Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA</td>
<td>Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOF</td>
<td>Electroosmotic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eV</td>
<td>electron Volt (1 eV = $1.6026 \times 10^{-19}$ J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Faraday’s Constant (96,485 C/mol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_d$</td>
<td>Drag Force (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_e$</td>
<td>Electrical force (newton/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_H$</td>
<td>Henry’s constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIB</td>
<td>Focused Ion Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITC</td>
<td>Fluorescein Isothiocyanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Conductance ($\Omega^{-1}$or siemens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Acceleration due to gravity ($9.8\text{ms}^{-2}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$G_B$  Conductivity of Buffer

$I$  Ionic strength of electrolytes

$I_{\text{cond, bulk}}$  Conduction Current from Bulk solution conductivity (A)

$I_{\text{cond, surf}}$  Conduction Current from Surface conductivity (A)

$I_t$  Tunneling Current

$k_B$  Boltzmann constant ($1.38 \times 10^{-23}$ JK$^{-1}$)

$l_p$  Persistence length (nm)

$L_{\text{cont}}$  Contour length

$m$  Mass of electron ($9.10938188 \times 10^{-31}$ kg)

$N_A$ (mol$^{-1}$)  Avogadro’s number of molecules /ions ($6.02214 \times 10^{23}$)

PDMS  Poly (dimethylsiloxane)

$Q$  Volume Flow rate (liter per min)

$R$ (JK$^{-1}$mol$^{-1}$)  Molar Gas constant

RMS  Root-Mean-Square

SL  Stern Layer

$T$  Kelvin Temperature (Kelvin or K)

TBE  Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-borate-EDTA

$u_i$  Effective Ionic Mobility (m$^2$/sV)

$u_i^\infty$  Absolute Ionic mobility

$V$ (volts)  Applied Voltage

$v_{\text{eof}}$ (cm s$^{-1}$)  Electrophoretic velocity

$v_{\text{ep}}$  Electrophoretic velocity

$z_i$  Ionic Charge
ΔG  Change in conductivity
Δp (atm)  Pressure drop
ΔV (volts)  Voltage drop
ε₀  Electrical permittivity of vacuum
εₑ  Electrical Permittivity of a medium
εᵣ  Relative dielectric constant
εₜ  Dielectric permittivity of solvent (usually water)
ζ (mV)  Zeta Potential
η  Dynamic Viscosity of solution
κ  Electrical Conductivity (siemens per centimeter or S/cm)
κₑ  Bulk electrolyte conductivity (Ω⁻¹m⁻¹)
κᵋ  Debye-Hückel parameter
κₛ  Surface conductivity (Ω⁻¹m⁻¹)
λᵋ  Debye Length
μₑ𝑜  Electroosmotic flow mobility (cm² V⁻¹s⁻¹)
μₑₚ  Electrophoretic mobility (cm² V⁻¹s⁻¹)
νₑ₀  Electroosmotic Flow Velocity
ρ (Ω cm)  Resistivity at a temperature T
σ (gcm⁻³)  Density
h  Planck’s Constant
ABSTRACT

Nanofluidic devices provide a great platform for single molecular analysis. The unique phenomena in nanoscale gained such interest in investigating the single molecular behavior in nanochannels. Sizes less than 200 nm in one or two-dimensional structures have lead to fascinating observations not accessible in microscale. When a single molecule translocate through a nanotube it interacts with channel walls by adsorption/desorption, van der Waals interactions and hydrophilic interactions providing a mechanism for separation without any extra additives. Moreover, double layer thickness governed by the background electrolyte plays a vital role. We report single molecular electrophoresis phenomena in nanochannels and nanoslits based on experiment and simulation studies. This will provide the guidance for sequencing DNA by clipped single monomer nucleotides based on their unique time-of-flight (ToF) signatures when electrokinetically driven through a nanotube.

The nanofluidic devices were fabricated in thermoplastic devices using mixed micro-scale and nanoscale methodologies. We also report a novel bonding methodology at low temperature using thermoplastic devices with high glass transition substrate sealed to a low glass transition cover plate. This approach prevents distorted nanochannels specially when fabricating nanochannels less than 50 nm to facilitate DNA stretching studies.

Genomic mapping of single molecules has gained attention significantly during the last decade. Genomic mapping of DNA molecules facilitated region-specific drug development. We study the development of a nanofluidic-based sensor to monitor chemotherapy responses in cancer patients by stretching their genomic DNA in nanochannels and identifying the specific damage sites.
CHAPTER 1. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF SINGLE MOLECULES IN NANOCHANNELS

1.1 Introduction

Recently, DNA sequencing has shown promising advances in research and technology developments. In the early 1970’s there were revolutionary developments in this area. For example, Maxam-Gilbert method\(^1\) was introduced two years after the groundbreaking publication by Sanger and Coulson,\(^2\) which was named the “plus-minus” method. Although these methods were popular during that time, several drawbacks have been reported due mostly to the extensive amount of labor associated with acquiring sequencing data. As an example, different genetic variations can be used as effective biomarkers for various diseases such as known point mutations, gene expression, copy number variation, which can be used in diagnostic applications. However, the uses of these DNA sequencing techniques are limited due to their high cost of implementation and lack of advance instruments and the need for professional expertise.\(^3\) Hence, researchers have discovered faster and cheaper methods for DNA sequencing.

Most of the biological processes such as transcription and translation occurs in micro- to nanometer scales. Innovative Lab-on-a-Chip methods have become popular because of its simplicity and its low-cost implementation.\(^4\) Many fields of research have been revolutionary drivers for the development of this technology. Lab-on-a-Chip methods have become a solid platform to sequence the complete genomes of individuals.

Microfluidics can be defined as the science and technology that process and manipulate nano- to picoliters of fluids in the micro-dimension scale (10 \(\mu\)m-sub millimeter range).\(^5\) It has created a perfect linkage between Biology, Chemistry and Engineering to develop methods to analyze biological targets in a simple way.\(^6-9\) Over the past few decades, microchip-CE has become more popular compared to conventional CE for the analysis of biomolecules. Ability to
assay hundreds of samples at a fast rate, achieving ultrahigh throughput with rapid analysis and parallel analysis arrays, consumption of very low sample volume (picoliters), integrated fluidic platforms for sample preparation and analysis functions makes it an captivating technology.\textsuperscript{10} With those attractive operations available, microchip-CE has been implemented for numerous biomedical and bioclinical applications.\textsuperscript{11-16} Even though microfluidic systems are capable of analyzing smaller biomolecules, fast development of research has showed that more powerful and efficient methods are necessary to analyze much smaller volumes than microfluidics. This lead to a fascinating new field called “nanofluidics” which is in the dimensional range of 1-100 nm.\textsuperscript{17} Interestingly, nanochannel based devices can offer great flexibility in terms of shape and size with increased robustness and surface properties, which can be tuned based on the required function which is not readily achievable in micro-scale.\textsuperscript{18,19} They have also been applied in the separation,\textsuperscript{20,21} manipulation and detection\textsuperscript{22} of single molecules and control of molecular transport and wall interactions.\textsuperscript{23,24}

The discovery of nanopores for DNA sequencing was an enormous step in human genome technology. Invention of devices with nanopores has shown some promising results perceptively by reading a single strand of DNA or a strand RNA without the use an external molecular label such as fluorescent dyes.\textsuperscript{25-31} Electrical signature based nucleotide recognition came into play in this field and has been used to analyze nucleotides without labeling the strands with a fluorescent dye. Nanopores are commonly constructed from an organelle of a bacterium called \textit{Staphylococcus aureus}, which makes a proteinaceous membrane channel called \( \alpha \)-hemolysin. The use of \( \alpha \)-hemolysin as a nanopore has been reported extensively.\textsuperscript{25-29} When an electric field is applied across this nanopore it will drive only a single strand through the nanopore because of its fixed pore size. As each molecule resides inside the pore it will generate an electrical signal,
which is measured as a blockade of ionic current. However, these biological nanopores have several limitations such as stability and fixed pore size. Because of the limitations of natural nanopores, the use of solid-state/synthetic nanopores has been reported. Synthetic nanopores monitor the tunneling current or blockade current with transverse electrodes using decorated nanopores.

The technique used by both of the above mentioned nanopores are being used to identify single nucleotides or peptides using the blockade current amplitude when they travel through the nanopore. Further development of this technique has been reported. Davis et al. and Wu et al. have reported the use of a highly processive exonuclease enzyme to clip the nucleotides from DNA sequentially so that the original order of the nucleotides can be maintained. Fitting the α-hemolysin (α-HL) nanopores with a cyclodextrin molecule and bonding it with exonuclease enzymes are further advancements of nanopores. Considering the poor accuracy and efficiency of these blockade current measuring methods, it has necessitated the need for a new method with advanced base identification approaches and pore sequencing strategies. Hence, in response to address these limitations of nanopores, nano-channel based devices are being investigated.

Whether considering nanopores or nanochannels, understanding the behavior of liquid flow in nano-domains is vital as well as other fields such as drug delivery, catalytic reactions, separation and analysis of biomolecules. Some of the studies that scientists have studied include the motion of single molecules through nano-sized channels. In addition, several methods of fabricating nano-channels on glass, silica or fused silica substrate have been reported.
In order to get a better understanding of the behavior of single entities in nano-domains, the support of Molecular Dynamics Simulations (MDS)\textsuperscript{49-50} is significant. Molecular dynamics simulations can be defined as a method that provides details about the motion of particles using the interaction of atoms and molecules over a known period of time.\textsuperscript{43} Basically, it is based on Newton’s second law to model the interaction of particles with each other. MDS of the fluids in nano-domains can be categorized into various categories, but to narrow the complexity we will focus only on pressure driven flows\textsuperscript{51} and electro kinetic flows.\textsuperscript{24, 52-55} Because of the limitations in pressure driven flow, mainly due to the need of a large pressure gradient which is hard to achieve experimentally, alternate methods such as electrically driven flow MDS have been considered as well.\textsuperscript{43}

Transportation of biomolecules through nano-channels has been well discussed in literature.\textsuperscript{56} Computational studies about DNA in nano-channels have been reported extensively.\textsuperscript{57-61} However, studies about single entity transport in nano-scale environments have yet to be reported. Hence, we conducted MD simulations on LONI and HPC clusters using the LAMMPS code\textsuperscript{62} for all four deoxyribonucleotide monophosphates (dNMPs) in aqueous medium.

Generally, there are force fields available in the literature for most of the biomolecules.\textsuperscript{63-66} The ability to predict correct conclusions about a system is greatly influenced by choosing the correct force field. In that case, force field development will be a key factor in designing more realistic simulations. Force fields can be classified as “all-atom”,\textsuperscript{64, 67-68} which considers all of the atoms including hydrogen, “united atoms”\textsuperscript{69-70} with considers methyl or methylene groups and hydrogen atoms acting as a single interaction center. The “course grained”\textsuperscript{71} approach
considers one residue as a single interaction center. Comparisons of different kinds of force fields enhance the better choice of parameters for the molecular dynamics simulation.

Many studies about developing and comparing force fields for DNA molecules have been reported in the literature. AMBER and GROMACS are two widely used packages to develop force fields for biomolecules and to analyze biological systems using molecular dynamic simulations.

1.2 Parameters Effecting the Electrophoresis in Nanofluidics

Several important parameters that affect the nanoscale electrophoresis phenomena can be identified. The following section will discuss those parameters and their functionality in nano-geometries.

1.2.1 Electroosmotic Flow (EOF)

Electro-osmotic flow (EOF) studies have been reported as early as in 18th century. Reuss discovered that flow in capillary could be induced by clay particles in water under an external electric field. Wiedmann reported fundamental theories of electrokinetics from his studies after couple of decades to support the findings by Reuss. Evolving from that point, EOF theories playing a vital role in electrokinetic separation science. Scientists such as Helmholtz (1879), Smoluchowickz (1903) derived double layer theory, which occurs under electrokinetic transport phenomena.

Under the influence of an external electric field, a charged capillary or micro/nano-confined tube filled with a solution of ions produces a bulk flow. The bulk that consists of positive and negative (or counter ions and co-ions) starts to flow towards the electrodes. A bulk flow moving in the direction of anode to cathode is considered as a positive EOF while the opposite is considered as negative EOF (see Figure 1.1).
This phenomenon is a result of the charge of the channel walls. For example, if the channel wall is negatively charged, positive ions will attract more towards the wall producing a double layer. The excess counter ions in the bulk close to the channel walls start moving towards the cathode by an occurrence called viscous drag. This gives rise to a positive EOF towards the cathode in a surrounding with negatively charged walls. EOF is solely dependent on applied electric field, channel wall material and the bulk solutions in contact with the channel wall. The flow profile of an electrically driven flow differs when compared to that of a pressure driven flow. Figure 1.2 illustrates the imaging of flow profile identified for a pressure driven and hydrodynamically driven fluorescent dye. Under a thin EDL system, hydrodynamic flow profile holds a “parabolic” shape (also called as laminar flow profile) while it is a “plug-like” profile for electrokinetically driven flow. However, based on the plug-like profile the separation efficiency can increase enormously. This has been reported in numerous studies.\textsuperscript{82-84}

EOF is related to the charge on the channel wall as well as viscosity and dielectric constant of the buffer. EOF mobility $\mu_{EOF}$ is given by;

$$\mu_{EOF} = -\frac{\varepsilon \zeta}{\eta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)
where $\eta$ is viscosity and $\zeta$ is the zeta potential of the charges wall. Thus, EOF is highly governed by the pH of the buffer since charges of the surface groups (which is $\zeta$) are dependent on the solution pH.$^{85-86}$

![Figure 1.2 Images showing the fundamental difference in the dynamics of sample dispersion between electroosmotically-driven and pressure-driven flows. This visualization was performed using a molecular tagging technique (caged fluorescence visualization described later on in the chapter) and shows the reduced sample dispersion for (A) electroosmotic flow (in a capillary with a rectangular cross section 200 micron wide and 9 micron deep) as compared to (B) pressure-driven flow (rectangular cross-section 250 micron wide and 70 micron deep). (Reproduced from http://microfluidics.stanford.edu/Projects/Archive/caged.htm)

Also, electrophoretic velocity, $v_{EOF}$, is given by multiplying $\mu_{EOF}$ with the electric field strength. Therefore,

$$v_{EOF} = -\frac{\varepsilon \zeta}{\eta} E \quad (1.2)$$
EOF velocity is linearly proportional to the applied electric field strength through the column. Therefore, changing the applied voltage would change the velocity of the flow of ions.

1.2.2 Electric Double Layer (EDL)

When applying an electric field through a micro/ nano sized channel filled with bulk solution, it induces surface charge on the surface of the channel. This surface charge occurs from the interaction of the surface groups with the buffer solution and the ion exchange reactions such as protonation and deprotonation. Because of the induced charges on the wall surface, counter ions in the solution attract very close to the wall to neutral the induced charge density on the wall. The compact layer is strongly bound to the channel surface and it is usually called as the Stern layer. Excess counter ions diffuse further away from the channel walls to assemble as diffuse layer. Electric double layer (EDL) can be defined as the unification of Stern and diffuse layers. Investigations about EDL runs in to history as early as 18th century with the findings of Helmholtz\(^88\) (1853), Gouy\(^89\) (1910), Chapman\(^90\) (1913) and Stern\(^91\) (1924). Stern managed to combine the diffuse layer introduced in Gouy-Chapman model with the Helmholtz model introducing an internal Stern layer. Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GSC) model describes the counter ions in the Stern layer and diffuse layer and EDL is comprised of these two layers. Outer edge of the Stern layer is introduced as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). Figure 1.3 shows a pictorial representation of Stern and diffuse layers as well as the potential drop through the two layers. Stern layer of counter ions does not move usually thus contributing to conductivity of the plane.\(^86\)

EDL is one of the most important parameters in nanoscale electrophoresis. EDL is also called Debye layer since EDL thickness can be related to Debye length (\(\lambda_D\)) as follows.\(^92-93\) For a monovalent electrolyte,
\[ \lambda_D = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r k_B T}{2 N_A e^2} \right)^{1/2} \]  

(1.3)

where \( \varepsilon_0 \), permittivity of free space, \( \varepsilon_r \), dielectric constant of the solution, \( k_B \), Boltzmann constant, \( T \), temperature of the electrolyte, \( N_A \), Avogadro number and \( e \), elementary charge.\(^9\) For a symmetrical electrolyte (1:1 ionic ratio), it can be defined as,

\[ \lambda_D = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r R T}{2 F^2 c} \right)^{1/2} \]  

(1.4)

where \( R \), gas constant, \( F \), Faraday constant and \( c \) is the ionic concentration of the electrolyte.

Figure 1.3 Schematic of an electrical double layer and electric potential profile normal to the negatively charged wall (right) (Reproduced from Daiguji, H. Chem. Soc. Rev. 2010)

It is interesting to study how the electric potential represented by EDL changes with the size of the channel. To study how the channel height affects the EDL system, the ratio of \( \lambda_D \) to channel height, \( h \), can be investigated. It has been reported that when reducing the channel sizes to nanoscale, Debye length to channel height ratio (\( \lambda_D/h \)) is one crucial parameter. In capillary electrophoresis (CE), \( \lambda_D/h \) is not critical since the Debye length is in the range of few nanometers and the channel height is significantly large, thus \( \lambda_D/h \) value is negligible. Even in channels in micro size to more than 100 nm sizes, \( \lambda_D/h \) values are much smaller. In the case, the channel
heights are in the same order as the Debye length $\lambda_D/h$ values are closer 1, thus double layer overlapping is noted. (Figure 1.4) Numerous studies exist in literature where they have investigated the affects of double layer overlapping in nanoscale phenomena.\textsuperscript{94-95}

![Image of microchannel and nanochannel](image)

**Figure 1.4** Surface charge effects in microchannels and nanochannels. (A) In a microchannel, the Debye length is typically much smaller than the channel dimensions and most of the solution in the channel is neutral. (B) In a nanochannel, the solution is charged when the Debye length is larger than the channel dimensions. (C) The electric potential in the microchannel decays rapidly to its bulk value in a distance of the order of the Debye length. (D) The electric potential even at the center of the nanochannel is influenced by the surface charge and is not equal to the bulk potential. (E) The concentration of cations (orange) and anions (blue) in the microchannel is equal to the bulk concentration. (F) In a nanochannel, the counterion concentration (orange) is much higher than the co-ion concentration (blue) (Reproduced from Napoli et al. *Lab Chip*, 2010)

1.2.3 Zeta Potential and Surface Charge

Zeta potential, $\zeta$ is another crucial parameter when considering the electrophoresis in nanoscale. Typically, $\zeta$ is defined as the potential at the shear plane (Figure 1.3) when moving from the channel surface. $\zeta$ is not directly measure most of the situation though it depends on
many factors such as pH of the solution, temperature, counterion valency and size of the counterions. The relation is given below,

$$\sinh\left(\frac{-e\zeta}{2k_BT}\right) = q^n \frac{\lambda_D e}{2\varepsilon k_BT}$$

(1.5)

where $k_B$, Boltzmann constant, $T$, temperature of the electrolyte, $\lambda_D$, Debye length and $e$, elementary charge.

1.3 Single Entities in Nanochannels

The parameters dominated in nano geometries are investigated by behavior of model molecules in nano confinement. It is important to identify the unique properties of the model molecules to use in nanochannels devices produced by top-down approach or bottom-up approach to understand the nanoscale phenomena. There are several molecules that can be explored in this case. Nanoparticles, DNA molecules (double stranded or single stranded), proteins, peptides (short and relatively long) are some of the single molecules that can be used as models. Here we discuss the properties of the most important model molecules that have been studied extensively in literature.

1.3.1 Nanoparticles

Particles in nanometer size with a charge have gained the attention to use as a model for rigid single molecular systems in a nano-confinement. Polystyrene beads, metal nanoparticles, quantum dots are some of the particle of interest. Different capping agents will infuse a charge on the nanoparticles surface. The charges particle can be driven electrokinetically through a nanochannel. For example polystyrene nano bead surface can be functionalize with carboxylic group which produce a negative charge surface; silver nanoparticles can be capped with citrate group or PVP group to produce negative or positive charge on the surface. Single molecular nanoparticles are also used as optical biosensors called SMNOBS are used in biological
applications. Xu group has studied extensively about using silver nanoparticles about the usability to image single cell molecule cell imaging.\textsuperscript{98-102}

1.3.2 DNA

DNA molecules are the most studied single molecules in nanochannels. The following section will discuss the basic biological and physical characteristics of the dsDNA.

1.3.2.1 Structure of DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid, which is called DNA in its shorten form is the unique molecule that carries most of the biological information from any species root to the next generation. Even though there were preliminary studies occurred in 18\textsuperscript{th} century, the reveal of DNA structure by James Watson and Francis Crick in 1953 was the revolutionary discovery.\textsuperscript{103} DNA is composed of subunits called nucleotides containing a nitrogen base, phosphate groups (1 to 3 units), and a sugar group (2-deoxy ribose). Nucleotide bases are of 4 types named adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). DNA has a double helical structure composed with these nucleotides repeating to generate unique order called genetic code. Figure 1.5 illustrates that the distance between two nucleotides are 0.34 nm and a diameter around 2 nm.

Reisner and coworkers extensive studies about DNA confinement, dynamics and conformational characteristics inside a nanochannel have guided researchers to fabricate nanochannels with proper geometry.\textsuperscript{104-106} When a DNA molecule stretched to its full length in double helical structure, the length it occupies is called the contour length, $L_c$, of the DNA. Persistence length, $L_p$, can be defined as the mean square radius of DNA molecule that it becomes rigid.\textsuperscript{107-109} If a DNA molecule confines in a space less than $L_p$, it becomes rigid while at other environments it acts as a flexible molecule. The effective width ($w_{\text{eff}}$) and wall-DNA depletion width ($\delta$) are two other important parameters.\textsuperscript{106} (see Figure 1.6)
Manning et al.\textsuperscript{109} reported a persistence length of ~50 nm and a width of 2 nm of dsDNA in 0.1 M aqueous NaCl solution. DNA has negative charges along its backbone and it is in a coiled conformation when it is in bulk solution. Thus, it acts as a self-avoidance polymer.

![Diagram of DNA structure]

**Figure 1.5** The 3-dimensional double helix structure of DNA, correctly elucidated by James Watson and Francis Crick. Complementary bases are held together as a pair by hydrogen bonds. A single nucleotide is made up of three components: a nitrogen-containing base, a five-carbon sugar, and a phosphate group. The nitrogenous base is either a purine or a pyrimidine. The five-carbon sugar is either a ribose (in RNA) or a deoxyribose (in DNA) molecule.\textsuperscript{110} (Reproduced from Pray L. Nature Education 2008)

In 1953, Flory\textsuperscript{111} first studied the self-avoidance of polymers followed by Schaefer et al.\textsuperscript{112} studies from about the semi-flexible case. The rms radius of gyration, $R_g$, is represented as,

$$R_g = \left( L_p w_{eff} \right)^{1/5} L_c^{3/5}$$

(1.6)

The above equation was derived by Flory-Pincus for a self-avoiding polymer.\textsuperscript{113} For ideal case if it is a non-self-avoiding polymer $R_g$ is given by,

$$R_g \approx \left( L_p L_c \right)^{1/2}$$

(1.7)
1.3.2.2 Confinement of DNA in Nanochannels

The behavior of DNA inside nanochannels has led to fascinating studies about DNA in nano-confined environments. Studies concerning the stretching of DNA have been reported from as early in the beginning of 20th century. Its nature of stretching to its full contour length when it is confined in an environment has led to crucial studies in the medical field such as identifying genomic specific information. Confining DNA in nanochannel will lead it to stretch to a considerable fraction of its full contour length. Reisner et. al. reported that labeling the DNA backbone with a fluorescent dye such as YOYO-1 would increase up to 20% in contour and persistent lengths.

There are different regions in terms of nanochannel size where DNA will take its unique form (see Figure 1.7). When DNA is in a confined space much larger than its $R_g$, it will be in a coiled state and the structure can take different configurations. For larger volume of space there is less interaction with the channel walls thus mostly it resides in its coiled form as a one whole blob called “Pincus blob”.111
Figure 1.7 An overview of the physical regimes in nanochannel confinement. In the de Gennes regime, the conformation consists of a string of isometric Flory blobs. At \( D = D^* \), there is a transition to the extended de Gennes regime, characterized by elongated blobs that are at the cross-over between ideal and Flory behavior. At \( D = D^* = 2P \), the polymer enters a ‘transition’ regime, characterized by isolated hairpin backbends with a global persistence length \( G \). For \( D < P \), hairpins are frozen out and the polymer can only store contour through a series of successive deflections with the wall, characterized by the deflection length \( \lambda \) (the ‘classical Odijk’ regime). (Reproduced from Reisner et. al. Rep. Prog. Phys. 2012)

In a confined nanochannel where the dimensions are larger than that of the persistence length, it represents its form in isomeric blobs where it has repulsion between each blob resulting the molecule to stretch in the nanochannel. This region is called deGennes region. The smaller nanochannel dimensions up to \( D = 2L_p \) is called extended deGennes similar region called anisometric blobs. The region between \( L_p < D < 2 L_p \) is the transition state where the DNA takes the form of isolated hairpin. The most significant region demonstrates as where the DNA can be
stretched in to its full contour length. Odijk regime phenomena occur when nanochannels dimensions are less than DNA’s persistence length.\textsuperscript{114-115}

The extension length of DNA, $R_{ex}$, can be calculated by,\textsuperscript{104}

$$R_{ex} \cong L_c \left(\frac{w_{eff} L_p}{D_{av}^2}\right)^{1/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.8)

where $D_{av} = \sqrt{D \times h}$ and $L_c$ is contour length and $w_{eff}$ is the effective width (see Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8 (a) A confined polymer in the de Gennes regime: $D >> P$. The molecule can be subdivided equally into a series of blobs with contour length $L_b$; the stretch arises from the mutual repulsion of the blobs. (b) A confined polymer in the Odijk regime: $D << P$. (Reproduced from Reisner et al. 2007)

The extension length at the Odijk regime, $R_{Odijk}$, can be calculated by,\textsuperscript{106}

$$R_{Odijk} = L_c \cos \theta = L_c \left[1 - A \left(\frac{D_{av}}{L_p}\right)^{2/3}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.9)

where $A = 0.361$. When the DNA molecule is in Odijk regime the stretching takes place as a result of confinement that will prevent looping and coiling up the DNA. At this situation, unfavorable back folding of DNA won’t occur as a result from deflection by channel walls. Corresponding length is called as ‘Odijk deflection length’, $\lambda_p$, which can be expressed by $\lambda_p = (L_p D_{av})^{1/3}$. 
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1.4 Electrophoresis in Nanochannels

Nanoscale electrophoresis is a rapidly growing area over the last couple of decades. Nanochannel-based devices used for nanoscale electrophoresis can offer great flexibility in terms of shape and size with increased robustness and surface properties, which can be tuned based on the sized-related phenomena, which is not readily achievable in micro-scale. It will also enhance the ability to analyze, separate, manipulate and detect biomolecules with improved sensitivity, efficiency, and high throughput with an ease of use.

1.4.1 Nanoscale Electrophoresis Phenomena

Scaling down from micro to a dimension of less than 200 nm (at least one dimension), it introduces unique and interesting phenomena to nanoscale electrophoresis. At this length of scale there are several interesting parameters that comes in to play. Thus, conventional theories that were applicable to electrokinetic flow through microchannel such as Poisson–Boltzmann equation and Helmholtz–Smoluchowski slip velocity approach are not directly applicable to a similar situation in nanochannels.\textsuperscript{116} Interfacial forces that lead to EDL overlap, consequences arising from high surface to volume ratio and surface roughness as well as transport properties in nanoscale are some of the phenomena that can be identified.\textsuperscript{116-120}

Debye length or EDL is one of the mostly studied phenomena thus the most important phenomena in nano-electrophoresis. When the charges on the walls are induced by the bulk, the induced potential attracts opposite charged ions from the bulk producing high concentration of counter ions near the walls while repelling co-ions. This can be explained by the Boltzmann equation.\textsuperscript{119}

\[
c(y) = c_{bulk} \cdot e^{(-ze\psi(y)/kT)} \tag{1.10}
\]
where $c$ is the concentration, $z$ is the ionic charge, $e$ is the unit charge, $kT$ is the thermal energy, $y$ is the coordinate perpendicular to wall and $\Psi'$ is the electrical potential compared to the bulk. (Figure 1.4) It was hypothesized even though the concentration in the middle of the channel is closer to the bulk it, there is an excess in the counter ions and lack of co-ions concentrations near the wall which is deviating from bulk concentration.\textsuperscript{121-122} Because of this reason the EDL generates non-uniform motion of the bulk/neutral as well as non-uniform transverse electric fields.\textsuperscript{117, 120, 123} It will result in generating Poiseuille-like flow on the nanochannels as a result analytes spend significant amount of time migrating through the EDL. At a point of time, it will generate equilibrium between the transverse electro-migration and the diffusion leading to a transverse concentration gradient inside the nanochannel.\textsuperscript{117} Additionally, transport through the EDL becomes more selective depending on the valence of the counter ions. For example, two solutions with same ionic strength with divalent counter ions may have higher ionic concentration in nanochannel compared to that of monovalent counter ions given that there is no significant ionic adsorption to channel walls. If ionic adsorption occurs, it will immobilize some of the counter ions resulting in decrease in $\zeta$ potential which may reduce the EOF lower than the monovalent electrolyte.\textsuperscript{123}

As a consequence of having a prevailing EDL, ion-enrichment and ion-depletion zones are possible most commonly near the intersection of microchannel and nanochannels.\textsuperscript{117, 124} It was hypothesized that there is an increased ion flux inside the nanochannel due to amplified transport within the EDL which can lead to ion flux imbalance leaving such zones. Above phenomena is also called as concentration polarization. Usually it is observed near the inlet and outlet of the nanochannels. Polarization forces can cause anisotropic diffusivity as well as the rate it interacts with the channel walls.\textsuperscript{117} When the ionic strength is relatively low, higher effective EDL
thickness will shield the ions from entering the nanochannel. The repelled ions will accumulate at the entrance or boundary of the EDL.

Transporting macromolecules in nanochannel leads to another interesting phenomena. These charged analytes such as DNA, proteins or nanoparticles have a surrounding electric double layer. Apart from having a double layer on the channel, having that on the molecule causing it to be more complex.

Figure 1.9 shows the spherical protein molecule with a diameter d in a nanochannel with height h. The surface potential on surface wall is different from that of the molecule. The molecules surface potential depends on the bulk pH allowing it to be in protonated or deprotonated equilibrium as well as with the surface groups and it is different from the potential of the channel walls. Even though, for a DNA or protein molecule the surface charge changes

![Figure 1.9](image-url)
along the molecule because of the different charged surface groups for a charges particles capped with charged groups is hypothesized to be uniform.\textsuperscript{119,125-126}

Adsorption/ desorption of macromolecules is also plays an important role in macromolecular transport. This occurrence arises because of the interfacial forces such as electrostatic, van der Waals and hydration forces between the channel wall and the molecular surface.\textsuperscript{119} Adsorption/desorption kinetics is dominant at shorter column lengths when Damkohler number ($D_a$) is small. $k_{ads}$ is the rate constant for 1st order adsorption kinetics. $D_a$ is given by,

$$D_a = \frac{k_{ads} h}{D}$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.11)

For a 40 nm deep nanochannel the adsorption rate is $10^{-4}$ s, which is unusually low.\textsuperscript{117} Also steric interaction influences the diffusion of the molecule effecting its location in the channel at a particular time and its orientation. The layer of counter ions on macromolecule can influence its mobility, steric interactions and diffusivity of the molecule inside a nanochannel mostly at high EDL situations.\textsuperscript{117} Considering macromolecules inside a nanochannel, there are other important interfacial forces that can be identified. Forces such as van der Waals forces (including dipolar interactions) and Lewis acid-base forces including hydrogen bond force are some important forces that effect the 3D spatial arrangement and conformations of macromolecules. There is a strong repulsion force exist due to the overlap of the electron cloud of the wall and macromolecule called Born repulsion (also called as steric repulsion) which increase with the decreasing intermolecular distance, $d$. As Lennard-Jones model predicts this repulsion increases with $d^{-12}$ and prevents molecules entering the nanoconfined areas.\textsuperscript{119} For example, DNA molecule holds a folded coil configuration in the bulk solution. Usually a DNA molecules consist of a cross sectional diameter of 2 nm and 0.34 nm overall length per base pair. This gives a contour length of 340 nm for a 1 kbp DNA molecule. On contrary, the persistence length of a
DNA molecule is roughly 55 nm. To enter to a nanoconfined environment it should overcome the entropic barrier associated with it. Thus, a DNA molecule is forced to stretch in a nanochannel shorter than its persistence length, it extends linearly overcoming the steric repulsion. Though, for shorter DNAs (contour length shorter than its persistence length), because of its rod-like nature, it has to overcome additional rotational entropic barrier to enter the nano confinement.127

Dielectrophoresis is another noteworthy phenomena that occurs in nanoelectrophoresis. The electrophoretic force, $f_{ep}$ on a particle under an electric field is given by,

$$f_{ep} = zFE \quad (1.12)$$

where $z$ is the effective charge, $F$ is Faraday’s constant, and $E$ is electric field. Electrophoresis force on a particle is a result of electrophoresis that is dependent on ratio of the charge of the particle and its hydrodynamic radius.128 In contrast, dielectrophoresis (DEP) is the electric field gradient present on a polarizable particle and the dielectrophoresis force, $f_{ep}$, is given by,

$$f_{ep} = 2\pi\varepsilon_m r^3 K \nabla E^2 \quad (1.13)$$

where $\varepsilon_m$ is the permittivity of the medium, $r$ is the particle radius, $E$ is the field strength applied, $K$ is the Clausius-Mosotti factor. $K$ is dependent on the conductivity and the permittivity of the medium and particle as well as frequency of applied electric field.129 At the interface of microchannel and nanochannel, when the particle is in a medium less polarize than itself, the particle feels the dielectrophoretic force towards the high electric field gradient called positive DEP and when the medium is more polarizable than the particle it is repelled from high field gradients which is called negative DEP.130 Kovarik and Jacobson130 have shown that the DNA and proteins tends to trap at the entrance as a cause of dielectrophoretic trapping (evident from previous literature) by a COMSOL simulation model (Figure 1.10) representing a field drop
across a nanopore. At the tip it is 130 nm deep and the base is 1 μm, which has field drop of 4 V providing a maximum field strength of $1.3 \times 10^4$ V/cm and a maximum field gradient squared of $4.2 \times 10^{13}$ V$^2$/cm$^3$. Electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic forces can be tuned by optimizing the amplitude and frequency of the applied electric field thus can enhance the selectivity of the molecules entering the nanochannel.

Figure 1.10 (a) COMSOL simulation of the electric field distribution at a nanopore. The nanopore was 130 nm in diameter at the tip, 1 μm in diameter at the base, and 10 μm long. A 20 μm thick layer of buffer was modeled on both sides of the pore, and the applied potential was 4 V. (b) Enlarged view of the nanopore tip where the electric field strength and the gradient of the field squared have their maximum values of $1.3 \times 10^4$ V/cm and $4.2 \times 10^{13}$ V$^2$/cm$^3$, respectively. (Reprinted from Kovarik et al. Anal. Chem. 2008)

Even though high surface-to-volume (S/V) ratio in nano-electrophoresis has its own advantages, there are several drawbacks that can be identified. Downscaling the dimensions affects the surface properties of the walls. When the nanochannel is filling because of the capillary action, the proton in the surface groups will release proton reducing the pH of the solvent front. As Squires et al points out there is a the EOF magnitude is possibly changing because of this protonation equilibrium occurs in nanochannel. Also, high S/V ratio affects the adsorption/ desorption kinetics since diffusion transport becomes efficient as $D_a$ decreases plus there is a effective mass lost inside the nanochannels.
1.4.2 Efforts in Nanochannel Electrophoresis

Separations performed in nano-geometries have gained the interest especially in the past decade. Studies about electrokinetic transport of charged analytes in nanofluidic channels has revealed interesting information about separation of charged analytes in nanochannels. Preliminary efforts in nano confined devices laid the platform to investigate the unique behavior of single molecules separation studies in nanochannels.

Hibara and co-workers\textsuperscript{133} investigated the time-resolved fluorescence measurements of rhodamine 6G (R6G), sulforhodamine 101 (SR101) and rhodamine B (RB) in 330 nm, 850 nm and 250 μm channels. They have found the decay of R6G and SR101 is higher in nanochannels while it was slower for RB. Lower dielectric constants and higher viscosities were forecasted in nano-sized channels. Plecis et al.\textsuperscript{134} discussed about the exclusion-enrichment effect (EEE) which explains the affect of counterion enrichment and co-ion exclusion using a dianion, acation and a neutral probe using fluorescein salt, rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B in 50 nm nanoslit fabricated in Pyrex devices.

Garcia et al.\textsuperscript{135} studied the separation of two color dyes; Alexa 488 (green) and rhodamine B (red) in a nanochannel arrays (sizes ranging from 35 nm 200 nm) under electric field strengths of 0 to 2000 Vm\textsuperscript{-1} (Figure 1.11). They observed the negatively charged dye (Alexa 488) had a higher mobility towards the negative electrode compared to neutral dye (rhodamine B). The observation was controversial to what is expected in electrokinetic theory, which predicts a lower mobility of negative species than the neutral caused by the electrophoresis towards the positive electrode. At lower channel sizes possible overlap of the electric double layer affects the electroosmotic flow profile deviating from its expected “plug-like” profile.
Possible mechanism for the achieved separation was identified due to two possibilities. First, repelling of the negatively charged dyes from the negatively charged walls forcing it to travel closer to the center of the nanochannel where high EOF is observed. Second, the higher relative adsorption of the neutral dyes to the channel walls can cause slower mobilities of the neutral dyes. Pennathur and Santiago\(^95\) compared the separation of two charged species in micro and nano geometries using 2-µm and 40 nm deep channels. They adjusted the background buffer electrolyte concentration such that both micro and nanochannels have the same thin EDL condition generating same electrophoretic velocities for the same species. The separation of fluorescein (\(z_s = -2\)) and bodipy (\(z_s = -1\)) revealed that the separation distance between two species is lower in nanochannels (Figure 1.12) as a result of transverse electromigration phenomenon.

This phenomena was also expected from their theoretical predictions.\(^94\) More negative dye with valence \(z_s = -2\), was electromigrated away from negative charged channel walls.

Figure 1.11 Sample two-color fluorescence micrographs (green = Alexa 488, red = rhodamine B) showing separation of dyes in nanochannel arrays containing channels ~50 nm wide at (A) time \(t = 0\) and (B) \(t = 30\) s, and ~200 nm wide channels at (C) time \(t = 0\) and (D) \(t = 25.2\) s. (Reprinted from Gracia et. al. Lab Chip 2005)
experiencing higher velocities compare to less negative dye with valence $z_s = -1$. Also, when the $\lambda_D h$ was increased, there was a decrease in area-averaged velocity. Under non-overlapping EDL conditions, the electrophoretic transport of species depends on the ion valency and mobility, $\zeta$ and $\lambda_D$ as a result of transverse electromigration in the nanochannels as well as the stream-wise mobility.

![Figure 1.12 Sequence of epifluorescence images showing separations of 20 μM carboxyl fluorescein ($z_s = -2$) and 40 μM bodipy ($z_s = -1$) in devices with channel depths of 40 nm and 2 μM. The conditions result in an area-averaged liquid velocity of 25 μm/s. The bottom image of each pair is for a channel 1 μm wide and 40 nm deep filled with 1.5 mM sodium tetraborate buffer, resulting in an area-averaged liquid velocity of 24 μm/s. Scalar images are taken (A) $t = 300$ ms, and (B) $t = 600$ ms. In (B), the separation distance between the two analytes is lower for the nanochannel. This observation qualitatively supports the theory that transverse electromigration plays a key role in determining the net streamwise transport of a charged solute (Reprinted from Pennathur et. al. Anal. Chem. 2005)](image)

1.4.3 Single Particle Electrophoresis in Nano-Geometries

To understand the nanoelectrophoresis phenomena it is crucial to design a simpler system before investigating the real biomolecules because its complex nature of interaction with walls and system. Particles in nanometer sizes that carry a charge can be used as model molecules to investigate the basic interaction behaviors and identify certain patterns while traveling through the nano domains. Studies of Xuan and coworkers about electrokinetic transport of charged particles in micro domain helped to build the nanoelectrophoresis phenomena.\(^{136-138}\) They studied
the wall effects when polystyrene beads translocate through a converging-diverging microchannel. Study reveals that large particles are retarded near the channel walls when compared to the small particles as a effect of viscous forces. Supporting the above work, a mathematical model was derived by Qian et al.\textsuperscript{139} explaining the spatial dependency of a particle electrophoresing through a converging-diverging microchannel to enhance the separation.

Several studies about particle behavior in nano-domains exist in the literature. Particle studies about separation in nano-domains,\textsuperscript{140} diffusion of single particles,\textsuperscript{140-143} single particle tracking\textsuperscript{142, 144} provides guidance understand the nanoscale phenomena and proceed with single molecular nanoelectrophoresis. Furthermore, theoretical studies contributed enormously to understand the underlying theory and explain some unique phenomena occur in particle electrophoresis in nano-domain.\textsuperscript{145-147} Kaji \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{141} tracked the trajectories of single nanoparticles with 50 nm diameters using single particle tracking methodology in a nanopillar chip. Authors managed to measure the simple diffusion, directed diffusion and other diffusions. It was concluded that nanopillars are able to prevent the hydrodynamic flow from nanochannels and it is lower in that region results in low diffusion of the particles. Hoang and coworkers studied the mobility of 25 nm single quantum dot in a 20 μm wide 150 nm deep nanoslits.\textsuperscript{142} Authors realized that diffusion coefficients revealed using single particle imaging experiments are three times smaller than the calculated values using classical Brownian motion theory and they claim those results may be due to double layer overlap inside the nanochannels.

Pennathur and coworkers studied particle electrophoresis in nano-domain using carboxylated polystyrene beads. Napoli \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{140} reported the electrophoresis and separation of 50 nm and 100 nm polystyrene particles in 20 μm, 1 μm and 250 nm channels. The effects of pH change, ionic strength of the background electrolyte and the channel height. Authors suggest that
there are two contrary factors affecting a spherical particle electrophoresing through a nanochannel. They are viscous retardation effect and increased electric field near channel walls. When the boundary of particle and wall decreases as in the case of nanochannels, the velocity of the particles expected to decrease. This factor is limited until the electric field effects are dominant inside the channel. At high buffer concentrations particles are closer to the channel walls, which increase the particle velocity but at lower concentrations it leads to repelling particle away from the wall to travel closer to the center of the channel. It will increase the viscous drag effect that is in the opposite direction thus decreasing its velocity. They observed an increase of mobility in nanochannel as well as at low ionic strength of the buffer. Authors hypothesize that the increase concentration of the particles (negative charged) at the center of the channel result in increase concentration thus decrease of viscous retardation effects. As authors suggest, variation of pH may lead to opposing behavior in particle mobility when reducing the size of nanochannel from micro to nano. They suggest the pH and the ionic concentration of the background electrolyte should be carefully optimized and tuned to increase the separation efficiency and performance since it may have the ability to downgrade it. Also the diffusivity of the particle band at different channel positions has been investigated to calculate the range of zeta potential of the particles. Following up the work from Napoli, Wynne et al.\(^\text{144}\) reported characterization of carboxylate polystyrene beads of size 42 nm in 100 nm nanochannels frustrated total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. They found out that particle velocities are decreased when translocating through the nanochannels as a result of increase viscous drag effects near the confined nanochannels. Authors also observed that the increase buffer ionic concentration did not decrease the particle velocity as a result of electric double layer overlap and shear induced rotation of the particles. Additionally, they noted that the
physical phenomena such as entropic particle exclusion and/or concentration polarization prevented higher number of particles entering the nanochannels even for thin EDL systems.

1.4.4 Single Molecule Electrophoresis in Nano-Geometries

Nanochannel electrophoresis has been used for numerous vital research areas such as separation,\textsuperscript{20, 148-150} manipulation,\textsuperscript{22, 151-152} and detection\textsuperscript{22-23} of single molecules. Robustness, surface modification ability, flexibility in controlling the shape and size boosts the usability and applications of nanochannel based devices. Being at the same size-scale (nm scale), nanochannels and biomolecules (such as DNA and proteins) lead to intriguing observations. This section will mainly focus on nanochannel-based studies carried out for single molecular electrophoresis using nanochannels.

To investigate the electrophoretic behavior of a specific single molecule (biomolecule/biopolymer) inside the nanochannel requires it to be charged and flexible to change its configuration to fit the size and shape of nano confinement. Most biomolecules has a net change enabling the opportunities to analyze by electrophoresis. Considering the previous reports DNA has been studied extensively in nano-confinement due to its charged state (negative), size distributions, ability to stretch linearly in different stretching percentages (depending on the size of nano confinement), ability to confine in nano-geometries and confirmation stability.

Han and Craigheads studies reveal the possibility of separating different size DNA molecules (~40 kbps to ~160 kbps) using entropic trapping in 75-100 nm thin regions.\textsuperscript{20, 151} The thin nano regions were connections for deeper microchannels. They claimed that the observed different mobilities for T2 DNA (164 kbps) and T7 DNA (37.9 kbps) are due to different energy barriers to escape from the entropy trap (Figure 1.13). Larger radius of gyration of longer DNA molecules result in higher probability to escape from the entropic trap due to high surface area
interactions. They witnessed higher at higher field strengths the separation was not possible due to reduce of the entropic trapping effect. The resolution \( R_s \) of the separation was defined as

\[
R_s = \frac{\langle \Delta V/V \rangle \sqrt{N/16}}{16}
\]

where \( \langle \Delta V/V \rangle \) gives the fractional band velocity.

![Schematic diagram](image)

**Figure 1.13** Schematic diagram for launching and data analysis. The arrival of DNA molecules was monitored at the other end of the channel. A rectangular region of interest was defined, and the fluorescence signal from this area was summed. (Reprinted from Han et. al. Science 2000)

Separation resolution increases at lower field where \( \langle \Delta V/V \rangle \) increases thus increasing the entropic trapping effect. Though, it may lead to band broadening \( (N \text{ larger}) \) at these conditions. They further reported the separation of 5-200 kbps of DNA within 30 min concluding that resolution of the separation depends on the applied electric when using entropic traps and relaxation of DNA cannot be achieved under high field strengths.\(^{153}\)

Following up the work from Han and Craighead, Pennathur and coworker reported separation of oligo-nucleotides using nanometer-sized channels.\(^{150}\) The separation of a mixture of fluorescently labeled dsDNA oligonucleotides in the sizes of 10, 25, 50 and 100 bps, fluorescein, and fluorescein-12-UTP (UTP) was performed in fused silica nanoslits of depths 40, 100 and 1560 nm. Separation was performed in 1- 100 mM sodium borate buffer and the best separation was achieves in 10 mM buffer concentration in 100 nm channels (Figure 1.14).

Separation resolutions were acceptable in concentrations less than 10 mM too. More dominant EOF mobility overcomes the electrophoretic mobilities of the oligos resulting in net
travel towards the cathode. Authors observed the elution order was dependent upon the length of the oligo ($l$) and the EDL thickness ($\lambda_D$). $\lambda_D/h$ and $l/h$ parameters were varied to explore the optimal conditions for the separation. At 10 mM ($\lambda_D/h \approx 3\%$) the elution order was Fluorescein (FL), UTP, and 10, 25, 50 and 100 bp oligonucleotides as a result of their mobility order; $\mu_{FL} < \mu_{UTP} < \mu_{10bp} < \mu_{25bp} < \mu_{50bp} < \mu_{100bp}$. Authors observed the same order for 5 mM 5 mM ($\lambda_D/h \approx 4\%$) case too. Even though the elution order was the same, a reduction of resolution was observed for 20 mM and 100 mM case. However, it is expected that the resolution should increase at higher buffer strengths due to decrease of EOF hence increase of resident time. Authors try to explain the observation as the increase of the ionic density at high ionic concentrations may lead to lower electrophoretic mobilities.

![Figure 1.14](image)

Figure 1.14 (A) Schematic of nanochannel electrophoresis of rod-like oligonucleotides. Important length scales are the depth of the channel ($2h$), the length of the dsDNA ($l$), and the Debye length ($\lambda_D$). (B) Measured electropherograms for electrokinetic separations of fluorescein, UTP, and a 10-100 bp oligonucleotide ladder in a 100 nm deep channel. Electropherograms are shown for separations in five different concentrations of sodium borate: 100 (top), 20, 10, 5, and 1 mM (bottom). $t_{Ri}$ is the residence time of fluorescein in each experiment (Reproduced from Pennathur et al. Anal. Chem. 2007)

At lower ionic concentrations (such as 1 mM) ion density and EDL coupling, two opposing factors contest each other to regulate the axial migration rate. Authors propose a substantial coupling between electromigration, bulk EOF in the both axil and transvers paths and steric-wall
interactions. Kaji et al. developed a method to separate long DNA molecules based on their size using a quartz nano-pillar chip. Authors were able to separate DNA fragments of 1-38 kbps and large DNA fragments from λ DNA (48.5 kbps) and T4 DNA (168.5 kbps). The separation was achieved in 380 μm long nanopillar channel with a separation efficiency of 1000-3000 (0.7 \times 10^6 - 2.1 \times 10^6 \text{ plates/m}) under 10 s.

Fu, Mao and Han extended the work of long DNA separation using entropic traps to investigate the possibility of separating SDS protein. Separation was carried out for sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) protein and dsDNA by size-fraction (weight fraction) using entropic trap and nanofilter arrays with gap size of 40-180 nm. They were able to separate SDS protein under 90 V/cm field strength achieving $3 \times 10^5$ plates/m in 4 min while the separation for dsDNA was achieved in 10 min under 70 V/m. Authors suggest that electric potential energy of the dsDNA molecules and Ogston sieving induces entropic energy barrier compete with each other for separation. Schoch et. al. investigated the diffusion characteristic of proteins in a nanochannel exploring an interesting approach to separate them. Adjusting the pH of the solution the charge of the protein can be controlled to be either negative or positive (pH $<$ pI – positive net charge, pH $>$ pI – negative net charge) which is called the Donnan effect. Using this approach they were managed to separate three lectin proteins having same molecular weight but different pI values in a 50 nm high nanochannel varying the pH from 6 to 11. Electrostatic interactions become significant with increasing surface charges in the nanochannel thus providing a mechanism for separation based on different diffusion coefficient values.

Separation of catecholamines samples from liposomes and separation of cytoplasmic samples from intact mammalian cell has been achieved in 770 nm inner diameter sized capillaries. Riehn et al. conducted enzyme studies in a nanochannel of 100-200 nm environment using
DNA and endonuclease enzyme facilitated by electrophoresis and diffusion of Mg$^{2+}$ and EDTA. Mennard and Ramsey reported electrophoresis of $\lambda$-page DNA in 25 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm glass based nanochannels.\textsuperscript{156} Uba \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{157} reported the electrophoresis of $\lambda$- DNA in 100 nm x100 nm polymer nanochannels under 2.0x and 0.5x TBE buffer concentrations.

\textbf{1.5 Experimental Methods for Studying Transport in Nanochannels}

Nanochannels for analysis of DNA has been performed in a wide variety of applications as discussed in the earlier section. Nanochannels with smaller dimensions are able to linearize DNA molecules to extract the structural information. There are two main detection modalities that can be identified, optical modality and electrical modality. However, each of them has their own advantages and disadvantages.

In an optical detection modality, DNA backbone is stained with an intercalating dye fluorescent dye and it is detected with high-resolution microscopy system with higher magnification. Optical detection will allow the researcher to visualize the undergoing physical and chemical phenomena inside the nanochannel thus have a better perceptive about the experiment. The main two problems with staining DNA with fluorescent dye is that photobleaching and photoniking. After staining once it is exposed to the excitation light source it gradually decreases its intensity over time. This is called photo bleaching of the dye, which may impact experiments that requires long period of times. Also, exposing to an excitation source may lead photonic DNA in to small fragments. Electrical modality is capable of detecting unstained DNA as well as stained DNA by electric readouts. Electrical signal can be made when a DNA molecule enters the nanochannel by longitudinally or transversely using planar pair of electrodes.
1.5.1 Single-Molecule Imaging in Nanochannels

Optical imaging studies of single molecules in nanochannels can be classified into two main categories as imaging by confinement and tracking of single molecules. Both these study areas are vastly investigated due to the ability to extract immense amount of information about single molecules. Conventional microscopy techniques as well as most recently, super resolution microscopy techniques are two approaches to study single molecules with different optical resolutions. DNA studies were more popular in nano electrophoresis because of their linearity inside nanochannel, charged, rigid structure that can be easily stained with intercalating dyes thus easy to drive and detect inside a nanochannel using a microscope. Generally, the most popular intercalating dye in use to stain dsDNA is YOYO-1. In combination with 2% - 4% of β-mercaptoethanol or Trolox to the DNA-dye complex solution, photobleaching can be minimized. Kim et. al. reported that even though, anti-photobleaching agents prevent photobleaching; it has a negative impact in increasing the ionic concentration of the buffer due to proton loss in thiol groups at a pKₐ of 9.6. Also, it has been reported that there is an increase of the extension length of dsDNA once it is stained by an intercalating dye. For dsDNA stained with YOYO-1 dye, ~20% increase of extension in contour and persistence length was observed.

Tracking single molecules with a fluorescence signature in nanochannels has been used to obtain information about separation, adsorption-desorption with wall interaction and transport dynamics, which was discussed in previous section in detail. This section will provide a summary of the different detection methods that has been incorporate to fulfill the studies. There are reports about DNA electrophoresis in late 70’s. Craighead group studied the separation of DNA based on size in entropic traps using optical microscopy.
investigated the possibility of separating oligos based on there size in nanochannels using 60x objective and 488 laser illumination.\textsuperscript{95, 150}

Confining DNA in nanochannel and stretching them to a length close to its full contour length was studies extensively by Reisner \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{105} TOTO-1 was used to stain DNA 1:10 dye to bp ratio, which increase $L_c$ from 13%. In 0.5X TBE buffer, $\lambda$ DNA (48.5 kbps, $L_c = 16.5 \mu m$) extension length $L_{dye}$ was 18.6 $\mu m$, for T2 DNA (164 kbps, $L_c = 55.8 \mu m$) the extension length $L_{dye}$ was 63 $\mu m$. Genomic mapping studies by optical detection were recently popular due to their ability in acquiring genetic spatial resolutions as well as epigenetic information. In 2010, Das \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{163} reported the possibility of identifying specific sequence regions via a nick-labeling scheme in dsDNA by stretching them in a nanochannel array device. (see Figure 1.15) They were able to create 3 Gbp human genomes reducing to $\sim$50 Mbp of target sequence. For imaging 100x oil objective with 1.4 NA was used. DNA was stained with YOYO- and excited by 488 nm laser, Cy3 and Alexa 546 were excited by 543 nm laser and Alexa 647 was excited by 633 nm helium neon laser. By considering the frequency of occurrence in specific genomic sequence regions, they were able to acquire an interesting picture of the whole genome.

Lam and coworkers were able to identify specific sequence motifs in dsDNA molecules stretched in silicon nanochannel device array.\textsuperscript{164} Nanochannel array devices are of 2 sizes, 120 nm $\times$ 120 nm and 45 nm $\times$ 45 nm. To prevent clogging at the entrance and to help uncoil DNA before entering in to the nanochannels, there is a gradient region with pillars. It makes an energetically favorable situation for DNA to enter the nanochannels. They were able to analyze 95 bacterial artificial chromosomes (BAC) clones using these devices, which consist in 4.7 Mb human major histocompatibility complex regions. They were able to 22 halotype differences,
Figure 1.15 Image of the nano-channel array in a chip that has been used for the linearization of DNA. (A) Different regions of a nano-channel device. (B) Image showing the translocation of DNA through different areas (microstructure and nano-channel) of the chip. (C) Image of the relaxed and linearized DNA molecules inside nano-channel array. (D) Size distribution of BAC 3F5 DNA molecules inside nano-channel array; Schematic drawing of recognition sequence of nicking endonuclease Nb.BbvCl and the Nick–Flap labeling scheme. (E) After nicking (blue arrow) at the recognition sequence (GCTGAGG, Nb.BbvCI), fluorescent or non-labeled nucleotides (red) are incorporated using a polymerase with displacement activity but lacking 5′->3′ exonuclease activity. As a result, the native sequences are displaced (green) downstream. A ssDNA structure (flap) is generated and can be interrogated with various chemistry including hybridization probes. For example, an oligo probe (black) can hybridize to the flap. (F) Nick-labeling of λ-DNA molecules. The top graph shows the distribution of the seven nick endonuclease Nb.BbvCI recognition sites of λ-DNA. The solid blue line represents the backbone of the λ-DNA, the arrow indicates the positions of the predicted Nb.BbvCI sites and the green dots represent the potential tagging sites. The bottom graph shows a single labeled λ-DNA molecule. Backbone was labeled with YOYO-1 (blue) and nicking sites were labeled with Alexa-546 dUTP nucleotides and four internal labels were observed and matched well with predicted sites. (G) Flap-labeling. Two labeled flap sites are shown in red dots on a solid line peeling off the DNA backbone in top graph. The bottom graph shows two λ-DNA molecules, whose flap sites at 8 and 35.5 kb were hybridized and labeled with probes Cy3-AAGGTCTTTGAGCAGGGCGTT-Cy3 and Cy3-TCCAACTATAATTTGACCAGAGAAAG-Cy3, respectively. In this case the nicking sites were not labeled. (H) Nick–flap labeling. All nicking sites of λ-DNA molecules were labeled with Alexa 647 dUTP (green) and two flap sequences at nicking sites of 8 kb and 35.5 kb were selectively hybridized and labeled with green probes Cy3-AAGGTCTTTGAGCAGGGCGTT-Cy3 and Cy3-TCCAACTATAAA-TTTGACCAG AGAAAG-Cy3, respectively (Reproduced from Das et. al. Nucl. Acid Res. 2010)
with 9 kb average between the labels. Figure 1.16 shows a representation of the genomic mapping of 95 BACs.

Figure 1.16 Genome mapping of mixtures of 95 BACs from the PGF and COX libraries. (a) Image of a single field of view (FOV 73.73 μm) containing a mixture of nick-labeled DNA molecules in the nanoarray. This FOV is part of 108 FOVs shown in the bottom part of the panel (outlined in green). Each FOV can accommodate up to 250 kb of a DNA molecule from top to bottom. The images of four FOVs are stitched together so that longer molecules (up to 1 Mb) in a single channel can be analyzed whole. In all, there are 27 sets of four vertical FOVs per array scan. (b) The distribution of the DNA molecules imaged on the nanoarray by length. The majority of the molecules are 100–170 kb in length as expected from the BAC-clone sizes. (c) After clustering of DNA molecules based on nick-labeling patterns, consensus maps with overlapping patterns are assembled into contiguous-sequence motif maps. In this example, three overlapping consensus maps (each ~150 kb long) are assembled into a 300-kb map. (Reproduced from Lam et al. Nat. Biotech. 2012)

The fragmentation frequencies were plotted and identify the nicklabeling pattern of fragmentations. This process is followed by overlapping maps assembling in to contiguous-sequence motif maps. They achieved 23,000 molecules per optical load, which corresponds to 3 Gb of DNA sequence and as expected from BAC clones, 100-170 kb length fragments gave the highest frequency from the sizes ranging 20 -220 kb. Using this technique there was a recent
commercialization of the technology at BioNano Genomics Inc. They were able to produce devices with more than 4000 nanochannels in a single Si chip to sequence dsDNA using the above technique.

Some recent publications in-line with this work can be useful in further investigations about genomic mapping.\textsuperscript{166-167} In recent reviews, Michaeli, Levy-Sakin and Ebenstein has discussed about optical mapping of DNA to visualize the structural properties and copy number as beads on a stretched DNA in nanochannels.\textsuperscript{165, 168} They further discuss about the current available techniques to optical genome mapping including nanochannel based stretching (Figure 1.17) and their resolution in terms of human genome depth, precision and throughput method.

1.5.2 Electric Detection of Single Molecules in Nanochannels

Electrical detection of biomolecules is studied by measuring the current in longitudinal or transverse method. The measured current can be in the form of blockade, resistance, conductance, impedance or capacitance. The electrical signature induced can be due to the biomolecules or the relative change in current of the buffer. Electrical signature for single molecular detection is more popular than existing optical methods due to their ability to detect biomolecules in their native state, compatibility in size and technology as well as the ability to measure with low cost simple instrumentation.

Longitudinal method of electrical detection is similar to a behavior of a nanopore. When a biomolecule blocks a nanogap it results in change in the ion flux inside the nanochannel. This change generates a change in current. In a recent publication, electrophoretic mobilities of different size Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) capsids were measured using the above method.\textsuperscript{169} They were able to separate T= 3 HBV capsids (o.d. 32 nm) and T= 4 HBV capsids (o.d. 35 nm) capsids with a fully resolved amplitude distribution using resistive-pulse sensing. The devices
consists with nanochannels with the dimensions of 300 nm wide, 100 nm deep and 2.5 μm long nanochannel and nanopores were 45 nm deep and 45 nm wide. (see Figure 1.18)

Figure 1.17 Optical mapping schemes. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a highly parallel nanochannel-array chip (source: BioNano Genomics, with permission). (b) BAC DNA molecules (green) are nicked by an enzyme at specific sequence motifs and repaired by a polymerase that incorporates fluorescently labeled nucleotides (orange dots) and imaged in nanochannel-array (Ebenstein lab, unpublished data). (c) DNA molecular combing. Large rearrangements in BRCA1 are detected in breast cancer patients. Del ex 8–13 is visible as a deletion of the blue signal S7B1 (modified from DeLeener et. al. with permission, John Wiley and Sons). (d) Restriction-optical mapping. A 90 kbp insertion is detected (red arrows). Included below the map is a montage of several of the single-molecule images that give evidence to support this insertion (adapted from Teague et. al. with permission). (e) Future perspective for optical mapping in nanochannels: DNA molecules (green) are specifically labeled with different colored probes revealing different genomic/epigenomic information such as sequence motifs and methylation sites (colored dots). An applied electric field drives the molecules through a series of progressively smaller nanoscale obstacles (gray circles) that funnel the molecules into nanochannels. Once DNA is stretched and confined within the channels, the distances between labels can be accurately measured using a fluorescence microscope. Software is used to generate a consensus map of the sequence motifs overlaid with the epigenetic patterns of individual molecules. The maps facilitate the analysis of structural and epigenetic variation, such as sequence duplications and methylation patterns (modified from Michaeli et. al., with permission, Nature Publishing Group (Reprinted from Levy-Sakin et. al.)

In the transverse electrical detection method, the change of current is measured when a molecule passes through the detection gap by either the nano electrodes or electrical conductance change of the background electrolyte. Liang and Chou studied the electrical signal using pair of Au nanowires with 45 nm width and 18 nm thickness in a 45 nm × 45 nm nanochannel. The
gap sizes vary from 9 nm to 20 nm while the gap heights vary from 16 nm to 30 nm. For the 9
nm gap size detecting 1.1 kbp DNA, the signal increased by ~200% and it was reported to
be ~350 pA. Kawai and coworkers measured the electrical current using DNA sized AuNPs (2
nm) and λ-DNA.\textsuperscript{171-172} They performed there study win a device with nanogap dimensions of a
50 nm in width, 60 nm in depth and 200 nm in length using 0.1 M KCl solution. The current
observed was in the range of 35 pA to 75 pA for λ-DNA. Menard and Ramsey\textsuperscript{173} reported a
method to monitor current when DNA is translocating through a nanochannel via a shorter
orthogonal channel (see Figure 1.19).

The transport nanochannel widths and depths varied from ~50 nm to ~200 nm while
transverse nanochannel depths and widths were ranging from ~40-160 nm and 25 – 35 nm over 3
devices. The current amplitude measured were $35 \pm 5$ pA for (~5% of baseline) for device A and
$271 \pm 53$ pA (~27% of baseline) for device B in 1 M KCl solution. Moreover, optical
measurements added further explanation to their reported results.

Figure 1.18 Representation of the electric signature for T= 3 HBV capsids (o.d. 32 nm) and T= 4
HBV capsids (o.d. 35 nm) in a 300 nm wide, 100 nm deep and 2.5 μm long nanochannel and 45
nm deep and 45 nm wide nanopore structure. (Reproduced from Harms \textit{et. al. Anal. Chem.}
2015)
Figure 1.19 Electrical monitoring of the translocation of single DNA molecule using orthogonal nanochannels in 1M KCl solution (Menard et. al. ACS Nano 2012)
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2.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, microchip capillary electrophoresis (microchip-CE) has gained relevance because of its unique operating characteristics, such as the ability to assay hundreds of samples simultaneously, low sample and reagent consumption and the ease of integrating multiple sample processing steps into a single platform.\(^1\)\(^\text{-7}\) However, the electrophoretic separation process in microchip-CE is fundamentally similar to capillary-based CE; the separation resolution depends primarily on differences in the electrophoretic mobilities of the targets and reducing zonal dispersion, which is primarily determined by longitudinal diffusion in well-designed systems. In some cases, the lack of separation in free solution is circumvented by using buffer additives. For instance, because of the free draining behavior of single and double-stranded DNA molecules in free solution, electrophoretic separations require the incorporation of a 3D porous gel. Alternative additives are surfactants used above their critical micelle concentration to form pseudo-stationary phases.

Nanofluidics, which utilizes structures with one (nanoslits) or two (nanochannels) critical dimensions <150 nm, have provided platforms for unique electrophoretic phenomena that are not available in microscale environments.\(^8\)\(^\text{-9}\) Nanochannels and/or nanoslits have been applied in many different analytical separations,\(^10\)\(^\text{-11}\) manipulation and detection of single molecules,\(^12\) and control of molecular transport.\(^13\)\(^\text{-14}\) Nanofluidics has also been used for electrophoresis as well. For example, it has been shown that dsDNA fragments can be separated in glass-based nanoslits

\(^{1}\) This chapter is submitted to ACS Analytical Chemistry journal and it is under peer-review. Authors; Kumuditha M. Weerakoon-Ratnayake, Franklin I. Uba, Nyoté J. Oliver-Calixte, and Steven A. Soper
without the need for a sieving gel when the channel dimensions are on the order of the Debye length ($\lambda_D$).\textsuperscript{15}

There have been a few studies discussing the theoretical basis of nanoscale electrophoresis.\textsuperscript{16-18} The challenge here is that existing theories applicable to microscale systems do not necessarily describe fundamental nanoscale phenomena. Theories and experimental studies relevant to nanoscale electrokinetic separations have appeared in several reports.\textsuperscript{19-20} For example, ion transport with $d/\lambda_D$ ($d$ = channel critical dimension) ratios ranging from 1-10 show anomalous transport behavior, such as charge-dependent ion mobilities due to transverse electromigration (TEM) resulting from solute/wall electrostatic effects\textsuperscript{15,21-22} with the maximum resolution occurring when the column diameter is 1-10 times $\lambda_D$.\textsuperscript{23} Pennathur and Santiago showed that electrokinetic separations in nanoslits were dependent on ion valence, $\zeta$ (zeta potential), ion mobility and $\lambda_D$.\textsuperscript{15,21} Garcia \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{24} reported the electrokinetic separation of Alexa 488 (negatively charged) and rhodamine B (neutral) fluorescent dyes in glass-based nanochannels with widths between 35 and 200 nm. The mobility of the fluorescent dyes varied with their inherent charge and wall interactions.

Glass and quartz have been widely used as substrates for micro- and nanofluidic devices because of their well-established surface chemistry, excellent optical properties and well-developed fabrication technologies. All of the aforementioned nanoscale electrophoresis studies were performed in glass-type devices. These materials ensure an electrical insulating interface and provide relatively large amounts of surface charge when in contact with aqueous solutions generating a relatively large electroosmotic flow (EOF).\textsuperscript{25}

Recently, thermoplastics have generated interest as nanofluidic devices because of their biocompatibility, optical properties comparable to glass substrates in some cases and their ability
to be manufactured in a high production mode at low-cost using nano-replication modalities, such as nanoimprint lithography (NIL). NIL has proven to be successful in patterning structures to sub-10 nm scales,\textsuperscript{26-29} with the ultimate resolution seemingly determined by the minimum feature size associated with the molding tool.\textsuperscript{30} Several researchers have reported the fabrication of nanofluidic devices in thermoplastics.\textsuperscript{31-33} We recently reported a low-cost, high throughput scheme for the production of nanochannels and nanoslits in thermoplastics.\textsuperscript{34-35}

Previous work has shown the ability to separate submicron-sized particles based on their unique electrophoretic mobility.\textsuperscript{36} Liu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{37} was able to separate silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in the presence of an SDS surfactant using microscale CE. However, they were unable to achieve separation without the addition of SDS to the running buffer. While there have been reports on the separation of spherical nanoparticles using conventional or microchip CE, only a few studies have reported the electrophoretic transport behavior of noble metal nanoparticles in nanofluidic domains;\textsuperscript{17-18, 38} these studies used glass-based devices.

Herein, we report the separation of single AgNP in thermoplastic nanoslit devices. AgNPs were used in this study because the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of these particles coupled with dark-field microscopy could be used to track their transport properties free from photobleaching artifacts.\textsuperscript{7} In this manuscript, we discuss the effects of polymer-based nanoslit depth (150 and 400 nm), salt concentration and field strength on the electrophoretic properties of 60 and 100 nm diameter AgNPs.

\textbf{2.2 Experimental Methods}

\textbf{2.2.1 Materials}

Silicon $\langle 100 \rangle$ (Si) wafers were purchased from University Wafers (Boston, MA). Poly(methylmethacrylate), PMMA, substrates and cover plates were purchased from Good
Fellow (Berwyn, PA) and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC 6017) was purchased from TOPAS Advanced Polymers (Florence, KY). The anti-adhesion coating material, (tridecafluoro – 1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane (T-silane), was purchased from Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA). Citrate capped AgNPs (60 nm and 100 nm in diameter) were purchased from Nanocomposix®, Inc. (San Diego, CA) and suspended in an aqueous 2 mM citrate buffer (Fisher Scientific®, Philadelphia, PA). The concentrations of the AgNP solutions were adjusted so that single particle events could be tracked. All dilutions were performed using 18 MΩ/cm milliQ water (Millipore) with citrate buffer (pH = 7.0). The final concentrations were approximately 10^8 particles/μL. All solutions were filtered through 0.2 μm membranes (Thermo Scientific® Nalgene syringe filters) prior to use. Particle size variation was reported by the manufactures to be <10% (CV).

2.2.2 Fabrication of Nanofluidic Devices

Access microchannels were fabricated in a Si substrate using optical lithography and nanoslits (150 nm or 400 nm deep with a 5 μm width) were patterned using a Ga focused ion beam (FIB; Helios NanoLab 600 Dual Beam Instrument, FEI) milling as previously reported by our group.32, 34-35, 39 The patterned Si master was then coated with an anti-adhesion monolayer of T-silane in a desiccator under vacuum for 2 h. The pattern on the Si master was then transferred to a UV curable resin (TPGA 68% w/w as base, TMPA 28% w/w as a cross linker and Irgacure 651 4% w/w as a photo initiator) with the unpolymerized resin sandwiched between the Si master and a cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) back plate. The resin was cured using 365 nm UV light (10 J/m²) for 6 min (CL-1000 Ultraviolet Cross linker). After curing, the resin stamp was carefully demolded to from the Si master.

The resin stamp was then used to imprint structures into a 1.5 mm thick PMMA substrate. Imprinting of structures was performed with a JenOptik Hex03 instrument at 127°C under 1850
kN/m² pressure for 120 s. The substrate and a 125 µm thick cover plate (PMMA cover plate, used for enclosing the nanofluidic device) were activated under oxygen plasma (Femto, Diener Electronic) at 50 W for 30 s and 10 sccm oxygen flow. After activation of the surfaces, devices were assembled at 80°C for 400 s under 680 kN/m² force (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the: (A) Si master; (B) UV-resin stamp; and (C) PMMA substrate containing a patterned nanoslit. (D) Atomic force microscope (AFM) profile taken across the nanoslit showing a nanoslit depth of ~150 nm and 5 µm width. Note: The debris seen on the SEM image in (C) of the PMMA substrate arose from artifacts resulting from coating with 3 nm AuPd for SEM imaging.

2.2.3 Dark-Field Microscopy Imaging

Dark-field microscopy was used to track single AgNPs electrophoretically moving through nanoslits under an applied electric field. Noble metal nanoparticles such as Ag, Au and Cu have unique surface plasmon resonances that depend on their size, shape and dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. The AgNPs used herein have high yields for LSPR scattering. Compared to a single fluorescent molecule such as R6G, a 2 nm AgNP has a 10⁴ fold higher photon signal yield making them easily tracked for long periods of times without photobleaching issues.

A schematic of the imaging system is shown in section A of Figure 2.2. It consisted of an inverted microscope (Leica DMIRB) operated in a dark-field imaging mode, a COOLSNAP B/W EMCCD (Photometric), an excitation condenser with a high numerical aperture (NA = 0.9) and a 100× oil immersion objective with an adjustable numerical aperture (1.4 – 0.6) operated at
low NA values (NA = 0.6). A 100 W halogen lamp was used as the excitation source. The filtered excitation light was incident onto the device and the scattered light from the AgNPs was transmitted through the objective and focused onto an EMCCD camera. All events were acquired at 3 ms exposure time with a 650 × 50 pixel region of interest that spans the entire length and width of the nanoslit. A custom designed image-J macro was used to sort out signals from aggregates of AgNPs from that of the monodispersed nanoparticles. The measured electrophoretic migration times were used to compute electrophoretic parameters of the AgNPs such as their electrophoretic mobilities, plate numbers and resolution.

Figure 2.2 (A) Schematic of the dark field microscopy and the experimental setup. Sample is mounted on a level-controlled stage. While the spider stop controlled white light misses the objective, only scattered light from the sample enters the objective. (B) Image of actual PMMA chip and a schematic of the device with nanoslits and Pt electrodes on reservoirs, which are connected to a DC voltage unit. (C) Schematic of the nanoslits when an external electric field is applied. Electroosmotic flow is from anode to cathode while the electrophoretic mobility of negatively charged AgNP is towards anode. (D) A representation of real time translocation event of 60 nm AgNP in a nanoslit captured by DFM. Time-lapse image sequence of a single event at external field strength of 200 V/cm with respect to time. Apparent mobility was observed from anode to cathode (same direction as EOF) in 1.28 s. Dimensions of the nanoslits are 100 μm in length and 150 nm deep.
2.2.4 Nanoscale Electrophoretic Separation

The PMMA nanofluidic device was mounted on a sample holder and placed on a leveled sample stage of the dark-field microscope. Two platinum electrodes were inserted into reservoirs and an electric potential was applied longitudinally to the nanoslit using a DC-power supply (see B in Figure 2.2). The electric fields used in these experiments ranged between 100 V/cm and 1500 V/cm. Prior to the electrophoresis, the assembled nanofluidic device, which was made in PMMA, was initially primed with a 50% v/v methanol/water mixture followed by multiple water rinses prior to introduction of the running buffer. After the channels were completely filled, the AgNP solution prepared in citrate buffer was injected into an access microchannel poised on the nanofluidic device and electrophoresed using the appropriate field strength through the nanoslit.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Device Fabrication

The devices were developed following a method previously reported by our group. Two devices with different depths, 150 nm and 400 nm, were used in these studies to investigate the effects of nanoslit geometry on the mobilities of the AgNP. The width and lengths of the nanoslits were set to 5 μm and 100 μm, respectively, to prevent scattering background from the channel wall from overwhelming the scattering from the AgNP during translocation.

Figure 2.1 shows SEMs of the fabricated 150 nm nanoslits in the Si master, UV resin stamp and PMMA substrate. The master was used to make UV curable resin stamps that were subsequently used to imprint the nanoslits into the PMMA substrate via thermal imprinting (see Figure 2.1 B and C). The similar thermal expansion coefficients and Young’s modulus of the UV resin stamp and PMMA helped to reduce thermal stress placed on the substrate during the imprinting step.
Devices were assembled by thermal fusion bonding a PMMA cover plate to the substrate at a temperature slightly below the glass transition temperature of PMMA. Assembled devices were filled with 5 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) in 1X TBE buffer solution to verify good sealing of the device. Figure 2.1 D shows SEMs and profilometer traces of the nanoslits used as columns for the electrophoresis. All tests revealed high fidelity of pattern transfer from the Si master into the resin stamp and finally, the PMMA substrate and also, with uniform sealing following thermal fusion bonding of the cover plate to the PMMA substrate. As previously reported by our group, each Si master can fabricate >20 UV resin stamps as well as each resin stamp generating >20 replicas without any notable deformation of the nanostructures.\(^{34}\) As such, focused ion beam patterning of each device was not required.

2.3.2 Single Silver Nanopartile Tracking

The probability of occupancy \( (P_o) \) of an entity within a volume element can be calculated from;

\[
P_o = D_v C
\]

where \( C \) is the concentration of the targets (in this case, the number of AgNP per mL of solution) and \( D_v \) is the detection volume, which in this case was defined as the nanoslits electrophoresis column (75 fL for a 150 nm deep nanoslit with a width of 5 µm and column length of 100 µm). The concentration of AgNPs was adjusted to keep only a single particle resident within the electrophoresis column to aid in single particle tracking. If \( P_o = 0.01 \), the probability of double occupancy would be 0.01% and thus, almost all events could be ascribed to single particle events. At \( P_o = 0.01 \) and \( D_v = 75 \) fL, the particle concentration required to meet this criteria is \( 1.3 \times 10^8 \)/mL. Therefore, the particle concentration used in our experiments was set at \( 10^8 \)/mL, meaning that the probability of double occupancy was minimal.
In the absence of an electric field applied across the nanoslit, only Brownian motion of particles was observed. However, in the presence of an electric field, the AgNPs were electrophoretically transported through the nanoslits. We noted that the number of particles entering the nanoslits per unit time was found to increase with increases in the electric field. Wynne et al. observed similar behavior for negatively charged polystyrene beads electrophoresing through a glass nanofluidic device. They hypothesized that for the case of negatively charged walls and negatively charged particles, as in our case, lower buffer concentrations should produce a thicker EDL resulting in particle exclusion from the nanoslit. However, using the PMMA nanoslit devices and buffer concentrations employed herein, we did not observe exclusion effects when a certain voltage threshold was reached (see below) in spite of the fact that the channel walls and AgNP carry negative charges.

2.3.3 Nanoscale Electrophoresis

Figure 2.2 C shows a representation of the electrophoretic transport of a single AgNP in a nanoslit using an electric field strength of 200 V/cm and D in Figure 2.2 shows selected frames from a time-lapse image sequence for the 60 nm AgNPs translocating through the nanoslit.

The average time for the AgNPs to migrate through the nanoslit (length = 100 µm) was 1.3 s at this field strength. This corresponded to a linear velocity of 0.0077 cm/s or an apparent electrophoretic mobility of \(3.8 \times 10^{-5}\) cm²/Vs. We also observed that both the 60 and 100 nm AgNPs migrated from anode to cathode, suggesting that the electroosmotic flow (EOF) induced by the nanoslit was greater than the electrophoretic mobility of the AgNPs; citric acid is a tricarboxylic acid (pKₐ₁ 3.13, pKₐ₂ 4.77, pKₐ₃ 6.4). At pH 7.4, ~90.9% of the carboxyl groups of the citrate caps associated with the AgNPs are deprotonated; hence, imposing an overall negative charge to the AgNPs inducing an electrophoretic mobility of cathode to anode movement with an
EOF moving from anode to cathode due to the negative surface charge of PMMA following O₂ plasma treatment.⁶⁶

Figure 2.3 shows histograms (100 events) of the observed electrophoretic migration times for the 60 nm (blue stripes) and 100 nm (red stripes) AgNPs transported electrokinetically through a 150 nm nanoslit in 0.05 mM citrate buffer using applied electric fields of 100, 200, 500, 1500 V/cm.

Figure 2.3 Histograms corresponding to the translocation events of 60 nm AgNPs (blue) and 100 nm AgNPs (red) in 150 nm nanoslits in 0.05 mM citrate buffer. Each histogram includes 100 events at a bias voltage of (A) 100 V/cm (B) 200 V/cm (C) 500 V/cm and (D) 1500 V/cm. Note that the time axes has different scale depending on the bias voltage.

We observed “stick/slip” motion of the AgNPs at electric field strengths of 100 and 200 V/cm. This effect was previously observed for DNA translocation studies in nanocolumns,⁶⁴,⁶⁶,⁶⁷ and arose from adsorption/desorption behavior of the solute with the channel walls.⁶⁸-⁶⁰ When a negatively charged particle electrophoretically translocates through nanoscale columns with negatively charged walls under low buffer ionic strengths, it interacts both hydrodynamically and
electrically with the channel walls. Under low electric fields (<200 V/cm), Brownian motion dominates with the possibility of inducing potential wall interactions, even when the solute carries a net charge similar to the column walls, which in this case consisted of PMMA that had been O\textsubscript{2} plasma treated. However, under high fields, electrokinetic forces become dominant and the particle travels predominately longitudinally with minimal wall interactions (see Figure 2.4).

![Frame-to-frame images of 60 nm AgNPs electrophoretically translocating through a 100 μm long and 150 nm deep nanoslit in a buffer concentration of 0.05 mM citrate. A, B, C, D represent translocation events corresponding to electric field strengths of 100 V/cm, 200 V/cm, 500 V/cm and 1500 V/cm field strengths, respectively.](image)

For O\textsubscript{2} plasma activated PMMA surfaces, the surface charge density has been reported to be -38.3 mC/m\textsuperscript{2}, yielding $\zeta$ (zeta potential) = -57.1 mV, but these values are highly dependent on the dosing level of the plasma (time and power). For O\textsubscript{2} plasma treated PMMA nanofluidic devices, there was a propensity for the negatively charged particles to not enter the nanoslits until a threshold (on-set) voltage was reached, which allowed the AgNPs to be injected into the nanoslit. This on-set voltage was found to be higher using low ionic strength buffers because of the thicker EDL compared to higher ionic strength buffers. For the 150 nm nanoslits, the on-set voltage was found to be ~10 V/cm in a 2.0 mM citrate buffer while in 0.05 mM buffer, this
value increased to ~20 V/cm for the same nanoslit device. In all nanoscale electrophoresis experiments performed using PMMA devices, we did not observe concentration polarization effects at the nanoslit entrance as noted above. We also note that in all cases, the AgNPs traveled from anode to cathode irrespective of the nanoslits dimensions and carrier electrolyte composition, meaning that the electroosmotic flow (EOF) was greater than the electrophoretic mobility of the AgNP.

The apparent mobility ($\mu_{app}$) of the particles is the summation of their electrophoretic mobility ($\mu_{ep}$; the negative sign indicates flow in the direction of the anode, equation 2) and the EOF ($\mu_{EOF}$). The apparent mobility can be calculated from the nanoslit length, $L$, the applied external electric field, $V$, and the migration time, $t$ (see equation 2.2).

$$\mu_{app} = \mu_{EOF} + (-\mu_{ep}) = \frac{L^2}{Vt} \quad (2.2)$$

Figure 2.5 shows $\mu_{app}$ of AgNPs under different electrokinetic operating conditions (additional histograms are shown in Figure 2.6). The $\mu_{app}$ values observed were in the range of $2.0 \times 10^{-5}$ to $9.0 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/Vs. For the high ionic strength carrier electrolyte, the apparent mobility of the AgNPs was higher compared to the use of a lower ionic strength buffer for both AgNP sizes. In addition, we noticed that as the nanocolumns depth approached the particle diameter, a reduction in the electrophoretic mobility of the AgNPs was observed (B in Figure 2.5).

The electrophoretic velocity of a particle can be calculated using;

$$v_{ep} = -f_H\frac{\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_\tau\zeta_p}{\eta}E \quad (2.3)$$

where $\zeta_p$ is the zeta potential of the particle and $f_H$ is Henry’s function, which depends on $r$ (radius) of the particle and its $\lambda_D$ and represents the retardation effect of particles in
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Figure 2.5 Apparent mobilities of AgNPs by nanoelectrophoresis in PMMA nanoslits. Data points corresponding to 60 nm AgNPs are represented in blue while 100 nm AgNPs are represented in red. Each data point represents the mean of 100 translocation events with the error bars depicting the standard deviation. Closed squares correspond to the electrophoresis data at 0.05 mM citrate buffer concentration in 150 nm nanoslits. Closed circles represent data of a 150 nm nanoslits with a running buffer of 2.0 mM citrate. Open squares represent data using 400 nm nanoslits in 0.05 mM citrate buffer. A) Comparison of apparent mobility based on the buffer concentrations of 0.05 mM versus 2.0 mM. B) Comparison of apparent mobilities based on the channel heights, 150 nm versus 400 nm.

Figure 2.6 Histograms representing electrophoretic translocation events of 60 nm AgNPs (blue strips) and 100 nm AgNPs (red strips). A, B, C, D correspond to events electrophoresed in 0.05 mM buffer using 400 nm deep nanoslits while E, F, G, H correspond to a 2.0 mM buffer in the 150 nm deep nanoslits. Histograms in A and E, B and F, C and G, D and F were secured using field strengths of 100 V/cm, 200 V/cm, 500 V/cm and 1500 V/cm, respectively.
electrophoresis. In systems with a thick $\lambda_D$, the effective electric field within the EDL cannot be considered uniform and depends on $\zeta_p$ and the ratio of $r$ and $\lambda_D$.\textsuperscript{17,51}

When AgNPs are in an ionic buffer such as citrate, the surface is covered with citrate ions acting as a capping agent to prevent agglomeration of the AgNPs. The surface groups induce a charge on the particle, which is represented by $\zeta_p$. At 2.0 mM citrate buffer concentrations, $\zeta_p$ of the 60 nm AgNPs was approximately -49.9 mV and for the 100 nm AgNPs, it was -42.6 mV (data from the manufacturer). $\zeta_p$ plays a role in determining the particle’s electrophoretic mobility (see equation 2.3).\textsuperscript{17} Based on the direction of the EOF in these O$_2$ plasma treated PMMA devices and the observed apparent mobilities, we would expect the 60 nm particles to possess a smaller electrophoretic mobility compared to the 100 nm particles (see equation 2.2). Thus, based on equation 3 and dividing $v_{ep}$ by $E$, which represents the particle’s electrophoretic mobility, we would expect the 60 nm particles to have a larger electrophoretic mobility compared to the 100 nm particles based solely on differences in $\zeta_p$ ($\zeta_p = \text{-49.9 mV and -42.6 mV, for the 60 and 100 nm particles, respectively}$). Thus, $f_H$ for the 60 nm particles should be considerably smaller than that for the 100 nm AgNPs because the apparent mobility of the 60 nm particles is larger than that of the 100 nm AgNP (i.e., the electrophoretic mobility difference is dominated by differences in the retardation factor as opposed to differences based on $\zeta_p$).

Napoli et al.\textsuperscript{17} reported 100 nm polystyrene beads possessed a higher apparent mobility than 50 nm beads in 1 mM buffer concentration and 250 nm deep nanoslits. There were two effects that governed the particle velocity; viscous retardation near a non-conducting boundary, which is described by $f_H$, and the electric field effects on the particle.\textsuperscript{17,52-53} By tuning the concentration of the buffer, which had an effect on the particles’ and channel walls’ EDL, it was possible to separate nanoparticles based on differences in their size.\textsuperscript{54}
Liu and coworkers were unable to separate AgNPs based on their size (17 nm AgNPs versus 49 nm AgNPs; % size difference = 49%; % size difference = (size difference) / (average particle size)) using conventional CE; the separation was successful only upon addition of SDS to the running electrolyte.\(^3\) We were able to separate the 60 and 100 nm AgNPs (% size difference = 50%) using free solution electrophoresis and 150 nm polymer nanoslits (see Figure 2.3).

### 2.3.4 Determining the Nanoconfined Diffusion Coefficient

The effective diffusion coefficient \(D_{\text{eff}}\) defines the spatial distribution function of a particle with time. For a particle that undergoes Brownian motion only, the Stokes-Einstein relation\(^5\) can be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient, \(D_T\):

\[
D_T = \frac{k_B T}{\gamma}
\]  

(2.4)

where \(k_B\) is Boltzmann’s constant, \(T\) is the absolute temperature of the solution and \(\gamma\) is the hydrodynamic Stokes drag coefficient of the particle, which is given by \(\gamma = 6\pi \eta r\) where \(r\) is the particle radius. \(D_T\) values for 60 nm AgNPs ranged from \(7.27 \times 10^{-12}\) to \(9.04 \times 10^{-12}\) m\(^2\)s\(^{-1}\) and for 100 nm AgNPs it was \(4.30 \times 10^{-12}\) to \(5.33 \times 10^{-12}\) m\(^2\)s\(^{-1}\) (particle diameter distribution provides the range for \(D_T\) values). Experimentally, the diffusion coefficient can also be determined by the electrophoretic peak variance \((\sigma^2)\) when the peak is fit to a Gaussian function.

The effective diffusion coefficient \(D_{\text{eff}}\) from the Gaussian distribution is given by:

\[
D_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\sigma^2}{2t}
\]  

(2.5)

\[
\sigma^2(t) = 2D_{\text{eff}} t
\]  

(2.6)

It should be noted that \(D_{\text{eff}}\) varies with other factors such as \(\zeta, \lambda_D\) and \(r\).\(^5\)\(^1\),\(^5\)\(^6\) We sought to evaluate the effects of nanoconfinement on \(D_{\text{eff}}\) for the 60 and 100 nm AgNPs.
The variation of time taken by single AgNPs to electrokinetically move through the nanoslits resulted in histograms that could be fit to a Gaussian function (see Figure 2.3). Thus, the variance ($\sigma^2$), which is given by the overall width of the Gaussian electrophoretic peak, allowed for determination of $D_{eff}$. It should be noted that in this case, the electrophoretic peak is defined by a histogram of single AgNP translocation times through the PMMA nanoslits (see Figure 2.3).

The time a single particle takes to travel through a nanoslit is given by equation (2.2) and the variance of particle travel times is given by equation (2.6). Combining equations (2.2) and (2.6), the following relationship could be derived;

$$\sigma^2 = \left(\frac{2D_{eff}L^2}{\mu_{app}}\right)\left(\frac{1}{V}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

For each voltage, the standard deviation ($\sigma$), which is the square root of the variance, could be extracted from the width of a Gaussian electrophoretic peak at the point of inflection. $\sigma(t)$ values obtained as such were converted to $\sigma(l)$ by multiplying each $\sigma$ value with the average velocity at a particular voltage. The particle variance ($\sigma^2$) when traveling through the nanoslits under a certain bias voltage could be plotted based on equation (2.7) (Figure 2.7) and the slope of the graph used to calculate $D_{eff}$ values. Not too surprisingly, calculated $D_{eff}$ values indicated that at high applied voltages, spatial diffusion was minimal (see Table 2.1) giving rise to lower $\sigma^2$ values. At lower voltages, however, diffusion due to Brownian motion became dominant compared to the electrophoretic force, giving rise to stick/slip motion and thus larger values of $\sigma^2$.

The $D_{eff}$ values from Table 2.1 show that they differ by approximately one order of magnitude (larger) compared to the $D_T$ value for each particle diameter. The $D_{eff}$ values can be related to $D_T$ if diffusion is the major contributor to $\sigma^2$ during the particle’s electrophoretic migration through the nanoslit. However, other factors can contribute to $\sigma^2$, such as the
Figure 2.7 Variance ($\sigma^2$; cm$^2$) change of 60 nm (blue) and 100 nm (red) AgNPs as a function of the reciprocal of the bias voltage. The slope of each fitted line represented ($2Dl^2/\mu_{app,avg}$). (A) The running buffer was 0.05 mM citrate buffer with the nano-electrophoresis carried out using a 150 nm deep nanoslit with (slope$_{60}$) = 6.98 x 10$^{-6}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$ and (slope$_{100}$) = 5.53 x 10$^{-6}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$. (B) Nano-electrophoresis using a 2.0 mM citrate and 150 nm deep nanoslit device with (slope$_{60}$) = 1.90 x 10$^{-6}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$ and (slope$_{100}$) = 4.63 x 10$^{-7}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$. (C) Nano-electrophoresis using 0.05 mM citrate buffer in a 400 nm deep nanoslits device with (slope$_{60}$) = 5.42 x 10$^{-7}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$ and (slope$_{100}$) = 8.12 x 10$^{-7}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of calculated diffusion coefficient and variance for each experimental condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoslit size</th>
<th>Citrate Buffer Concentration</th>
<th>AgNP size $r$ (nm)</th>
<th>Applied Voltage $V$ (V)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation $\sigma(t)$ (s)</th>
<th>Variance $\sigma^2(l)$ (cm$^2$)</th>
<th>Diffusion Coefficient $D_{exp}$ (m$^2$s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 nm</td>
<td>0.05 mM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4284</td>
<td>4.48E-6</td>
<td>1.54E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3520</td>
<td>7.75E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0889</td>
<td>3.19E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>6.77E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.00 mM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6189</td>
<td>5.53E-6</td>
<td>8.10E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2655</td>
<td>2.20E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1319</td>
<td>2.39E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
<td>8.11E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 nm</td>
<td>2.00 mM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1795</td>
<td>1.62E-6</td>
<td>7.18E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0633</td>
<td>1.03E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0307</td>
<td>1.43E-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>5.93E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0905</td>
<td>3.78E-7</td>
<td>1.46E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>1.42E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>7.16E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>1.12E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 nm</td>
<td>0.05 mM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0741</td>
<td>2.63E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0569</td>
<td>4.68E-7</td>
<td>1.64E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td>9.29E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>2.81E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0846</td>
<td>2.50E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1025</td>
<td>1.19E-6</td>
<td>2.04E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
<td>8.38E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>5.63E-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
heterogeneity in the particle size during manufacturing. According to the manufacturer, the particle diameter for 60 nm AgNPs was 60.8 ±6.6 nm (RSD = 10.9%) and for the 100 nm AgNPs, it was 103.0 ±11.0 nm (RSD = 10.7%). Therefore, variations in particle size can affect $\sigma^2$ as well. Also, because particles of similar size may contain different numbers of citrate groups due to initiators and adsorbed inhibitors on the surface, this can result in differences in the apparent mobility as well.

2.3.5 Separation Efficiency and Resolution of Nanoscale Electrophoresis

Nanoscale electrophoresis performance can be evaluated from the number of theoretical plates, $N$, given by:

$$N = \frac{\mu_{avg\ app} V}{2D_T} = \frac{L^2}{2D_T t_{avg}} \quad (2.8)$$

In Table 2.2, $N$ is presented as a function of different nano-CE operating conditions. Here we considered that $D_{eff}$ was limited to Brownian motion only and thus, $D_{eff} \approx D_T$. Even though it contained a level of uncertainty, using $D_T$ provided sufficient information about the efficiency of the separation due to heterogeneous particle sizes as employed herein. At high electric field strengths it was noticed that $N$ increased for both the 60 nm and 100 nm particles as compared to lower electric field strengths (see Figure 2.8). But, $N$ did depend upon the ratio of the particle’s apparent mobility and $D_T$. Even though it was expected that a higher plate number should result for larger particles (higher $r$ and thus lower $D_T$ from equation (2.4)), it is evident that the apparent mobility played a significant role in determining the plate numbers for the separation (see Table 2.2).

In our experiment, we evaluated $N$ at field strengths up to 1500 V/cm for columns that were 100 μm in length. In conventional CE, Joule heating limits the electric field strength that can be used. But, because of the high surface-to-volume ratio in nanoslits, heat dissipation is efficient
Table 2.2 Basic electrophoretic parameters for 60 nm and 100 nm AgNPs at different nanoslits dimensions and different buffer concentrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoslit dimension</th>
<th>Citrate Buffer Concentration</th>
<th>Field Strength (V/cm)</th>
<th>AgNP size (nm)</th>
<th>Plate Number (N)</th>
<th>Variance ($\sigma^2 \times 10^{-12}$)</th>
<th>Resolution ($R$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 nm</td>
<td>0.05 mM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>0.2190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.7447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4371</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4250</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 nm</td>
<td>2.00 mM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>0.0889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>0.7692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2661</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7650</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9273</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 nm</td>
<td>0.05 mM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>0.5854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>0.2651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>0.5143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.6154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6375</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.8 The efficiency of the column in terms of plate number with respect to the applied in the field strengths. At each experimental condition, data points corresponding to both 60 nm and 100 nm shows a linear increase with increasing field strength.

resulting in lower thermal effects compared to larger size columns, for example microchannels.\textsuperscript{58} Hence, potentially higher voltages can be used for nanoscale columns without observing deleterious effects in $N$. From the data, $N$ increased linearly with the electric field strength and at 1500 V/cm, the efficiency of the nanoscale electrophoresis increased $10^3$ fold compared to $N$ observed at 200 V/cm (see Figure 2.8 and Table 2.2). We could not test higher electric field strengths due to the limited frame rate we could achieve with our CCD camera.

When two species electrophorese in a column with average migration times, $t_{R1}$ and $t_{R2}$, the resolution of the separation is given by;

$$R_S = \frac{2(t_{R1} - t_{R2})}{1.7(W_{0.5,1} + W_{0.5,2})}$$ (2.9)

where $W_{0.5,1}$ and $W_{0.5,2}$ corresponds to the width of the two peaks at the half maximum of the Gaussian peaks obtained from the histograms shown in Figure 2.3. The calculated resolution values are presented in Table 2.2. A $R_S$ of 1.1 was achieved in 150 nm nanoslits in 0.05 mM
citrate using an electric field strength of 1500 V/cm. We noted a decrease in resolution at lower electric field strengths most likely due to a combination of longitudinal diffusion and stick/slip motion that occurred at lower electric fields.

It has been reported that a decrease in $R_S$ results when transitioning from micro- to nanoscale electrophoresis for multiple particle occupancy within the nanoslit.\textsuperscript{17-18} For example, Napoli and Pennathur noticed a decrease in plate numbers resulting in lower $R_S$ for polystyrene beads in glass nanoslits. They suggested that the negatively charged particles and negatively charged channel walls played a significant role in affecting $R_S$.\textsuperscript{17} Also, electrostatic repulsion of the polystyrene beads from the channel walls pushed the nanoparticles to the center of the channel, which increased the local concentration of the beads within the center of the channel leading to changes in viscous retardation. In our case, the probability of finding more than one particle in the nanoslit was below 0.01\% (see equation 2.1). Therefore, we did not expect to see changes in the viscous retardation.

EOFs are typically higher in non-modified glass electrophoresis devices compared to PMMA devices that have been activated with an O$_2$ plasma.\textsuperscript{34} The surface charge characteristics and the effects of pH on the EOF of polymer devices has been discussed in detail in a recent publication by our group.\textsuperscript{34} For PMMA nanoslits of 50 nm (depth) $\times$ 3 $\mu$m (width), the surface charge was found to be $-38.3$ mC/m$^2$ with a $\zeta$ value of -57.1 mV. The measured EOF in the nanoslits was $0.93 \pm 0.02 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/Vs. This value was lower than that reported for fused silica.\textsuperscript{59} Considering that the migration time of a given particle is affected by the EOF and $\mu_{ep}$, a negatively charged particle will spend more time in a channel under high EOF conditions giving rise to lower plate numbers and therefore, reduced resolution. Therefore, compared to untreated glass devices, we expect polymer-based nanofluidic devices to provide improved resolution for negatively charged
entities in nanoscale electrophoretic separations due to the associated lower EOF. Also, because of the ability to control the surface charge by controlled dosing of the channel walls with the O₂ plasma, polymer nanoslits and nanochannels obviate the deleterious effects of concentration polarization.

### 2.4 Conclusions

AgNPs were used as a model system to investigate the utility of nanoscale electrophoresis using thermoplastics as the substrate material that was activated using O₂ plasma that generated negatively charged functional groups (carboxylic acids) that could support an EOF. Free solution mobility differences for 60 nm and 100 nm AgNPs was observed using PMMA nanoslits that were ~100 µm in length that could not be achieved using a microchannel column.⁴⁷ A separation of AgNPs based on size using PMMA-based nanoslit columns was demonstrated with 10³ fold improvement in N and Rₛ >1 in less than 2 s when using E > 200 V/cm. Further improvements in the electrokinetic separation could be realized by using higher electric field strengths and smaller sized column cross-sectional areas that could provide the ability to use extremely high electric field strengths that would further eliminate deleterious effects produced by stick/slip motion and/or zonal dispersion generated by longitudinal diffusion.

### 2.5 References


CHAPTER 3. HYRID NANOFLUIDIC DEVICES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE DETECTION

3.1 General Introduction

The following chapter contains two main sections. The first section discusses a hybrid thermal assembly process, a method we recently developed in our laboratory. The fabrication methodology has been developed with a high glass transition substrate that can be sealed to a low glass transition cover plate in order to facilitate optical detection with better optical clarity and utilize tracking of single molecules with enhanced resolution. The hybrid assembly approach also prevents distortion of the formed nanostructures during the assembly process. A provisional patent for this approach has been submitted for the approval.\textsuperscript{2,3}

The second section discusses about an application based on the hybrid nanofluidic device assembly. This study has shown that the hybrid devices can be used for single molecule imaging with better signal to noise ratio and resolution. Specifically, the focus on this study is to build an assay for chemotherapeutically induced damage site detection using the hybrid nanofluidic devices. DNA with chemotherapeutically induced damage sites (AP sites) are stretched in nanochannels and the AP sites are detected using dual color fluorescence detection. Preliminary studies have shown the importance and ease of use of the assay compared to the available conventional assays, which will be further discussed in this chapter.

\textsuperscript{2} Provisional patent filed on September 15, 2014 in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (U.S. Provisional application number 62/050, 237); Inventors: Kumuditha M. Weerakoon-Ratnayake, Franklin I. Uba, Nyote J. Oliver-Calixte, Steven A. Soper

\textsuperscript{3} This section is originally published in Lab-On-a-Chip (2015), 15 (4), 1038-1049, DOI: 10.1039/C4LC01254B; Featured in December HOT article and inside back cover page DOI: 10.1039/C5LC90025E; Author list includes Uba, F. I.; Hu, B.; Weerakoon-Ratnayake, K.; Oliver-Calixte, N.; Soper, S. A.
3.2 High Process Yield Rates of Thermoplastic Nanofluidic Devices using a Hybrid Thermal Assembly Technique

3.2.1 Introduction

Nanofluidic devices have generated great interest for investigating several unique physical and chemical phenomena that are not readily obtainable in micro-scale environments. For example, nanofluidic devices have served as viable platforms for the analysis of biopolymers, especially DNAs.\textsuperscript{1,2} When a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is contained in a microchannel, it will assume a randomly coiled-state (low entropy) with a radius of gyration ($R_g$) defined by the ionic strength of the solution and the contour length of the molecule.\textsuperscript{3} However, when confined in a nanochannel with dimensions (width x depth) comparable to its persistence length, \textasciitilde 50 nm for a dsDNA, the molecule stretches with the degree of stretching inversely proportional to the nanochannel dimensions.\textsuperscript{4-7} This phenomenon has generated interesting applications such as rapid probing of conformational, dynamic and entropic properties of DNA molecules for the determination of the spatial location of genetic information,\textsuperscript{8} identification of methylation patterns within dsDNA,\textsuperscript{9} restriction mapping of genomic DNA,\textsuperscript{10} DNA fragment sizing,\textsuperscript{11} localization of transcription factors for protein synthesis to a specific gene or binding site,\textsuperscript{12} and high signal-to-noise ratio detection of DNA with minimal multiple occupancy artifacts.\textsuperscript{13}

Recently, polymer-based materials, especially thermoplastics – linear or branched polymers with high molecular weights – have become viable substrates for the fabrication of nanofluidic devices. Thermoplastics such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC), cycloolefin copolymer (COC) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) possess glass transition temperatures ($T_g$) that are significantly smaller than glass allowing for the fabrication of nanostructures using nanoimprint lithography (NIL), which is conducive to high production rates at low-cost and with good replication fidelity.\textsuperscript{14} NIL has been successful in patterning structures
down to the sub-10 nm scale with the ultimate resolution seemingly determined by the minimum feature size associated with the molding tool. Other modalities that can be used to fabricate thermoplastic nanochannels include proton beam writing, thermomechnical deformation, compression of microchannels, sidewall lithography and hot embossing, UV-lithography/O₂ plasma etching, hot embossing with thermoplastic molding tools, refill of microchannels, and the use of silica nanowire templates.

The aforementioned techniques for producing nanochannels in thermoplastics employed a top-down approach and as such, require an assembly step to enclose the fluidic network. Unfortunately, challenges associated with assembling devices with the cover plates have limited the use of thermoplastic-based nanofluidic devices with the smallest operational 2D thermoplastic nanochannel reported till date being 71 × 77 nm (width × depth). In a typical fluidic device production pipeline, the final step involves bonding the thermoplastic substrate possessing the fluidic network to a second plastic material (cover plate) that encloses the channels. The common modes employed for enclosing thermoplastic nanochannels are thermal or solvent-assisted fusion bonding. Thermal fusion bonding the substrate to a cover plate of the same material has been executed by; (i) heating the substrate and cover plate to slightly above its T_g while applying a constant pressure, thereby allowing polymer chains to diffuse between the contact surfaces; or (ii) bonding at a temperature lower than the T_g of the material by using UV or oxygen plasma treatment of the substrate and cover plate prior to chip assembly, thereby reducing the T_g of the first few layers of material. Although both approaches have been reported to produce high tensile strengths between the cover plate and substrate, the first approach is typically discouraged for assembly of thermoplastic nanofluidic devices because it results in bulk polymer flow and significant deformation or collapse of the nanochannels (40%
and 60% deformation for PMMA and COC, respectively) rendering devices unusable in most cases. The second approach is commonly used for enclosing thermoplastic nanochannels; however, the resulting bond strength is often lower than desired and thus, are unable to withstand high pressure or electric fields for extended periods of time. Preliminary results obtained from our group have revealed that nanochannels experience reduction in depths (6% for PMMA and 9% for COC) when sealed with cover plates of the same material by fusion bonding at a temperature below its bulk $T_g$ after plasma treatment. Unfortunately, these channel dimensional changes increased as the nanochannel dimensions dropped below 50 nm and resulted in low process yield rates (i.e., low rates of producing successful devices). Likewise, solvent-assisted bonding suffers from problems associated with dimensional stability because the solvent can soften and embrittle the plastic material leading to material dissolution. Hence, there remains the need for the development of methods for sealing thermoplastic nanochannels with high bond strength while maintaining structural integrity and producing high process yield rates.

Herein, we report a robust mode for the assembly of thermoplastic nanofluidic devices in which a high $T_g$ thermoplastic substrate possessing the nanofluidic structures is bonded to a cover plate with a $T_g$ lower than that of the substrate. Although, a similar scheme was proposed for sealing COC-based microsystems and recently reported for sealing PMMA nanochannels using a PET cover plate, the smallest assembled nanochannels were ~85 nm and the functionality of these devices for biological applications were not demonstrated. In this study, COC ($T_g = 75^\circ$C) was used as the cover plate due to its excellent optical transmissivity (with low propagation loss at $\lambda >300$ nm), low autofluorescence, excellent biocompatibility, low moisture uptake (< 0.01%), high temperature tolerance, chemical resistance and ease of surface modification via UV activation or plasma treatment. The $T_g$ of COC depends on the norbornene
content and can range from 65 – 180°C for norbornene contents ranging from 60 – 85 wt%, respectively.\textsuperscript{30,34} Nanofluidic channels were fabricated in a substrate (PMMA; $T_g = 105^\circ$C or COC; $T_g = 178^\circ$C) via a single imprinting step as previously reported.\textsuperscript{35} Device assembly was achieved by bonding the plasma treated cover plate (COC; $T_g = 75^\circ$C) to the untreated substrate at a temperature ~5°C lower than the $T_g$ of the cover plate. In contrast to the high temperature, time-consuming and long processing steps required for enclosing glass nanofluidic devices,\textsuperscript{36-37} our assembly process was performed directly on the thermoplastic substrate following embossing without the need of pre-cleaning or cleanroom conditions in a total time of 15 min. With this assembly approach, we demonstrated the utilization of sub-50 nm thermoplastic nanochannels for high SNR fluorescent imaging and DNA stretching. Bond strengths higher than those of the native polymers assembled at a temperature above its $T_g$ were achieved with a process yield – percent of working assembled devices that retained the nanochannel dimensions predefined in the original Si master – >90% without deformation or collapse of the nanostructures. Finally, nanochannels were successfully modified via UV-activation through the cover plate post-assembly and the functionality of the assembled devices was assessed by investigating the transport dynamics of dsDNA through the nanochannels.

3.2.2 Experimental Methods

3.2.2.1 Materials and Reagents

PMMA sheets ($T_g = 105^\circ$C), 1.5 mm and 0.175 mm thick, were purchased from Good Fellow (Berwyn, PA). Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) 6017 ($T_g \approx 178^\circ$C), 5010 ($T_g \approx 108^\circ$C) and 8007 ($T_g \approx 78^\circ$C; 0.13 mm) sheets were purchased from TOPAS Advanced Polymers (Florence KY). Si $<100>$ wafers were purchased from University Wafers (Boston, MA). Tripropylene glycol diacrylate (TPGA), trimethylolethane triacrylate (TPMA), Irgacure 651 (photo-initiator), 50%
potassium hydroxide (KOH), hydrochloric acid (HCl) and potassium chloride (KCl) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The anti-adhesion monolayer of (tridecafluoro – 1,1,2,2 – tetrahydrooctyl) tricholorosilane (T-silane) was purchased from Gelest, Inc. Tris buffer (pH = 8.0) was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Houston, TX). All dilutions were performed using 18 MΩ/cm milliQ water (Millipore).

3.2.2.2 Device Fabrication

Nanofluidic structures were fabricated in thermoplastic substrates using a scheme previously reported by our group. Briefly, access microchannels and nanochannels were fabricated in a Si wafer (master) by optical lithography and focused-ion beam milling, respectively. Next, resin stamps were produced from the Si master by curing a UV-resin (68 wt% TPGA, 28 wt% TMPA and 4 wt% Irgacure 651) under 365 nm light coated onto a COC 6017 plate. Subsequently, fluidic structures were imprinted into the polymer substrate by thermal embossing at 125°C for 120 s under 1910 kN/m² pressure using a Hex03 hot embosser (JenOptik). In the final fabrication step, fluidic structures were enclosed with a low Tg thermoplastic cover plate using the setup shown in Figure 3.1.

The assembly scheme used an untreated substrate possessing the fluidic structures and an oxygen plasma treated cover plate that were brought into conformal contact and then placed in a vacuum seal bag for 20 min to eliminate air pockets from the contacted substrate/cover plate. Next, the partially bonded device (determined by the lack of Newton rings) was sandwiched between a pair of polyimide films, rubber sheets and placed between the platens of the thermal embosser (see (a) in Figure 3.1). We found that the rubber sheets promoted bond uniformity across the entire surfaces while the polyimide film prevented sticking of the thermoplastic nanofluidic device to the rubber sheets. The temperature, pressure and time were found to be
important process parameters, which depended primarily on the thermal, mechanical, physical and surface properties of the cover plate.

As shown in (b) of Figure 3.1, the temperature–pressure process program used for enclosing the fluidic structures was partitioned into six stages:

(1) Touch force stage – This was incorporated to facilitate heat conduction across the surfaces prior to thermal fusion bonding. The top and bottom embosser platens were advanced
towards the assembly and used to clamp the pre-assembled substrate and cover plate near room temperature at a pressure of 180kN/m$^2$, which was lower than the required assembly pressure.

(2) Heating Stage – The top and bottom platens were heated to the optimized assembly temperature (70°C when using the COC 8007 cover plate) at a defined ramp rate of 3°C/s while holding the clamped device at the touch force.

(3) Pressure stage – Once the desired assembly temperature was reached, the pressure was immediately increased to the intended optimum pressure of 680 kN/m$^2$.

(4) Holding stage – The assembly temperature and pressure were maintained for 900 s.

(5) Cooling stage – Once assembly was complete, the temperature was gradually reduced to $\leq$35°C at a rate of 1°C/s while holding the device at the assembly pressure. This reduced stress imposed on the cover plate and prevented collapse into the fluidic channels.

(6) Demolding stage – After the assembled device was cooled, the platens were slowly withdrawn.

3.2.2.3 Water Contact Angle Measurements

The wettability of the polymer surfaces, effect of plasma power and exposure time and the ageing of the cover plate were assessed by water contact angle measurements using a VCA Optima instrument (AST Products). A volume of 2.0 µL nanopure water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25°C) was dispensed onto 1 cm × 1 cm thermoplastic surfaces and a photograph of each droplet captured immediately for analysis using the software provided by the manufacturer. The measurements were repeated five times at different positions on the substrate with the values reported as the mean ± one standard deviation.
3.2.2.4 Bond Strength Measurements

A common technique used to evaluate the bond strength is the double cantilever beam test also known as the crack opening method. In this technique, a razor blade of known thickness \( t_b \) is inserted between the bonded substrate and cover plate inducing an interfacial fracture (or equilibrium crack) with a length \( L \) from the edge of the razor. If the elastic moduli of the substrate and cover plate is represented by \( E_s \) and \( E_p \), respectively, the bond strength \( \gamma \) (J/cm\(^2\)) defined by the interfacial surface energy is given by;

\[
\gamma = \frac{3t_b^2 E_s t_s^3 E_p t_p^3}{16L^4 (E_s t_s^3 + E_p t_p^3)}
\] (3.1)

where \( t_s \) and \( t_p \) are the thicknesses of substrate and cover plate, respectively. In this work, all tests were performed using a stainless steel single edge razor blade with a thickness of 0.009" and the crack lengths were measured using a calibrated upright microscope with a 5× objective lens. Bond strengths were calculated using equation 1 with elastic moduli of 3.3 GPa for PMMA, 2.60 GPa for COC 8007 and 3.0 GPa for COC 5010 as provided by the manufacturer of the thermoplastics. Measurements were performed in triplicate and values were plotted against the assembly temperature (°C), time (s) and pressure (N/m\(^2\)).

3.2.2.5 Surface Charge Measurements

Direct current (DC) conductance measurements were used to evaluate the surface charge density in the nanochannel before and after UV activation. Conductance plots were generated using KCl solutions in the concentration range of \( 10^{-6} \) to 0.1 M KCl following the procedure previously reported. For UV activation of the nanochannels, assembled devices were placed in a 265 nm UV chamber with the cover plate facing the light source, then exposed to a 350 \( mJ/cm^2 \) dose of UV light through the COC cover plate. In all cases, fluidic devices were initially flushed with a binary mixture of methanol/ultrapure water (50% v/v) followed by rinsing with
deionized water. Pre-cleaned devices were filled with KCl solutions with Ag/AgCl electrodes immersed into the access reservoirs poised at the ends of microchannels. Electrolyte solutions were allowed to equilibrate for 3-5 min as evidenced by a stable current value under a fixed bias voltage. Current-voltage plots were generated by fitting the slope of the ionic current as a function of the applied voltage stepped from -0.5 V to 0.5 V with 50 mV steps and a 5 s holding time. All measurements were performed using the Axopatch 200B amplifier coupled to a Digidata 1440A digitizer with signal acquisition and analysis performed with the pClamp10 software. The average conductance generated from five trials was plotted against the electrolyte concentration in a log-log plot and the surface charge ($\sigma_s$) determined by fitting the graphs with the conductance equation:\(^{35}\)

$$G_T = 10^3 (\mu_{K^+} + \mu_{Cl^-}) c N_A e \frac{n w h}{L} + 2 \mu_{opp} \sigma_s n \frac{(w + h)}{L}$$

(3.2)

where $G_T$ is the total measured conductance in the nanochannel, $w$, $L$ and $h$ are the nanochannel width, length and height, respectively, $N_A$ is Avogadro’s number, $e$ is the electron charge ($1.602 \times 10^{-19}$ C), $c$ is the electrolyte concentration in mol/L, $n$ is the number of nanochannels in the device and $\mu_{K^+}$ and $\mu_{Cl^-}$ are the ion mobilities of $K^+$ and $Cl^-$ ions, respectively ($\mu_{K^+} = 7.619 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/V s and $\mu_{Cl^-} = 7.912 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/V s) and $\mu_{opp} \approx \mu_{K^+}$ for the deprotonated carboxyl surface. Finally, we assessed the effects of electrolyte pH on the surface conductance using KCl solutions prepared over a pH range of 5 – 9 adjusted using HCl or KOH solutions.

3.2.2.6 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Micrograms (SEMs)

The topologies of the nanofluidic channels and the roughness of the polymer surfaces were investigated using an Asylum Research MFP-3D Atomic Force Microscope (tip radius ~2 nm) in repulsive tapping mode at a rate of 1.0 Hz. The Tap300A1-G cantilever tips (Ted Pella) had a frequency of 300 kHz and force constant of 40 N/m. For SEM, the non-conductive resin stamps
and thermoplastic substrates were pre-coated with a 2-3 nm Au/Pd layer and imaged using a FEI Helios FIB/SEM.

3.2.2.7 Nanofluidic Devices and DNA Translocation

All fluorescence imaging experiments were performed using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX81 TIRF microscope, Olympus, Pennsylvania, PA) equipped with a 100×/1.49 NA oil immersion objective and 488 nm laser light for excitation, Sedat laser filter set (LF488/561-2X2M-B-000, Semrock) and a Hamamatsu EMCCD digital camera with Metamorph software for data acquisition. All images were analyzed using Fiji software. λ-DNA (Promega Corporation) and T4 DNA (Wako Chemcials) were stained with the bis-intercalating dye, YOYO-1 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) at a base-pair/dye ratio of 5:1 in an electrolyte solution of 1× TBE (89 mM Tris, 89 mM Borate, 1 mM EDTA) with the addition of 4% v/v β-mercaptoethanol as a radical scavenger to minimize photo-induced damage (photobleaching and/or photonicking).

Nanochannels with depths between 25 and 200 nm were fabricated in PMMA and sealed using the assembly scheme previously described. Devices were seeded with 5 mM FITC in 1× TBE and allowed to equilibrate for 3 min before imaging through the cover plate with an exposure time of 2 s. Unprocessed images were imported into Fiji software and the fluorescence SNR was computed for each nanochannel using the relation:

\[
\text{SNR} = 0.655 \frac{S_{avg}}{\sigma_{noise}}
\]

where \(S_{avg}\) is the mean pixel intensity of the signal and \(\sigma_{noise}\) is the standard deviation in the background pixel intensity. The factor 0.655 arises because the (Gaussian) noise present on the raw data is centered about zero. The selected area in all cases was 18 µm\(^2\) and the measured
σ_{noise} under these imaging conditions were respectively ~2.589 and 5.822 for the COC and PMMA cover plates.

We investigated the degree of extension of T4-DNA molecules confined in nanochannels designed with a range of predefined sizes. The DNA molecules were driven from the microchannels into the nanochannel under low field strengths. Once they had fully entered the nanochannel, the DC field was switched off. The molecule was allowed to relax until it reached its equilibrium extension length before an image was acquired. The end-to-end distance of the fluorescence image was measured using Fiji software. Although the total contour length (L_c) of an unstained λ-DNA molecule (166 kbp) is ~56.6 µm, at our intercalating dye concentration, the expected length is ~64 µm. Finally, the velocities of λ-DNA molecules (0.75 pM) electrokinetically driven through an untreated and UV-activated hybrid device was evaluated from time-lapse images acquired at ~120 fps.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

3.2.3.1 Water Contact Angle Measurements

In a typical nanofluidic device assembly process, the maximum bond strength between the substrate and cover plate is in part a function of the difference in hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the surfaces in contact. In our initial bonding tests performed using a low T_g untreated COC cover plate and the high T_g untreated substrate, we were only able to achieve bonding when the devices were assembled at temperatures greater than the T_g of the cover plate by 5°C or more (data not shown). However, at these temperatures the nanochannels were severely deformed and the cover plate completely collapsed, rendering the device nonfunctional. Therefore, before device assembly, oxygen plasma was used to pre-activate the hydrophobic COC cover plate to
make it more hydrophilic and thus, improve its adhesion to the PMMA substrate, which was not plasma activated.

It is well-established that oxygen plasma generates oxygen-containing polar functional groups on thermoplastic surfaces by inducing free radical reactions between the polymer chains and atomic oxygen in the plasma.\textsuperscript{43-44} It also known that as the plasma power and treatment times are increased, the surface not only becomes richer in oxygen containing groups but also rougher. The RMS roughness is a parameter that can result in distortion of the electroosmotic flow in nanochannels, especially when the ratio of the RMS roughness to the electric double layer (EDL) thickness $>1$.\textsuperscript{40} For these reasons, water contact angle and AFM measurements were used to assess the hydrophilicity and surface roughness, respectively, for determining the optimum plasma RF power and exposure time for treatment of the COC cover plate under a constant oxygen gas flow of 10 sccm.

Figure 3.2 (a) shows the relationship between the water contact angle and the plasma power at a 10 s exposure time. As shown in the graph, oxygen plasma treatment resulted in a decrease in the water contact angle of $96.4 \pm 2.1^\circ$ for the untreated COC surface to $46.9 \pm 1.4^\circ$ and $45.2 \pm 0.7^\circ$ for surfaces treated at 20 W and 80 W RF power, respectively, indicating an increase in the surface energy.\textsuperscript{44}

However, we observed that the effect of the plasma RF power on the hydrophilicity of the COC surface was not very significant when compared to the exposure time. The black trace in Figure 3.2 (b) shows the variation of the water contact angle with the exposure time in the range of 6 to 60 s at 50 W plasma power. As can be seen, there was a distinct decrease in the contact angle from $45.6 \pm 1.1^\circ$ to $41.7 \pm 1.0^\circ$ when the treatment time was increased from 6 s to 30 s. Above 30 s, the contact angle slightly decreased to a constant value of $40.8 \pm 0.7^\circ$ at 54 s.
However, as shown in Figure 3.2 (c) (blue trace), the surface roughness increased almost linearly from 0.49 ±0.03 nm for the untreated COC surface to 1.06 ±0.06 nm for the surface treated for

Figure 3.2 (a) Plot of the variation between the contact angle and RF power of the oxygen plasma at 10 sccm gas flow and a constant exposure time of 10 s. (b) Plot of the relationship between the water contact angle (black trace) and the RMS roughness (blue trace) versus the plasma exposure time at 50 W for 10 sccm gas flow. (c) Effect of ageing under room temperature conditions on the water contact angle of treated COC cover plate surface for plasma treatments condition of 50 W at 30 s under 10 sccm oxygen flow rate. (d) Water contact angle measurements on the PMMA substrate under different surface modification conditions with and without the COC cover plate. (‘U-PMMA’ is untreated PMMA substrate, ‘PL-PMMA’ is plasma treated PMMA substrate, ‘UV-PMMA’ is UV-activated PMMA substrate, ‘U-PMMA/(U-PMMA)’ is untreated PMMA substrate UV-activated through an untreated PMMA cover plate, ‘U-PMMA/(U-COC)’ is untreated PMMA substrate UV-activated through an untreated COC cover plate, ‘U-PMMA/(PL-COC)’ is untreated PMMA substrate UV-activated through a plasma treated COC cover plate and ‘PL-PMMA/(PL-COC)’ is plasma treated PMMA substrate UV-activated through a plasma treated COC cover plate).
60 s. As a result, we used an oxygen plasma condition of 50 W RF power with a 30 s exposure time under 10 sccm oxygen flow rate to treat the COC cover plate.

Because the EDL thickness for most ionic solutions used in nanofluidics varies between 1-100 nm and the RMS roughness of the COC surface treated at the above plasma condition was low (~0.62 ±0.04 nm), we speculate that distortions in the EOF profile arising from the surface roughness on the nanochannel cover plate would be minimal while still maintaining high adhesive capacity. Based on XPS data from previous reports, the density of polar functional groups on COC at this treatment condition is relatively low when compared to higher exposure times and gas flow rates.\textsuperscript{44}

Although the surface properties of thermoplastics can be modified by plasma treatment without affecting its bulk properties, treated surfaces have been shown to undergo ageing when stored in air. This is due to reorientation of the polar surface functional groups causing their movement into the bulk thermoplastic or movement of small chain polymer segments into the bulk causing the thermoplastic surface to lose its hydrophilic property.\textsuperscript{40,45} Ageing studies were performed on treated COC cover plates to determine whether oxidation continued to occur after assembly and if assembled nanofluidic devices could be stored under vacuum conditions to improve shelf-life. The results obtained after treating the COC cover plate with 50 W RF power and 30 s exposure time are shown in Figure 3.2 (c). These results revealed that the contact angle changed from 41.33 ±1.00° to 53.15 ±1.33° during the first 10 h following treatment. Over a period of 100 h, the contact angle remained at 56.10 ±0.72°. The hydrophilicity was not completely lost over the storage time evaluated as the contact angle was still 35-40° lower than that of the untreated COC surface. Also, we did not experience any difficulty in filling devices
used 5 days after assembly and these devices yielded results similar to those obtained from the devices that were used immediately after sealing.

Because we were interested in post-assembly modification of the nanochannels by UV-activation through the COC cover plate, we assessed the wettability of a PMMA substrate before and after exposure to UV light with and without a COC cover plate. We used U-, PL- and UV-prefixes to indicate untreated, plasma treated and UV-activated surfaces, respectively, and represented the assembled devices as ‘substrate/(cover plate)’. For example, untreated PMMA substrate bonded to an oxygen plasma treated COC cover plate was represented as ‘U-PMMA/(PL-COC)’. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2d, U-PMMA showed a water contact angle of 68.0 ±3.1°. Direct exposure to RF oxygen plasma under the above conditions resulted in a decrease in the contact angle to 48.8 ±1.8°. However, direct exposure to 350 mJ/cm² of UV light resulted in a reduction in the contact angle to 24.6 ±1.1° with an observed yellowing of the polymer. When the PMMA substrate was activated through an untreated PMMA cover plate, the measured water contact angle was 65.9 ±2.1°, a value similar to that obtained for U-PMMA. This was not surprising considering that PMMA has been shown to only transmit 10-15% of light at a wavelength of 265 nm. The measured contact angles for U-PMMA/(U-COC) and U-PMMA/(PL-COC) were 48.4 ±1.3° and 46.9 ±1.5°, respectively; these contact angles were not statistically different but were lower than U-PMMA by 15-20°. These results not only revealed that the underlying PMMA substrates were successfully activated through the COC cover plate by the UV light, but also showed that plasma treatment of the cover plate had no considerable effect on the bulk transmittance of the material, because it only affects 5-15 nm of the polymer surface. When the PMMA substrate was plasma treated prior to UV-activation through the plasma treated COC cover plate, the measured water contact angle was 45.5 ±0.9°. Because this
value was slightly lower than that obtained for U-PMMA/(U-COC), it is either likely that under UV-activation, more polar groups were incorporated onto the PMMA surface\textsuperscript{46} or less polar groups generated on the PMMA via plasma activation\textsuperscript{43} were converted to more polar hydrophilic groups via free-radical pathways.

3.2.3.2 Bond Strength Determination

The critical parameters in any fusion bonding scheme adopted for enclosing fluidic devices are the bonding pressure, temperature and time. In this work, we optimized these parameters to obtain high bond strengths while retaining the structural integrity of the nanochannels. Before device assembly, the COC cover plate was treated with oxygen plasma consisting of 50 W RF power for 30 s and 10 sccm gas flow rate while the PMMA substrate remained untreated. Variations between the bonding temperature and the bond strength at a constant bonding pressure of 680 kN/m\textsuperscript{2} and a bonding time of 15 min are shown in Figure 3.3 (a). The result
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Figure 3.3 Variation of the bond strength with the (a) temperature, (b) bonding time, and (c) pressure for the hybrid assembly scheme.
revealed that the bond strength varied linearly with the bonding temperature. Based on the work of Tsao et al., bond strengths for our nanofluidic devices were comparable to those of microfluidic devices. While the bond strength at 80°C seemed impressively high, our data revealed that bonding at this temperature resulted in unusable devices. This is likely a result of bulk flow of the cover plate material into the nanochannels due to the bonding temperature being greater than its bulk T_g. In subsequent studies, 70°C was selected as the optimum bonding temperature.

Next we studied the effect of bonding time on the bond strength using the optimum temperature of 70°C and a constant force of 680 kN/m². As shown in Figure 3.3 (b), bond strengths were greater than those previously reported in applications involving electrokinetic transport in thermoplastic nanochannels when devices were bonded between 5 and 20 min assembly times.

However, we observed that devices bonded at 20 min did not yield reproducible results. We speculate that this may be due to minor deformations in the nanochannels or sagging of the cover plate into the channels similar to previous observations. Therefore, 15 min was selected as the optimal assembly time. Lastly, (c) in Figure 3.3 shows the effect of bonding pressure on the bond strength under an optimum bonding temperature of 70°C and a bonding time of 15 min. Bond strengths achieved in the pressure range under study were sufficiently greater than that previously reported for electrokinetic flow in nanofluidic devices and comparable to the homogenous polymers bonded at a temperature greater than their T_g. However, to prevent sagging of the cover plate into the nanochannels, we selected 680 kN/m² as the optimum pressure to minimize this artifact. Based on the aforementioned results, untreated high T_g
substrates were bonded to plasma treated low $T_g$ COC cover plates using a bonding pressure, temperature and time of 680 kN/m$^2$, 70$^\circ$C and 15 min, respectively.

Similarly, we evaluated the bond strengths of PL-PMMA, PL-COC and U-COC (COC 5010) substrates bonded to the low $T_g$ COC cover plate. The results are summarized in Table 3.1. Devices 1 – 4 were bonded at the optimized bonding pressure, temperature and time as previously noted. Device 5 was bonded using a pressure of 370 kN/m$^2$ at 80$^\circ$C for ~7 min, as previously reported by our group.$^{35}$ Device 6 was bonded using a pressure of 370 kN/m$^2$ at 105$^\circ$C for ~7 min and the bond strength was 0.143 ±0.071 mJ/cm$^2$ for the U-COC/(PL-COC) device. This bond strength was too low for performing fluidic experiments, because we experienced difficulty in filling the assembled device due to the hydrophobic nature of the untreated substrate. When the COC substrate was treated with oxygen plasma prior to device assembly, there was an increase in the bond strength to 1.04 ±0.01 mJ/cm$^2$ and an improvement in the wettability. However, using untreated and plasma treated PMMA as the substrates produced devices with bond strengths of 65.92 ±7.13 mJ/cm$^2$ and 67.92 ±6.97 mJ/cm$^2$ for U-PMMA/(PL-COC) and PL-PMMA/(PL-COC), respectively, that easily filled easily by capillary action. Though it remains unclear why the bond strength was greater in U-PMMA/(PL-COC) than PL-COC/(PL-COC), we conclude from these results that the bond strength not only depends on the surface wettability - PL-COC has a water contact angle less than U-PMMA - but also on the chemical nature of the surfaces in contact. Nevertheless, U-PMMA/(PL-COC) devices, which we refer to as the hybrid devices, were used in our subsequent experiments.

For comparison, we evaluated the bond strengths from assembled PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) and U-PMMA/(U-PMMA) devices. As shown in Table 3.1, in both cases, the measured bond strengths were lower than that of the hybrid devices. Though PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) devices
have been useful for surface modification and DNA transport studies,\textsuperscript{16-17, 35} the process yield rate for both devices was relatively low (<50\% for PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) and <10\% for U-PMMA/(U-PMMA)) due primarily to deformation and collapse of the nanochannels following thermal fusion bonding and possible delamination of the cover plate during an experiment.\textsuperscript{16}

Table 3.1 A summary of the bond strength tests obtained for devices assembled with different substrates and cover plates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Assembled device</th>
<th>Bond Strength (mJ/cm\textsuperscript{2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U-COC/(PL-COC)</td>
<td>0.143 ±0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PL-COC/(PL-COC)</td>
<td>1.035 ±0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>U-PMMA/(PL-COC)</td>
<td>65.921 ±7.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PL-PMMA/(PL-COC)</td>
<td>67.918 ±6.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) [80°C]</td>
<td>1.244 ±0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>U-PMMA/(U-PMMA) [106°C]</td>
<td>1.897 ±0.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a comparison, using the optimized thermal fusion bonding conditions noted above for U-PMMA/(PL-COC) devices, the process yield was >90\% with a similar value noted for devices consisting of U-COC/(PL-COC). AFM measurements taken from the 5 µm × 120 nm nanoslits utilized for the surface charge measurements after removing the cover plate post-assembly revealed no change in the nanoslit dimensions. This was not surprising since device assembly was performed at a temperature ~35°C less than the T\textsubscript{g} of the PMMA substrate.

3.2.3.3 Surface Charge Measurements

We recently reported the surface charge density in PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) nanofluidic devices assembled under slightly different plasma conditions (5.5 sccm, 35 s and 50 W).\textsuperscript{35} Herein we evaluated the surface charge density of the hybrid U-PMMA/(PL-COC) devices assembled with the optimum conditions reported above.
Ionic conductance plots were used to evaluate the surface charge density of assembled nanofluidic devices comprising an array of five nanoslits, each 5 µm wide, 120 nm deep and 148 µm long. It is well-known that carboxylic acid moieties can be generated on PMMA or COC surfaces following plasma treatment\textsuperscript{40, 45} or UV-activation\textsuperscript{46}. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the conductance traces measured in PL-PMMA/(PL-COC) compared to PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) devices. In the high ionic strength regime (KCl concentrations >10\textsuperscript{-2} M), the ionic conductance in both devices fit linearly to the theoretical bulk conductance with high reproducibility for both devices. This confirmed that there was no change in the dimensions of the nanochannels during thermal embossing and after assembly for the devices tested. At the low ionic concentration (or surface-charge governed) regime, there was a significant difference in the measured conductance between these devices. For the PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) device, the surface charge density |\sigma_s| estimated from the fitted curve was 43.2 mC/m\textsuperscript{2} while for the hybrid device, |\sigma_s| was 57.3 mC/m\textsuperscript{2}, \textasciitilde32.6\% greater than the former. This difference in surface charge density is likely due to the fact that more carboxyl groups are generated on COC compared to PMMA when treated under similar oxygen plasma conditions\textsuperscript{40, 45}. Figure 3.4 (b) shows the conductance traces measured in the hybrid device U-PMMA/(PL-COC) before (blue trace) and after (red trace) exposure to UV light. The average conductance in the low ionic strength regime for the unexposed devices was 1.45 \times 10\textsuperscript{-9} S with |\sigma_s| equal to 40.7 mC/m\textsuperscript{2}. After the device was exposed to 350 mJ/cm\textsuperscript{2} of 265 UV light through the plasma-treated COC cover plate, there was a 47.2\% increase in |\sigma_s| (59.9 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2}) as evidenced by the increase in conductance to 1.89 \times 10\textsuperscript{-9} S. This suggested that post-assembly UV activation induced more carboxyl groups on the walls of the nanoslits, in particular for the unmodified PMMA substrate. Also, the surface charge density in the UV activated hybrid devices were 4.5\% higher than devices with plasma treated substrate.
Figure 3.4 (a) Conductance plots for assembled devices with plasma treated PMMA substrate bonded to plasma treated PMMA cover plate, PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA), and plasma treated PMMA substrate bonded to plasma treated COC cover plate, PL-PMMA/(PL-COC). The latter devices showed a higher conductance at the low ionic conductance regime because more carboxyl moieties are introduced on COC surfaces than PMMA when exposed to the same plasma conditions. (b) Conductance plots for the hybrid devices consisting of untreated PMMA substrate bonded to plasma treated COC cover plate, U-PMMA/(PL-COC), before (blue trace) and after (red trace) UV activation. The device used in all cases consists of an array of five nanoslits (each 5 µm wide, 120 nm deep and 148 µm long) connected to V-shaped assess microchannels at the input and output ends. Each data point represents an average of five measurements with a scatter in the data within 5-8% of the mean value and the solid black line represents the trace of the theoretical bulk conductance. (c) Plot showing the relationship between the conductance and the electrolyte pH for the assembled hybrid devices before (black) and after (red) UV activation. 10^{-4} M KCl solution adjusted to pH between 5.01 and 9.09 was used in the study.
(red trace in Figure 3.4 (a)). This is because the surface density of carboxylates generated on UV activated PMMA surfaces (14.7 ± 2.6 nmol/cm²) is greater than that generated on plasma treated surfaces (2.7 ± 0.5 nmol/cm²).

Figure 3.4 (c) shows the effects of solution pH on the measured conductance for the nanoslits before and after UV activation. As can be seen, in both cases the conductance increased linearly with the pH of the electrolyte. Prior to UV activation, there was an observed change in the measured conductance of the nanochannel from 13.7 (±0.2) × 10⁻¹⁰ S at pH 5.0 to 15.5 (±0.5) × 10⁻¹⁰ S at pH 9.09 (black trace). Because the PMMA substrate was untreated prior to device assembly, charge contributions from carboxyl moieties on the PMMA surfaces, especially at high pH, will be insignificant compared to that from the plasma treated COC cover plate.

Therefore, the change in conductance is predominantly due to deprotonation of the carboxyl groups on the cover plate. Nevertheless, after UV-activation of the same devices, there was a significant increase in the conductance, ~30% (15.4 (±0.4) × 10⁻¹⁰ S at pH 5.0 to ~21.6 (±0.6) × 10⁻¹⁰ S at pH 9.1), as evident by an increase in the slope of the red trace in Figure 3.4 (c). These results confirmed that the nanoslits were successfully functionalized via UV-activation after device assembly.

3.2.3.4 Operational Characteristics of Nanofluidic Devices

Finally, we assessed the performance of the assembled hybrid nanofluidic devices, for fluorescence imaging, DNA stretching and translocation relative to their non-hybrid counterparts. The stamp was used to imprint channels into a PMMA substrate with ~100% replication fidelity. AFM profiles shown in Figure 3.5 suggest effective transfer from Si master to UV resin.
Figure 3.5 AFM profile of a nanoslit in a silicon (Si) master (red trace) and positive structure in the UV resin stamp (black trace) showing the replication fidelity in the structure.

Figure 3.6 indicates that there was no significant reduction in the stamp height channel depth even after twenty transfers. Figure 3.7 (a) shows an AFM profile and the SEM image (insert) of the UV curable resin stamp consisting of 2-D nanochannels with predefined widths ($w$) × depths ($d$) of 300 × 200 nm, 250 × 155 nm, 190 × 95 nm, 150 × 60 nm, 110 × 25 nm and 35 × 35 nm corresponding to $nc_1$, $nc_2$, $nc_3$, $nc_4$, $nc_5$, and $nc_6$, respectively. Using the unprocessed images obtained from the fluorescent seeding test with 5 mM FITC, we found that the average SNR was ~3× greater in $nc_1$ – $nc_4$ and ~4.5× greater in $nc_5$ for U-PMMA/(PL-COC) than PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) ((b) in Figure 3.7). This enhancement in SNR is most likely due to the superior optical properties (high optical transmission, low autofluorescence/ background and high refractive index) of COC at 488 nm compared to PMMA. The higher SNR observed for $nc_5$ may be an indication of slight collapse of the nanochannel in the non-hybrid devices or an artifact from the high background fluorescence of PMMA. Figure 3.7 (c) shows unprocessed frames of T4 DNA molecules confined in $nc_1$ – $nc_6$ devices and imaged through the COC cover plate at 10 ms exposure time. The images revealed good contrast and excellent SNR with the
degree of polymer stretching increasing as the nanochannel size decreased. Figure 3.7 (d) shows a plot of the DNA extension ($\varepsilon$) versus the geometric average ($D_{av}$) nanochannel dimension with traces for the deGennes prediction, $\varepsilon_{deGennes} \approx \left(\frac{\omega_{eff} L_p}{D_{av}^2}\right)^{1/3}$ and the Odijk prediction, $\varepsilon_{Odijk} \approx \left[1 - 0.361 \left(\frac{D_{av}}{L_p}\right)^{2/3}\right]$, where $D_{av} = \sqrt{w \times d}$, $\omega_{eff}$ is the effective width (~3 nm) and $L_p$ is the persistence length (50 nm) for dsDNA.$^{42}$

As seen in (d) of Figure 3.7, the data for the channel with $>200$ nm $D_{av}$ fits well with the deGennes regime while the nanochannel with $D_{av} = 35$ nm fits well to the Odijk regime. However, data for $nc3 – nc5$, though expected to fit to the deGennes regime, were observed to be
Figure 3.7 (a) AFM scan (and SEM image insert) of the UV curable resin stamp possessing the positive tones of the 2-D nanochannels. Channels were imprinted into PMMA with \( \sim 100\% \) replication fidelity and the dimensions (width \( \times \) depth) were \( nc1 \approx 300 \times 200 \text{ nm} \), \( nc2 \approx 250 \times 155 \text{ nm} \), \( nc3 \approx 190 \times 95 \text{ nm} \) and \( nc4 \approx 150 \times 60 \text{ nm} \) and \( nc5 \approx 110 \times 25 \text{ nm} \). (b) Bar graphs showing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at 2 s exposure time for the devices with untreated PMMA substrate enclosed with a plasma treated COC cover plate, U-PMMA/(PL-COC), and plasma treated substrate enclosed with a plasma treated PMMA cover plate, PL-PMMA/(PL-PMMA) filled with 5 mM FITC solution. The error bar represents the standard deviation in measurements from ten separate devices. (Insert shows the unprocessed image of the seeding test for U-PMMA/(PL-COC)). The hybrid devices showed a background that was \( \sim 56\% \) lower than that of the non-hybrid devices. (c) Unprocessed representative frames of T4 DNA molecules stretched in the enclosed nanochannels in the hybrid devices. Images were acquired at 10 ms exposure time with the driving field turned-off. (Note that \( nc6 \approx 35 \times 35 \text{ nm} \)). (d) Log-log plot showing the T4 DNA extension as a function of the geometric average depth of the nanochannels. The DNA extension was normalized to a total contour length (\( L_c \)) of 64 \( \mu \text{m} \) for the dye labelled molecules. The red and blue dashed lines are the deGennes and Odijk predictions, respectively, with the respective equations inserted. The black solid line is the best power-law fit to the data points obtained from the nanochannels with an average geometric depth range of 53 nm to 200 nm.
greater than the deGennes prediction but less than the Odijk prediction. This enhancement in the
degree of extension within this regime is likely due to the hydrophobicity of the nanochannel
walls.48

Finally, we evaluated the effect of post-assembly UV-activation of the U-PMMA/(PL-COC)
devices on the linear velocity of λ-DNA molecules electrokinetically driven through 100 × 100
nm nanochannels. As shown in Figure 3.8, in both cases there was a corresponding linear
increase in the velocity of dsDNA as the driving voltage was increased. However, the DNA
molecules were observed to migrate slower in the UV-activated devices. This is likely due to an
increase in the EOF emanating from increases in the surface charge density after the
incorporation of –COOH groups onto the wall of the nanochannel via UV activation.

3.2.4 Conclusion

In this work, we developed a low temperature hybrid bonding scheme useful for the
assembly of thermoplastic devices and demonstrated the utility of these devices for DNA
elongation and translocation and post-assembly modification. With this scheme, we have addressed a significant challenge associated with the use of thermoplastics for nanofluidic – the relatively small Young’s modulus associated with these materials makes cover plate assembly to the patterned substrate difficult due to cover plate collapse and/or nanostructure deformation using either thermal or chemical assisted bonding to enclose the fluidic network. Our assembly scheme will aid in generating nanofluidic devices with high process yield rates for many analyses that take advantage of the unique physics associated with nano-confinement. We are currently evaluating the extent of distortions in the EOF profile, if any, arising from hybrid nanochannels as has been shown in microchannels. We also suspect that these distortions will be observed in PL-COC/(PL-COC) devices due to differences in the norbonene content of the substrate versus cover plate. We are also employing super resolution imaging techniques to assess the surface coverage and uniformity of carboxyl functional groups generated in these nanochannels via UV-activation.

3.3 Detection of Chemotherapeutic-Induced Damage in Genomic DNA using Hybrid Thermoplastic Nanochannel Sensors

3.3.1 Introduction

Current methods for selecting therapy for a cancer patient are based on results of previous clinical outcome studies performed on patients with tumors of the same type and clinical stage. Data on tumor type, stage, lymph node status and the presence of receptors for hormones or growth factors and genetic markers or gene expression changes are used to further classify the tumor with therapy selected based on the tumor classification. For example, by classifying a patient’s breast cancer (BC), a treatment regimen is selected that clinical studies have shown to provide the best percentage of favorable outcomes within groups of BC patients with similar tumors. Unfortunately, these optimized therapies are not equally effective for all patients
within specific tumor classifications.\textsuperscript{54-57} For example, individuals with certain genetic variants in oxidative stress genes have been shown to have atypical chemo-resistance to a particular therapeutic drug.

Single-molecule imaging can provide assistance to determining the proper treatment regimen of cancer patients. For example, stretching DNA in nanochannels and imaging specific sites, which is called optical or genomic mapping has been extensively studied.\textsuperscript{58-61} There have been several recent reports addressing optical/genomic mapping. In the early 20th century, reports exist about visualizing abasic (AP) sites in DNA by direct visualization through microscopy. Detection of AP sites on a 250 bp DNA with 2 abasic sites was performed using atomic force microscopy.\textsuperscript{62} Hirose \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{63} reported a direct method to visualize abasic sites on a λ DNA stretched on a glass and Kim \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{64} reported a method using scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). Recent reports have shown interest in identifying the specific damage sites in a DNA strand. Chastain and coworkers managed to map the frequency of abasic site lesions in genomic DNA by optically mapping DNA fiber on a glass slide.\textsuperscript{65} A method to identify UV-induced single strand and double strand DNA breakage locations was reported by Lee \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{66}. The authors were able to map the specific sites to the expected breakage sites.

Nanopore-based identification of single abasic sites has also been reported. Burrows \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{67} reported a method to characterize individual abasic sites attached to crown ethers by a pulse like current signatures generated from electrolyte interactions when it passed through an α-hemolysin nanopore.\textsuperscript{38, 67} Marshall \textit{et. al.}\textsuperscript{68} showed the electrophoretic dynamics of an apurinic site showed slower dynamics through a solid-state nanopore; thus, it can be used to identify the abasic sites in a single DNA molecule.
Damage of genomic DNA can be induced by therapeutic treatments, especially to chemotherapeutic drugs. Chemotherapy has been widely used as a treatment option for tumors to arrest the activity of the cancer cells comprising the tumor. Even though these treatments help patients to survive from their disease, they undergo the risk of double strand breaks of DNA, DNA crosslinking and formation of abasic sites. Current methodologies using optical visualization suffer from several shortcomings such as the inability to image a single molecule in real time, the need of extra processing before using optical imaging, and the inaccuracy generated by not stretching DNA to its full contour length.

We propose a new sensing platform for the direct reading of abasic sites, which consists of optical quantification following DNA stretching to near its full contour length using a hybrid thermoplastic nanochannel that is imprinted into a polymer substrate. Curved serpentine-shaped nanochannels and straight nanochannel structures, which have a cross section smaller than the persistent length of the double-stranded DNA molecule and a length longer than their full contour length is used to enhance the stretching for better optical readout in a single image even for chromosomal DNA. Our nanostructures are fabricated in poly(methyl) methacrylate, PMMA, using nanoimprint lithography (NIL). Imprinted channels <100 nm (in width and depth) and different designs have been employed to account for different length DNAs. Single DNA molecules are electrokinetically driven into the nanochannels by an external applied electric field. Abasic sites are labeled with a biotinylated aldehyde-reactive-probe (ARP), which is then associated to fluorescently labeled streptavidin molecules. Fluorescently labeled streptavidin molecules are optically visualized using total-internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy with dual excitation; the entire DNA molecule labeled with an intercalating dye (YOYO-1) and an AlexaFluor dye is covalently attached to streptavidin for sensing the abasic sites. With full
stretching of the dsDNA molecule contained within the polymer nanochannel, abasic sites are more easily resolved to better provide quantitative data as to their number. We are also detecting the presence of abasic sites in cancer cells secured from breast cancer patients that are undergoing chemotherapeutic treatment. This section discusses the achievements and challenges in successfully building the nanofluidic-based sensor with the required specificity and sensitivity to monitor chemotherapy responses of cancer patients by carefully monitoring the frequency of AP sites generated in their DNA.

3.3.2 Materials and Methods

3.3.2.1 Materials and Reagents

Silicon <100> (Si) wafers were purchased from University Wafers (Boston, MA), poly (methyl methacrylate), PMMA (T<sub>g</sub> = 105 °C), sheets were purchased from Good Fellow (Berwyn, PA) and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC 8007, T<sub>g</sub> = 78 °C) cover plates were purchased from TOPAS Advanced Polymers (Florence, KY). The anti-adhesion coating material, (tridecafluoro – 1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) tricholorosilane (T-silane), was purchased from Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA). Tripropylene glycol diacrylate (TPGA), trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPA), Irgacure 651 (photo-initiator), sodium citrate buffer (pH = 5.0), β-mercaptoethanol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). λ DNA (New England BioLabs, Ipswich MA) and T4 DNA (Wako Chemicals USA, Inc. Richmond VA) were also purchased and DNA damage quantification kit was purchased from Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc. Rockville MD. Aldehyde Reactive Probe with biotin (ARP-biotin), Streptavidin with Alexa Fluor® 594 Conjugate, Streptavidin with Alexa Fluor®647 conjugate, YOYO-1 were purchased from Life Technologies, Carlsbad, NY. Chroma spin TE-1000 columns were purchased from Clontech Laboratories, Inc. San Francisco CA. Aqueous citrate buffer and Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE, 89
mM Tris, 89 mM Borate, 1 mM EDTA) buffer were purchased from Fisher Scientific®, Philadelphia, PA. All dilutions were performed using 18 MΩ/cm milliQ water (Millipore). All solutions were filtered through 0.2 μm filters (Thermo Scientific® Nalgene syringe filters) prior to use.

3.3.2.2 Fabrication of Nanofluidic Devices

Nanofluidic devices were fabricated using the procedure explained in the previous section of this chapter in detail. Briefly, the microstructures were fabricated into silicon (Si) substrate using photolithography and wet-etching techniques. Nanochannels were milled into a Si substrate by FIB milling (FEI Helios 600 Nanolab Dual Beam system). Different channel sizes and nanochannel designs, such as straight and serpentine, were fabricated to test the best structure for DNA confinement and imaging with fluorescently labeled abasic sites. The Si master was used to produce the UV-resin stamps and the patterns were transferred into a PMMA substrate by hot embossing at 125°C for 120 s under 1910 kN/m² (Hex 03, JenOptik). The structures were enclosed with a low T_g COC 8007 cover plate annealed at 70°C under a pressure of 680 kN/m² for 900 s.

3.3.2.3 Creating Abasic Sites in dsDNA

Abasic sites were created on λ DNA and T4 DNA by the heating method as previously reported. Heating genomic DNA to a temperature to 70°C for different times yields different number of abasic sites. For example, Kow et al. reported treating DNA at 70°C for 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 min would result in approximately 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 AP sites. To prepare the DNA sample for the heat treatment, it was dialyzed in depurination buffer containing 100 mM NaCl and 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH ~ 5.0) at 4°C for 4 h. Prepared DNA samples were
then incubated at 70°C for 1 h to create abasic sites. AP DNA samples were then stored at 20°C until it was required for use.

3.3.2.4 Theory of ARP-Streptavidin Assay

Genomic DNA present in the cells can be damaged due to reactive oxygen species (ROS) present in the cell. ROS inside the cell can be generated by radiation, chlorinated compounds, ultraviolet light metal ions, peroxide compounds or chemotherapeutic drugs 65.

Generated abasic sites in DNA reside in equilibrium with a ring opened and a ring closed structure (Figure 3.9). It has been reported that 5% of the AP sites are in the ring-opened form. 70

![Diagram of DNA structures](image)

Figure 3.9 Reactive oxygen species inducing the double strand bond breakage followed by a ring opening generating an active carboxyl group exposed possible for conjugation.

Through the use of an extra amount of reactive species with the aldehyde group, it is possible to convert all the abasic sites into the open-ring form 70. A biotinylated hydroxylamine called “aldehyde reactive probe” (ARP) readily conjugates to the active aldehyde group in the ring-opened form and attaches strongly by an imine bond (Figure 3.10). After labeling with ARP using the biotin group in ARP, it is possible to produce a complex with avidin or streptavidin. Horseradish peroxidase assays 70 and AlexaFluor labeled streptavidin assays 63-64 can be used to produce biotin-avidin or biotin-streptavidin complexes.
Figure 3.10 Aldehyde reactive probe (ARP) reacting with active aldehyde group in the ring-opened form of the abasic site. The biotin group in the ARP has a strong affinity to streptavidin which performs a strong covalent bond with Alexa Fluor labeled streptavidin making it possible to visualize abasic sites.

3.3.2.5 Preparation of ARP Conjugated AP DNA

The conjugation of aldehyde reactive probe (ARP) to AP DNA was carried out according to previous reports \(^{63-64}\). Prepared DNA solution concentration was adjusted to 100 ng/μL (this can be in the range of 50 -100 ng/μL). From the diluted DNA solution, 10 μL was mixed with 10 μL of 10 mM ARP-Biotin solution followed by incubation at 37°C for 1 h. The excess DNA was removed by passing through a gel filtration column (Chroma spin TE-1000). Prepared ARP AP DNA was stored in 4°C until further use.

3.3.2.6 Commercial Colorimetric Assay Protocol for Standard Abasic DNA \(^{71}\)

Commercial DNA damage quantification kit was purchased from Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc. The standard abasic (AP) DNA is already labeled with aldehyde reactive probe (ARP). It includes calf-thymus DNA samples (0.5 μg/mL) with 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 and 40 ARP labeled AP sites. DNA binding solution, substrate solution, HRP-streptavidin, TE buffer
and washing buffer was also provided with the kit. Calibration curves were obtained using the standard protocol provided.

To prepare the colorimetric assay using DNA standards in a 96 well plate, 60 μL of each standard ARP-DNA was added in 3 wells for each sample. Then, 100 μL of DNA binding solution was mixed by pipetting in each well followed by overnight incubation at room temperature. The next day, 1/4000 diluted HRP-streptavidin solution was freshly prepared by mixing 10 μL of HRP-streptavidin in 40 mL of washing buffer (due to its instability, this solution was freshly prepared every time). Binding solutions were discarded and the wells were washed with washing buffer 5 times. After washing, 150 μL of diluted HRP-streptavidin was added to each well and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. After incubation, the washing step was repeated. Then, 100 μL of substrate solution was added to each well and incubated at 37°C for another 1 h. The optical density (OD) was recorded using a 96-well plate reader (SpectraMax M5 Multimode Plate Reader, Molecular Devices, LLC)

3.3.2.7 Choice of Fluorescence Dye for Abasic Site Tagging

Suitable dyes for direct imaging of the AP sites were selected prior to the experiment and the feasibility of imaging with the YOYO-1 was compared (YOYO-1 is an intercalating dye and is used to measure the DNA length to normalize the AP site frequency with respect to the DNA length). Figure 3.11 shows the excitation and emission spectra for YOYO-1, Alexa Fluor 594 and 647 dyes that can be excited with 488, 561 and 641 nm lasers equipped with emission filters 525/30, 605/15 and 678/29, respectively. YOYO-1 is excited with a 488 or 491 nm laser while 641 nm laser line is used to excite Alexa Fluor 647 and the 561 nm laser is used to excite Alexa Fluor 594 with minimal cross talk between these dyes and YOYO-1. Excitation and emission
filter sets can be adjusted to allow a certain fraction of light to pass through the filters and onto the camera.

Figure 3.11 Excitation and emission spectra of A) YOYO-1 with 488 nm laser B) Alexa Fluor 594 with 561 nm laser and C) Alexa Fluor 647 with 641 nm laser. The emission filter sets are 525/30, 605/15 and 678/29, respectively. Emission spectra are normalized on the plot with respective to the emission.

3.3.2.8 Labeling ARP AP DNA

ARP AP DNA was labeled with streptavidin that was loaded (covalently) with Alexa Fluor 594 or 647. The corresponding streptavidin molecule will react with the biotin group present in ARP to produce Alexa Fluor labeled abasic targets in the dsDNA. Figure 3.10 shows the amine
group of the ARP probe reacting with the aldehyde group of the open-ringed form to produce a strong imine bond.

Alexa Fluor labeled streptavidin solution was diluted by volume 1 to 5000. Mixed 10 μL of the diluted streptavidin solution with 10 μL of ARP AP DNA and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 1 h. Following this step, gel filtration was performed to remove the excess Alexa Fluor labeled streptavidin from the solution mixture. Finally, the DNA backbone was labeled with YOYO-1 dye at 5:1 bp/dye ratio in 1X TBE including 4% v/v β-mercaptoethanol as an anti-photobleaching agent.

3.3.2.9 DNA Extension, Confinement, Acquisition and Analysis of Abasic Sites

Prepared DNA samples were extended in the fabricated nanochannels driven into the nanochannel by an applied electric potential. When the DNA entered the nanochannel, the electric field supply was turned off such that the entered DNA would be confined and extended inside the nanochannel. DNA molecules were allowed to relax before acquisition of data. Fluorescence images were acquired using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX83 TIRF microscope system, Olympus, Pennsylvania PA) operated with a 100x oil immersion objective with a NA of 1.49 (WD = 0.19) and a 4-color laser system. The laser line used for this experiment was 491 nm (blue laser line), 561 nm (green laser line) and 641 nm (red laser line) with a Sedat filter set (LF488/561-2X2M-B-000, Semrock). Image acquisition was performed using a Hamamatsu Image EM Dual EMCCD camera (digital mode, 1024 x1024 high resolution) with Metamorph software. High exposure times were used in order to achieve enough signal to detect the single molecule damage sites labeled in DNA strands.
3.3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.3.1 Fabrication of Device

Fabrication steps are shown in Figure 3.12 as reported from our group.\textsuperscript{17, 35} Briefly, this simplified method of NIL process shows the construction of UV resin stamp from nanochannel fabricated Si master by exposing to UV light. The constructed UV resin stamp was then used to

Figure 3.12 Process scheme for the fabrication and assembly of thermoplastic nanofluidic devices. (a) Fabrication of the Si master, which consisted of micron-scale access channels and the nanochannels/nanoslits; (b) fabrication of the protrusive polymer stamp in a UV-curable resin from the Si master; (c) generation of the fluidic structures in the thermoplastic substrate from the resin stamp by thermal embossing and plasma-assisted bonding of the substrate to the cover plate. (Reprinted from Uba et. al.)
stamp out nanofluidic devices in PMMA using thermal embossing. The devices were assembled with a cover plate using a low temperature bonding process and a COC cover plate.72

Nanochannel structures can be fabricated as straight nanochannel and/ or curvy (also called serpentine) nanochannels. Serpentine nanochannels have several advantages over straight channels for the present application. For example, serpentine nanochannels facilitate imaging a long DNA strand by confining it within the limited field-of-view (FoV) set by the microscope and its objective. Also, serpentine structures may assist the DNA molecule to confine inside the channel without an electric field to stretch it to its full contour length. It was reported that when DNA molecules were confined in straight nanochannels it undergoes molecular relaxation, thus reducing its stretched length inside nanochannel in the absence of an electrical field.73 In serpentine nanochannels even though the relaxation phenomena occurs in straight region of the nanochannels, the turns may help the DNA to be hooked and keep the stretching in the absence of electric fields.

Different device designs were examined to find the most entropically favorable structure for DNA confinement and stretching to quantify the number of AP sites present in a single DNA molecule when read optically. Structures with serpentine architectures in different length scales and curvature differences were fabricated as well as straight nanochannels. Figure 3.13 shows fabricated test structure on a Si master, UV resin stamp and PMMA substrate.

Confinement of T4 DNA in the serpentine nanochannel structure was tested using the selected (3rd design from left on Figure 3.13) nanostructure. The dimension of the device was 120 nm × 120 nm. The goal of this experiment was to check the stretching percentage under the presence of an electric field and its behavior when the electric field is on verses at the absence of the electric field. The total channel length was calculated to be 95.45 μm (see Figure 3.14). DNA
confinement was tested using real-time imaging while it was translocating through the channel. The stretching at each condition was measured. Contour length of T4 DNA has been reported as 56.6 μm. But, it was reported that with the intercalating labeled YOYO-1, it could be increased by 13% (63.96 μm) to 32% (74.71 μm). 7, 74

Stretching of the DNA was measured using ImageJ with the acquired images at the presence and absence of the electric field. The highest stretching was reported when the DNA was stretched under applied electric field strength of 35.6 V/cm with a length of 71.22 μm, which was 25% from its contour length. It was also found that the onset voltage for DNA to overcome the entropic barrier and enter the nanochannel was around 0.4 V, which translates to ~39 V/cm. It was observed at the absence of the electric field the stretching was almost the same and it was ~68 μm.

![Figure 3.13 SEM images of A) Si master B) UV resin stamp C) PMMA substrate with thermal transferred serpentine nanochannel structures including different nanofluidic patterns. Preliminary results were collected using the above structures and analyzed to find the nanochannel that can confine DNA with minimal entropic stress.](image-url)
Structure in Figure 3.14 was modified with the addition of two funnel entrances with pillars from both sides as shown in Figure 3.15. All the nanochannels are 120 nm × 120 nm while a different device was fabricated with narrower turns of 85 nm × 120 nm. The ease of translocation was checked using labeled λ and T4 DNA. The entrance funnel has a gradient with reducing depth from microchannel to the nanochannel entrance. The pillar regions help coiled DNA to pre-stretch and break the entropic barrier before entering the nanochannel.

Figure 3.14 A) SEM images of chosen serpentine nanochannel device design to incorporate confinement of T4 DNA. The measured lengths of sections are a = 6.12 μm, b = 1.32 μm and c = 11.49 μm, which gives a total length of the channel from x to y as 95.45 μm. B) Schematic representation of T4 DNA driven electrokinetically into the serpentine nanochannel and confined for imaging. Percent stretching of T4 DNA under field strengths of C) 46.1 V/cm, D) 98.48 V/cm, E) 35.62 V/cm with measured stretching length 56.56 μm, 51.24 μm and 71.22 μm, respectively.

Figure 3.16 shows the T4 and λ DNA stretching in serpentine nanochannels. A maximum stretching of 51.24 μm (stained contour length = 56.6 μm) was reported for T4 DNA and 14.5 μm (stained contour length = 21.8 μm) was reported for λ DNA. From the preliminary studies
Figure 3.15 A) SEM images of the chosen serpentine nanochannel device design to incorporate confinement of T4 DNA with the funnel shape entrance with pillars. The measured lengths of sections are $a = 6.875 \, \mu m$, $b = 2.5 \, \mu m$ and $c = 14.375 \, \mu m$, which gives a total length of the channel from $x$ to $y$ of $120 \, \mu m$. Two devices designed with different curvature dimensions of $120 \, nm \times$ and $85 \, nm \times 120 \, nm$. All the straight regions were $120 \, nm \times 120 \, nm$. B) and C) shows the funnel entrance with pillars. The diameters of the pillars are $300 \, nm$ and the spacing between the pillars is $150 \, nm$. D) Sealing test to check the proper sealing of the device with $5 \, mM$ FITC dye in $1X$ TBE.

Figure 3.16 Images of A) T4 DNA stretched inside the serpentine nanochannels to a length of $51.24 \, \mu m$ B) $\lambda$ DNA stretched to $14.5 \, \mu m$ length inside the serpentine nanochannel. Dimensions of the channels are $120 \, nm \times 120 \, nm$

about DNA confinement in serpentine nanochannels, it was evident that the entropic barrier for the DNA to enter the serpentine was high compared to that of the straight channels. Also, the
motion of DNA gained by the electrophoretic force was disturbed by the 90° turn as soon as the molecule entered the nanochannel. Also the entropic barrier it has to overcome to pass each turn was higher compared to the straight nanochannel thus DNA molecules seems to push itself extremely hard at the mentioned turns. As a result, it may break in to small fragments preventing to image the whole molecule stretched inside the nanochannel. Also, we observed the fragments tend to hook at the turns creating issues to clean the nanochannel for reuse. Also, from extensive studies in our group about the capture efficiency of DNA molecules in the presence of an electric field, it is higher when gradually decreasing funnel (3D funnel) entrances are ratified into the device design.

Therefore, the pillar geometry and gradual decreasing modality of the entrance has adapted to the next device design incorporating with straight nanochannels. Figure 3.17 A shows the nanofluidic device design with pillar region to facilitate the pre-stretching. Similar design has been previously reported to stretch and confine DNA in nanochannel arrays 60-61. Fabricated nanochannels dimensions were 100 nm × 80 nm and 80 nm × 50 nm (B of Figure 3.17). The sealing of the device was confirmed by 5 mM FITC in TBE buffer as shown in C of Figure 3.17.

The functionality of the above device was verified with YOYO-1 dye. It was observed that the entrance pillars pre-stretched the λ DNA aiding them to λ DNA stained with enter the nanochannel more easily. Figure 3.18 shows the confinement of λ DNA in the 120 nm × 80 nm nanochannel array absence of the electric field. It was observed that DNA undergo molecular relaxation and move in a “spring-like” motion inside the nanochannel. Considering the dimensions of the nanochannel, we are observing DNA moleculae are extending in the deGennes regime reporting a maximum stretch of ~65% considering the total length of stained λ DNA is ~20 μm.
Figure 3.17 A) SEM images of the Si master with the device design. Device consists of entrance larger pillar structures followed by smaller pillar structures to incorporate the pre-stretching of DNA. The pillar region and the opposite microchannel are directly connected by the nanochannel array. B) AFM profile scanned across the nanochannel array showing a ~50 nm depth and 80 nm width. C) Sealing test with 5 mM FITC in 1X TBE buffer through a COC cover plate to ensure the nanofluidic structure patterns are transferred to PMMA with high integrity and minimal deformity.

Figure 3.18 Stretching and confinement of λ DNA in the nanochannel array in the absence of electric field. Channel dimensions were 120 nm × 80 nm.
3.3.3.2 Optical Microscopy and Experimental Setup with Dual Color Laser System

Figure 3.19 shows the experimental setup for the AP site imaging. The bonded nanofluidic chip was placed on the translational stage of the microscope. The DNA sample was introduced from the device reservoirs and it was driven into the nanochannels by the electrical potential supplied through the DC power supply. The onset voltage for the DNA to go into the nanochannels was found to be 0.4 V. The device design we are using with this setup is shown in

Figure 3.19 Schematic representation of the microscopy setup with two color laser system. Nanofluidic device is placed on the translational stage and the Pt electrodes supply the electric potential through a DC power supply. The switching between two laser lines is controlled manually with a 1s switching delay. All the acquired images were collected through the EMCCD camera by Metamorph software.

Figure 3.17. As soon as DNA entered the nanochannels, the voltage was turned off so that the molecules could be imaged within the nanochannel to maintain its stretched conformation. Imaging of YOYO-1 labeled DNA was performed with the EM gain setting of 250 and 100 ms exposure time under wide field mode. Likewise, images of Alexa Fluor streptavidin labeled AP sites were acquired at 300 EM gain and 2000 ms exposure time. The DNA lengths were measured and the fluorescence spots on the DNA strands were counted using FIJI software. The
measured fragmentation lengths and the AP site fluorescence signal were done using the available functions in FIJI software.

3.3.3.3 Alexa Flour conjugated Streptavidin

Streptavidin is a biotin binding non-glycosylated 52,800-dalton protein with 4 identical polypeptide chains found in cultured broth of bacterium *Streptomyces avidinii* with an isoelectric point close to neutral. Streptavidin has shown remarkable affinity towards biotin. Both biotin and streptavidin are in the size range of 2-3 nm.\(^7^5\) Streptavidin-biotin complex (B in Figure 3.20) is highly stable over a wide pH range and temperatures (Dissociation constant, \(K_d\) is \(~10^{-15}\)).\(^7^6\)

![Figure 3.20 A) Structure of Alexa 594 with a net charge of negative 2. B) Crystal structure of streptavidin with two bonded biotin molecular system (Reproduced from www.biosyn.com and www.rcsb.org)](image)

Although, irreversible denaturation of the protein can cause disruption of the complex.\(^7^7\)-\(^7^8\)

Most critically, the low number of carbohydrate groups associated with streptavidin compared to avidin make it neutral (pI 5 - 6) and hence, more useful for studying various biological applications. Subsequently, it has shown less non-specific binding compared to avidin, which results in binding to specific targets presumably in applications such as DNA/ RNA analysis,
Western blots, Southern blots, protein purifications and biotinylation of specific sites (abasic sites of DNA)\textsuperscript{76, 79-80}. The composition of streptavidin is a homo-tetramer with 24-32 lysine residues in each tetramer. It doesn’t contain cysteine or carbohydrate side chains. Even though, different synthesis protocols\textsuperscript{81-82} can result in differences in the amino or carboxyl terminus and different chain lengths, monomer subunits of streptavidin usually synthesized with 183 amino acids.\textsuperscript{83} According to Suter\textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{84}, the extinction coefficient of streptavidin is found to be 32.

Alexa Flour dyes are usually used for labeling antibodies, nucleic acids, and as general probes for proteins, cytoskeletal elements, lipids, and general neuroscience. These dyes are synthetic fluorescent conjugate dyes, which has an excitation and emission spectra including mostly visible (and some infrared wavelengths) and higher wavelengths of ultra violet regions. These are known of their high stability and low photobleaching properties.\textsuperscript{85} For example, Alexa Fluor 488 is a green fluorescent dye that is suitable for excitation by 488 nm laser line with an excitation max of 490 and an emission max of 525, whereas Alexa Fluor 594 (\textit{A} in Figure 3.20) is a bright red fluorescent dye that is suitable for excitation using both 561 and 594 laser lines with an excitation max at 590 and emission max at 617.\textsuperscript{86} Alexa dyes are negatively charged anions with a net charge of negative 2.\textsuperscript{87-88}

In this experiment, Alexa Fluor 594 streptavidin conjugate and Alexa Fluor 647 streptavidin conjugate were used to label the damage sites of dsDNA. Thus, our perceptive is to understand the properties and dynamics of streptavidin labeled with Alexa Fluor dyes under the influence of an electric field which would help us clarifying preliminary assumptions in our experiment. Also, the static imaging techniques of these conjugates needs to be understood.

Figure 3.21 A shows the imaged Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate on a glass slide imaged with the 641 laser to explore the possibility of seeing a single conjugate and their
Alexa Fluor 647 consists of 3 dye molecules and it was observed that before it completely photobleach, the fluorescence intensity reduced stepwise in intensity and blinked several times. ImageJ was used to calculate the fluorescent intensity and timespan of one streptavidin conjugate. Figure 3.21 B shows the fluorescence intensity spectrum corresponding to each dye molecule histogrammed in C in Figure 3.21. It is evident that most of the conjugates had a similar intensity value at the initial stage of excitation with the laser. The average timespan of the conjugate varied from 62 – 208 s providing a wide range due to the presence of 3 dye molecules per conjugate.

Figure 3.21 A) Images of Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate through a COC cover plate. Illumination was from 641 nm red laser using 100X (1.49 N/A) objective. B) Surface 3D plot showing the intensity of the individual streptavidin molecules. C) Number of occurrences of integrated intensity for all current voxels of single streptavidin molecules.
PMMA polymer nanoslits were filled with Alexa Fluor 594 labeled streptavidin and excited using the 563 nm green laser. An electric field was applied across the nanoslits. The travel direction of streptavidin molecules was noted. As Figure 3.22 elaborates, dye labeled streptavidin traveled from anode to cathode with the electroosmotic flow (EOF). Neutral streptavidin molecule consists of 2 dye molecules, which are both negatively charged (each -2 net charge), resulting -4 net charge on the molecule. Even though it is expected that the net negative charge should direct the molecules towards the positively biased electrode, we observed the streptavidin traveling towards the negatively biased electrode with the EOF. This behavior has been previously reported by Gracia et. al.\textsuperscript{88}. Electrokinetic transport behavior of dyes in micro scale would not necessarily be translated to the nanoscale.

The concentrations of Streptavidin Alexa Fluor used for labeling abasic sites are in the range of 0.2 -0.4 μg/mL. The emission spectra of the conjugate versus the concentrations were investigated to build a calibration curve using the fluorometer. It will be helpful to quantify the remaining streptavidin conjugate once the abasic sites are being labeled, and filtered to remove the excess. Figure 3.23 (left) shows the fluorescence maximum intensity in counts-per-second.

![Image](image_url)
versus the concentration when the streptavidin conjugates were excited at 561 nm. The fluorescence intensity increased with the increasing concentration (right figure of Figure 3.23).

Figure 3.23 Emission spectrum fluorescence intensities of 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 μg/mL concentrations of streptavidin Alexa Fluor 594 emission spectrum in the wavelength range 605 - 805 nm. The units in y-axis are in counts-per-second (cps) (left). Calibration plot with the max intensity corresponding each concentration. Max intensity points were average values over 5 trials (right).

The lowest concentration of streptavidin conjugate that can be measured using the fluorometer was 0.08 μg/mL. Therefore it was compared to the actual concentration used in the experiment before and after the gel filtration. After labeling the abasic sites on the DNA, it was necessary to remove the excess streptavidin in free solution via a size-exclusion gel filtration column (Chroma spin TE-1000). This is a crucial step, because the free streptavidin may interfere with the imaging when the abasic DNA is confined in the nanochannel resulting in erroneous observations. The free flow of unbounded streptavidin in to the nanochannel and they being occupied in a region where the abasic DNA is confined may result in counting them as labeled abasic sites on the DNA strand.

Figure 3.24 (left) shows the fluorescence intensity measurements of 0.4 μg/mL concentration of streptavidin conjugate before and after the filtration step along with the similar results obtained for 0.008 μg/mL. Figure 3.24 (right) shows it for actual samples with 0 AP DNA and 40 AP DNA in comparison with 0.008 and 0.4 μg/mL concentrations of streptavidin conjugate. All
the results were acquired after performing the gel filtration step. From these observations it is obvious that the gel filtration step was successful in removing most of the unconjugated streptavidin from the free solution.

![Fluorescence intensities](image)

Figure 3.24 Fluorescence intensities of the emission spectrum corresponding to 0.008 and 0.4 μg/mL concentration solutions of streptavidin Alexa Fluor 594 before and after the filtration step (left). 0.008 and 0.4 μg/mL concentration solutions of streptavidin Alexa Fluor 594, 0-AP DNA, 40-AP DNA after the filtration step. Data are in the wavelength ranging from 600 to 800 nm (right). The units in y-axis is are counts-per-second (cps)

3.3.3.4 Development of Calibration Assay with Commercial Standard Abasic Site DNA Kit using Conventional Analytical Methodologies

There are commercial assays available to measure abasic DNA using conventional methods (such as colorimetric, absorption) and quantify based on the number of abasic sites. These methods are easy to use but the main disadvantage is lack of sensitivity in the single molecular level. Usually these assays require DNA samples in μL volumes for the accurate quantification, which requires thousands of cells.

The commercial DNA damage assay was purchased from Dojindo and standard protocol was followed to build the calibration curve using provided DNA standards. After following the steps in day1 and 2, the solutions in the wells turned in to blue color and absorbance was measured at
each well. Figure 3.25 shows the calibration curve for AP site determination using the colorimetric assay.

![Calibration Curve](image)

**Figure 3.25** Calibration curve developed using colorimetric assay by measuring absorbance at 650 nm in a 96-well plate reader.

From the calibration curve it can be depicted that absorbance has a linear relationship with the number of abasic sites in the sample. The slope of the calibration curve is 0.0235 that reflects the sensitivity of the assay. Correlation coefficient was 0.99 corresponding to the obtained data set.

3.3.3.5 Single Molecule DNA Imaging

Commercial DNA standards and the AP ARP DNA prepared both can be labeled with Alexa Fluor streptavidin and YOYO-1 following the protocol described in the Material and Methods section. As preliminary data, the possibility of imaging abasic DNA stretched on poly-lysine (poly-L) glass slides was explored. Poly-L slides cationic nature allows anionic DNA backbone to adhere on to the surface and stretch when sandwiched between glass cover slip.
Figure 3.26 shows the calf-thymus DNA standards of 20 AP sites per $10^5$ bp stretched on a poly-L glass slide. These images confirm that the labeling of the abasic sites was successful and from the acquired images there are 1-3 abasic sites that can be identified in these 7 images. It was expected that 20 abasic sites in $10^5$ bp; that is approximately in 34 μm in length. However, the stretching on poly-L will not reach DNA’s maximum contour length. Therefore, the labeled abasic sites visible on the DNA strand may be far less than what is expected. To overcome this challenge, it is critical to stretch the DNA in a nano-confined environment less than its persistence length.

![Figure 3.26 Images of 7 DNA molecules imaged by stretching on a poly-lysine glass slide from the 20 AP DNA standards. DNA backbone is labeled with YOYO-1 intercalating dye (green) and the abasic sites are labeled with Alexa Fluor 594 streptavidin (red). Composite image shows the abasic sites (yellow) in the DNA strand.](image)

3.3.3.6 Hybrid Nanofluidic Device for Abasic Site Assay Development

Hybrid nanofluidic devices provide the perfect platform for imaging fluorescence single molecules because of its optical clarity through the COC cover plate compared to PMMA.\textsuperscript{72}
Thus, it can be used to acquire images of single abasic sites with optimal resolution between two labeled sites.

Figure 3.27 shows the preliminary acquired images of 20 AP DNA/10^5 bp in a 120 nm × 80 nm nanochannel. DNA backbone is labeled with YOYO-1 intercalating dye (green) and the abasic sites are labeled with Alexa Fluor 594 streptavidin (red). Composite image shows the abasic sites (yellow) in the DNA strand.

However, these DNA cannot be stretched to its maximum length because their dimensions are higher than the persistence length. Nevertheless, acquired composite images can be image processed to enhance the abasic site fluorescence signal and remove the existing noise. ImageJ can be used to enhance the fluorescence signal from abasic sites. Figure 3.28 shows the

Figure 3.28 Images acquires on 20 AP DNA/10^5 bp confined on 120 nm × 80 nm nanochannels. DNA backbone is labeled with YOYO-1 intercalating dye (green) and the abasic sites are labeled with Alexa Fluor 594 streptavidin (red). Composite image shows the abasic sites (yellow) in the DNA strand.
enhanced signal removing the noise from the picture on left. Use of functions such as contrast
enhancement, co-localization and Gaussian blur will help to produce more cleaner and enhanced
images which will make it easy to identify the abasic sites in the DNA strand.

3.3.4 Conclusions and Future Work

It has been demonstrated that the use of serpentine nanochannel devices and straight
nanochannel devices for DNA confinement. Imaging of abasic sites DNA, stretched in a glass
slide and nanochannels has been demonstrated using the dual color laser system. Images for all
the abasic standards will be collected using the hybrid nanochannel devices and the sensitivity of
the calibration will be compared to the conventional methodologies available. Nanofluidic
devices with smaller channel dimensions (smaller than persistence length) will be fabricated to
accommodate full contour stretching of dsDNA. The genomic DNA will be isolated from patient
samples undergoing chemotherapy treatments to identify the specific treatment regimes.
Correlation with the patient abasic sample with the chemotherapy treatment will be identified.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES

4.1 General Introduction

The following chapter is a collaboration project with Prof. Dorel Moldovan’s group at Mechanical Engineering at LSU. We investigated the possibility of separating nucleotides in a nanoslit by molecular dynamics simulation study. It is an effort to provide guidance for the real time experiments performed on single molecular electrophoresis in nanochannel-based biosensors based on their time-of-flight (ToF) measurements. Corresponding study assisted to measure the efficiency and accuracy of nucleotide readouts occur in a nanotube. It will also revealed critical information about adsorption-desorption behavior of these nucleotides providing a platform to modify the polymer surfaces of our polymer devices to prevent non-specific adsorption and facilitate the optimum transport through the nanochannels.4

4.2 Electrophoretic Transport of Single DNA Nucleotides Through Nanoslits: Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study

4.2.1 Introduction

Automated DNA sequencing has attracted significant interest since the Human Genome Project began. A major goal is to develop a high-throughput and low-cost method to identify each DNA nucleotide in the correct sequence as it passes a sensor(s). There are three major sequencing approaches of this type under consideration. In some of these approaches intact DNA strands are used,1 and in others individual nucleotides are first cleaved sequentially from DNA by an exonuclease.2-3 The first approach involves modification of the nucleotides so optical detection methods can be used. In the second approach, a DNA strand or single nucleotides from

---

4 This section is published in J. Phys. Chem. B, 2015, 119 (35), pp 11443–11458 DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b02798 on August 03, 2015. Authors are as follows; Xia, Kai; Novak, Brian; Weerakoon-Ratnayake, Kumuditha; Soper, Steven; Nikitopoulos, Dimitris; Moldovan, Dorel.
a disassembled strand are passed through a nanopore and the identity of each nucleotide is determined as it passes. The final approach involves passing single nucleotides from disassembled strands through a nanochannel containing multiple detectors. In this approach the flight times of the nucleotides between detectors are used to identify them.

There are also several methods of detection under consideration for use with the above approaches. In optical methods, fluorescence is used. If an electric field is used to drive DNA or nucleotides through a nanopore, a current associated with the flow of other ions through the pore exists. Part of this current is blocked when a nucleotide is in the pore, and the magnitude of the blockage depends upon the nucleotide type. Electrodes might be placed in a nanopore to measure the transverse conductance or transverse differential conductance associated with each nucleotide as it passes. Sequence specific hysteresis effects were observed when using an AC field with a nanopore. Graphene nanoribbons have been used with nanopores since the currents induced in the nanoribbons from their interaction with each passing nucleotide are orders of magnitude higher than ion blockage currents. For flight time based sequencing, the detectors will likely have to involve a restriction similar to a nanopore. In fact, two nanopore systems have been used to measure the mobility of DNA molecules and to analyze virus capsids. The detection method will also likely be similar to those being considered for the nanopore based methods. The difference is that in the flight-time-based method, only the presence of a nucleotide needs to be detected, not its identity; a noisier signal can be tolerated.

Optical methods rely on fluorescent labeling to distinguish the nucleotides. Color discrimination has been used to distinguish each nucleotide of an enzymatically disassembled DNA strand with fluorescently labeled nucleotides. In another method, each nucleotide is
substituted for by a unique group of 16 nucleotides, then each of these oligonucleotides are hybridized to a fluorescently labeled strand, and finally a nanopore is used to remove the fluorescent strand and detect the oligonucleotide type and therefore the identity of the original nucleotide. A third method follows the incorporation of fluorescently labeled nucleotide triphosphates as they are added to a growing DNA strand by polymerases.

In nanopore based sequencing methods, the nanopores act to help constrain the configurations of DNA, as the housing for electrodes, or as a constriction to create a blockage in ion current. The reliability and cost for the manufacturing of devices containing nanopores will play an important role in whether these types of DNA sequencing will be successful. Nanopores may be biological or synthetic. Biological pores include the membrane proteins α-hemolysin, or porin A. Pores composed of synthetic DNA nanostructures or carbon nanotubes spanning a lipid bilayer have been studied. Synthetic pores constructed in silicon nitride or hafnium oxide, or in 2D materials such as boron nitride, graphene, or molybdenum sulfide provide additional flexibility including the ability to adjust the pore size and chemically modify the nanopore surfaces or entrap other structures such as synthetic DNA nanostructures within them, and improved mechanical stability compared to membrane-bound systems.

Nanopore sequencing has limitations. For intact DNA, the measured signal may be a convolution of multiple adjacent nucleobases. One advantage of using nanopores composed of 2D materials is that they can potentially overcome this problem since a single or a few sheets are of a similar or smaller depth than the depth of a single nucleotide. Another challenge is to improve the resolution to make detection more reliable. It only takes several microseconds for each nucleotide to move through a nanopore and it could be in a variety of different conformations, thus it is difficult to extract useful signals from background noise, particularly
when ion blockage currents are used due to their small magnitude. Solutions to this problem include reducing the traveling velocity of the DNA or single nucleotides or controlling the conformations of DNA while in the pores using various means\textsuperscript{2, 37, 56-61} or creating two detection sites within nanopores.\textsuperscript{62} Other detection methods such as transverse conductance and graphene nanoribbons discussed above are less susceptible to this problem due to the larger currents compared to ion blockage currents.

In this research we focus on the flight time based approach for DNA sequencing, which involves sequential, enzymatic DNA disassembly into single nucleotides. These nucleotides are driven through a nanochannel with detectors placed at multiple locations. The enzymes used would be $\lambda$-exonucleases covalently attached to pillars. $\lambda$-exonucleases have been attached to poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) pillars and the activity of the attached enzymes was slightly higher than for free enzymes.\textsuperscript{63} $\lambda$-exonucleases disassemble one strand of double stranded DNA into single nucleotides with phosphate groups on their 5’ ends, deoxynucleotide 5’-monophosphates (dNMPs). The identity of each different type of dNMP; deoxyadenosine 5’-monophosphate (dAMP), deoxycytidine 5’-monophosphate (dCMP), deoxyguanosine 5’-monophosphate (dGMP), deoxythymidine 5’-monophosphate (dTMP), and the epigenetically modified dNMP deoxy-5-methylcytidine 5’-monophosphate (dMCMP) is determined by using the time(s) taken for it to travel between the different detectors (flight time(s) or time(s) of flight) as well as the detector signals themselves. The flight times have a specific distribution for each type of dNMP.

The following is a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the flight time based approach to sequencing. The main advantage of this method is that the detectors only need to determine the presence of a dNMP rather than its identity. The problem of trying to distinguish
closely spaced nucleotides in intact DNA does not exist when the DNA is disassembled. However, disassembling the DNA also has disadvantages. The first is simply the complication of having to introduce immobilized λ-exonuclease enzymes into the system. The use of free dNMPs instead of intact DNA allows for the possibility of misordering due to one dNMP passing another one. This can be minimized by changing the magnitude of the driving force or the rate at which the enzyme disassembles the DNA by altering solution conditions such as temperature and pH. Another issue is that diffusion broadens the flight time distributions leading to longer channel lengths and analysis times per dNMP. To reduce this, it is desirable for the magnitude of the driving force to be as large as is practical. If the nucleotide-wall interactions are relied upon to separate the flight time distributions, then the channels should be as narrow as possible so that the dNMPs are in contact with them for a large fraction of the time. The channel walls should also be as homogeneous as possible both chemically and physically since heterogeneities will lead to varying dNMP-wall adsorption energies and broadening of the flight time distributions. The adsorption energies should also be small enough that the dNMPs do not become stuck on the walls for long periods of time since that could lead to misordering.

Since all the nucleotides are anionic for a pH above about 3.2, the simplest way to drive DNA or single dNMPs through nanopores or nanochannels is by using an electric field to cause electrophoresis and, if the channel walls are charged, an electrokinetic flow.

In this study we investigated the electrophoretically driven transport of the four major DNA nucleotide monophosphates or dNMPs (dAMP, dCMP, dGMP, and dTMP) through nanoslits composed of disordered carbon atoms using all-atom, explicit solvent, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The main goals include development of fundamental understanding of the mechanism of the dNMP transport and assessment of the likelihood of this type of hydrophobic
surface, with no specific dNMP-surface interactions, for being suitable for discriminating the flight time distributions of the different types of dNMPs and therefore being useful for flight time based DNA sequencing. The variables considered were the electric field strength and wall roughness.

Various factors influencing the transport of the dNMPs through nanoslits were examined. The strength of the interaction of the dNMPs with the slit walls and their adsorption and desorption behavior is an important factor determining the channel length required to distinguish the flight time distributions of the four dNMP types. Association of counter ions with the phosphate group of the dNMPs can lead to a significant change in dNMP velocity along a channel. An understanding of these factors can provide guidance for the design of nanochannel surfaces.

4.2.2 Methodology

The simulation system consisted of a dNMP and sodium chloride in water confined between two slit walls. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the directions tangential to the walls. The wall slabs had dimensions of 5 × 5 nm in the tangential directions. Smooth wall slabs had a depth of 1.2 nm (see Figure 4.1).

For smooth walls, the atoms in the slit walls were placed outside two planes parallel to the $xy$ plane, located at $z = \pm h_{\text{slit}}/2$ nm. The centers of the wall atoms were located at $z \leq -h_{\text{slit}}/2$ nm and $z \geq h_{\text{slit}}/2$ nm. Slit walls were composed of atoms with Lennard-Jones 12-6 parameters for a carbonyl carbon atom ($\epsilon_{\text{carbon-carbon}} = 0.11$ kcal/mol, $\sigma_{\text{carbon-carbon}} = 0.4/2^{1/6}$ nm). The mass of the wall atoms was increased from 12.011 to 14.30226 amu, which is the average mass of the atoms in a united atom (no hydrogen atoms, but increased mass of atoms that would have hydrogen
atoms bonded to them) representation of PMMA. The details on constructing the smooth slit walls are given in our previous work.\textsuperscript{9}

Figure 4.1 Simulation system with smooth walls. Carbon atoms (gray), sodium ions (yellow), chloride ion (green), and dNMP atoms are represented as large spheres. The water molecules are in a ball and stick representation. The electric field was applied in the positive x direction which caused the dNMP to move in the negative x direction on average.

The slit width of 3.0 nm was chosen to maximize the contact of the dNMPs with the slit walls while still having bulk solvent near the slit center plane. Real channels with dimensions smaller than 5.0 nm have been fabricated.\textsuperscript{67} Note that small, hydrophobic nano-scale geometries are not practical due to the difficulty for aqueous solvent to enter them. The nature of the slit walls was chosen for simplicity in our initial studies. Future work will focus on more realistic walls composed of PMMA or modified PMMA. Ten slits were constructed with an average RMS roughness of 2.2708 nm. The spacing between the slit walls was chosen so that the volume accessible by the dNMPs was approximately the same as in the smooth wall cases.
Once the walls were constructed, dNMPs were placed between the slit walls and water and ions were added using the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software.\textsuperscript{68} Constant pressure simulations could not be performed in LAMMPS using long-range electrostatics in the slab geometry, so the amount of water was determined by trial and error and interpolation. The *Solvate* function in VMD was used to add water. The *Solvate* settings used were: boundary = 2.4, $x$ and $y$ bounds = ±25.65 Å, $z$ bounds = ±15 Å for the smooth wall cases, and boundary = 2.4, $x$ and $y$ bounds = ±25.44 Å, $z$ bounds sufficient to be at or beyond the rough part of the slabs for the rough wall cases. These settings gave a reasonable equilibrium bulk density of water for the model that was used (1.015 g/cm\textsuperscript{3} at the center of the slit) in equilibrium simulations containing only water and the slit walls. For the trial and error density calculation for the rough wall case, the slit with walls with an RMS roughness of 2.2747 nm was used. After using *Solvate*, some water molecules were replaced with two sodium ions to neutralize the system, and an extra sodium and chloride ion using the *Autoionize* function in VMD. Final configurations for the smooth wall cases contained between 2199 and 2233 water molecules. Final configurations for the rough wall cases contained between 2264 and 2356 water molecules. Ion concentrations ([Na\textsuperscript{+}] + [Cl\textsuperscript{-}]) were between 100.7 and 102.3 mM for smooth wall cases and between 95.5 and 99.4 mM for rough wall cases based on bulk water density to estimate the volume of solvent.

The CHARMM27 force field\textsuperscript{69} was used for the dNMP and ion parameters. The rigid CHARMM TIP3P model was used for water. dNMPs with the phosphate group on their 5’ end can be produced by cutting up double-stranded DNA using a λ-exonuclease enzyme. The λ-exonuclease enzyme that would be used for this would likely have the highest activity near the physiological pH of around 7.4. The pK\textsubscript{a} for the first protonation of the phosphate groups of the dNMPs is around 6.8,\textsuperscript{64} so the phosphate groups were simulated as non-protonated which gave
the dNMPs a net charge of \(-2e\) where \(e\) is the electron charge. The CHARMM27 topology file did not contain a terminal segment for DNA with a non-protonated phosphate on the 5' end. Construction of the required patch for a non-protonated phosphate on the 5' end was explained in previous work.\(^9\) The chemical structure of the simulated dNMPs is shown in Figure 4.2.

![Chemical structure of dNMPs](image)

Figure 4.2 The structure of nucleotides with an un-protonated phosphate group attached to the 5’ atoms of their sugars. Axis 1 was defined by atoms in the nucleobase rings, and some analysis of nucleobase configuration was based on it. If Axis 1 passes through an atom in the picture, then the position of that atom was one of the points used to define the axis. With dAMP and dGMP, the axis passes between two pairs of atoms. The geometric center of the pair furthest from the end of the nucleobase where the sugar is attached was used for the second point needed to define the axis.

Non-bonded interactions were treated as follows. The Lennard-Jones 12-6 interactions were switched to zero between 0.8 and 1.0 nm using the CHARMM switching function. The CHARMM force field uses Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules to determine Lennard-Jones 12-6 parameters between atoms of different types. The short-range cutoff for electrostatic interactions was 1.0 nm. The 3-D particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method corrected for a slab
geometry was used\textsuperscript{70} with the minimum accuracy in the PPPM forces set to $10^{-5}$. The box length for the PPPM in the non-periodic direction was three times the simulation box length in that direction.

Wall atoms were at a much higher density than Lennard-Jones particles would be at under the simulated conditions. Since a thermostat was applied to the wall atoms (see below), their positions could not be fixed. Therefore, to keep the walls intact, the wall atoms were attached to their initial positions by springs with force constants of 83,860 kJ/mol-nm\textsuperscript{2}.

Since the dNMPs have a net charge, they can be driven electrophoretically. For the non-equilibrium simulations, electric fields with strengths ranging from 0.0144 to 0.6 V/nm were applied to all atoms. The average steady state dNMP velocities in the direction of the applied field ranged from about 0.18 to 31.00 m/s. Simulation at high velocities relative to velocities typical of nano-scale flows is necessary in MD simulations to obtain statistically meaningful results in the relatively short time that can be simulated, nanoseconds to microseconds.

During non-equilibrium simulations, energy is continuously added to the system so a thermostat was used to remove it. To avoid any artifacts caused by thermostatting the flowing solvent and dNMP, only the wall atoms were thermostatted at 300 K using a Berendsen thermostat with a time constant of 0.1 ps. The fluid temperatures at steady state were no more than 10 K higher than the temperature of the thermostatted walls due to viscous heating of the fluid. Equilibrium simulations were thermostatted in the same way as the non-equilibrium simulations.

The following cases were simulated. Simulations with smooth walls were run for all four dNMPs with the electric field strengths of 0.0, 0.0144, and 0.1 V/nm. Five simulations with different starting configurations for the wall atoms\textsuperscript{9} were run with 70 ns of production time for
each. Additional simulations with smooth walls were run for dTMP only with the electric field strengths of 0.3 and 0.6 V/nm using 5 different wall configurations for each electric field strength and 40 ns of production time per simulation. Finally, non-equilibrium simulations with rough walls were run for all nucleotide types with an electric field of 0.1 V/nm using 10 different wall configurations and with production times per simulation of 40 to 62 ns. The RMS roughnesses of the walls were 1.9799, 2.1131, 2.1967, 2.2085, 2.2747, 2.2926, 2.3326, 2.3412, 2.4411, and 2.5272 nm with an average of 2.2708 nm. The first 10 ns of each simulation was discarded to allow the simulation to reach a steady state or equilibrium state.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

The primary variables for flight time based sequencing include the rate at which the enzyme disassembles a DNA strand, the nanochannel length, the number of detectors, the nanochannel dimensions, the magnitude and type of the driving force pushing the dNMPs through the nanochannel, and the interactions of the dNMPs with the channel walls and other species in solution. A secondary variable is the redundancy; how many times each DNA sequence is analyzed, either in serial or in parallel. A given identification accuracy can be obtained by modifying both the primary variables and the secondary variable; more redundancy means the time of flight distributions in each nanochannel do not have to be as well separated.

The goal is to reduce the time required to analyze each dNMP below some acceptable maximum value and to minimize the cost to analyze each dNMP. For a given set of flight time distributions over some length, the following conditions have to be met for sequencing to be successful: 1) the enzyme disassembly rate must be set so that the time between dNMPs being cleaved is at least equal to the time between the upper edge of the flight time distribution over the distance between the first and last detectors for the fastest dNMP type and the lower edge of
the flight time distribution over the distance between the first and last detectors for the slowest
dNMP type to avoid the problem of misordering caused by dNMPs passing each other in the
nanochannel, 2) either the nanochannel length must be long enough for the flight time
distributions to be adequately separated for reliable identification of the dNMPs or the
redundancy must be large enough for the chosen nanochannel length to obtain reliable
identification of the dNMPs. In addition, the number of detectors should be as large as practical
or cost effective since this additional redundancy improves the ability to identify each dNMP
allowing for shorter nanochannel lengths and analysis times.

The flight time distributions are determined by the magnitude and type of the driving force,
and by the interactions of the dNMPs with the rest of the system. The standard deviations of the
flight time distributions decrease with increasing nanochannel length so assuming the
distributions for each type of nucleotide are not exactly the same for a given length, they will
eventually not overlap for long enough lengths. To obtain reasonable nanochannel lengths and
analysis times, the flight time distributions for a given length need to be sufficiently separated.
Since the dNMPs are charged, they can be driven electrophoretically. In that case, each
nucleotide will have a different electrophoretic mobility. Unfortunately the different dNMP types
are of similar size and have the same charge, so their mobilities are similar. Relying only on
mobility differences would not provide good separation of the flight time distributions. Although
the different dNMP types are similar in size, their nucleobase groups are chemically different
which allows the interactions of the dNMPs with other parts of the system to be exploited to
separate the flight time distributions. This is the factor exploited by chromatography, which can
be used to separate or analyze different dNMP types from a solution containing multiple types.\textsuperscript{71-72}

The flight time based approach is essentially a single molecule version of chromatography.
Since this study only involved the motion of dNMPs through a nanoslit and did not involve the exonuclease enzyme or detectors, the factors of interest were the dNMP-wall and dNMP-counter ion interactions. Statistics and dynamics of the dNMP adsorption to and desorption from the slit walls were calculated. dNMP orientation during adsorption and desorption; fraction of time adsorbed; frequency of adsorption and desorption events; and the mean times, distances traveled by the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force, and velocities in the direction of the driving force while adsorbed and desorbed were calculated. The mean association numbers of the sodium ions with the dNMP phosphate groups were calculated as well as the characteristic relaxation times for states where 1 or 2 sodium ions were associated with the phosphate group. From the dNMP velocity distributions, the required channel lengths and minimum analysis times per dNMP were estimated. There were two parameters of interest; the strength of the electric field driving the dNMPs and the roughness of the slit walls. Uncertainties were 2 times the standard deviation of the mean unless otherwise indicated.

4.2.3.1 dNMP Adsorption and Desorption

In nanoscale geometries, the interaction of the solvent and the solutes in solution with the walls becomes more important since the volume of the solution-wall interfacial region becomes a significant fraction of the total solution volume. As mentioned above in the context of flight time based sequencing, the interaction of dNMPs with the nanochannel walls is important for distinguishing the flight time distributions of the different dNMP types. In nanopore based sequencing, the interaction of DNA or single dNMPs with the nanopore walls could also be important. The effect of binding of DNA to the polymer layer anchored on a nanochannel or directly on the surface of a nanochannel has been examined.\textsuperscript{73-75} During the translocation process through nanochannels, DNA is subjected to a series of adsorptions and desorptions to and from
the wall surfaces. These transient adsorption events result in an effective mobility decrease. This adsorption and desorption phenomenon is also observed in the electrically facilitated transportation of proteins through large nanopores. Our results presented below show that the dNMPs in our systems also undergo adsorption to, and desorption from the walls.

Figure 4.3 depicts the time dependence of the dNMP Z-coordinate (wall normal direction) trajectory of the four dNMPs driven by an electric field of 0.1 V/nm. Those plots show that all the dNMPs stayed adsorbed to the walls for periods of time between about 1 ns to 20 ns, then desorbed again. Thus based on the Z-coordinate of the center of mass of the dNMPs, a trajectory was decomposed into adsorbed states and desorbed states, which alternate with each other.

Figure 4.3 The position of the center of mass of the dNMPs driven by an electric field of 0.1 V/nm in the wall normal direction (Z) over 70 ns. The center of the slit is at Z = 0. Red arrows in the dAMP and dGMP trajectories indicate examples of periods when the dNMP was adsorbed to a slit wall.
In the adsorbed state, the hydrophobic nucleobase parts of the dNMPs tended to sit on the surface while the hydrophilic phosphate group pointed away from the surface. Figure 4.4 (a) shows a snapshot of dAMP with its nucleobase fully adsorbed on a wall. The end of the nucleobase furthest from the hydrophilic phosphate group was more apt to stick on the hydrophobic wall and thus the nucleobases were inclined to the wall surface when they were in the process of adsorbing to or desorbing from the walls as in Figure 4.4 (b) showing a snapshot of dAMP in the process of being adsorbed to a wall.

Figure 4.4 Snapshots of dAMP near a wall. (a) The nucleobase and sugar of dAMP are adsorbed. (b) The sugar is detached and the nucleobase is inclined with Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) forming an angle $\theta$ with the wall plane during adsorption.

For the smooth wall cases the orientation of the dNMP nucleobases relative to the wall surface planes, and relative to the direction of the electric field were calculated during adsorption and desorption. Specifically, the angles between Axis 1 defined in Figure 4.2 with the wall surface planes and with the electric field direction were calculated. The periods for adsorption were defined to be from midway between the previous desorption instant and an adsorption instant until midway between that adsorption instant and the next desorption instant. The periods
for desorption were defined to be from midway between the preceding adsorption instant and desorption instant until midway between that desorption instant and the next adsorption instant. Adsorption and desorption instants are at the beginning of an adsorption or desorption instant, respectively.

The average angles ($\theta$) of Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobase parts of the dNMPs with the wall surfaces are plotted in Figure 4.5 as a function of distance from the nearest wall surface ($d_w$) for $E = 0.1$ V/nm. The behavior was similar for the electric field strengths of 0.0 and 0.0144 V/nm (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7), indicating that the electric field did not affect the mechanism of adsorption and desorption, at least at the lower field strengths that were studied.

![Figure 4.5](image)

Figure 4.5 The angle between Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobase and the wall surface as a function of $d_w$ while the dNMP was adsorbing (red) and while the dNMP was desorbing (blue). $E = 0.1$ V/nm.
Negative values mean that the end of the nucleobase attached to the sugar was further away from the wall than the opposite end; Axis 1 pointed towards the wall plane. For $d_w > 0.9$ nm, the average angles for the four dNMPs were nearly 0. For $d_w < 0.9$ nm, dAMP, dCMP, and dTMP had minima in $\theta$ for both adsorption and desorption, indicating that the sugar adsorbed after the nucleobase and desorbed before the nucleobase.

![Figure 4.6](image)

Figure 4.6 The angle between Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobase and the wall surface as a function of $d_w$ for adsorption (red) and desorption (blue). $E = 0.0$ V/nm.

The magnitude of the minima followed the order $d$CMP $<$ $d$AMP $<$ $d$TMP, which was consistent with the order of hydrophobicity of their nucleobases.\textsuperscript{77-78} For $d_w < 0.9$ nm, dGMP had
a maximum in \( \theta \) for both adsorption and desorption, indicating that the sugar adsorbed before the nucleobase and desorbed after the nucleobase. The different behavior of dGMP was likely because its nucleobase was the least hydrophobic.\(^{77-78}\) The adsorption and desorption curves for each type of dNMP were similar to each other which indicated that adsorption and desorption occurred in a similar way.

Figure 4.7 The angle between Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobase and the wall surface as a function of \( d_w \) for adsorption (red) and desorption (blue). \( E = 0.0144 \ \text{V/nm} \).
Figure 4.8 shows the average angle ($\psi$) between Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobases of dNMPs with the electric field direction during adsorption as a function of $d_w$ and Figure 4.9 shows it for desorption.

For an electric field of 0.0 V/nm, $\psi$ was nearly 90° far from the wall since there was no reason for any orientation to be favored and $\psi$ was defined between 0° and 180°. The dNMPs had a net charge of $-2e$ on the phosphate group therefore, for nonzero electric fields the phosphate group is pulled on average in the opposite direction of the electric field direction. This means that Axis 1 is more likely to point in the direction of the electric field, and $\psi$ is expected to be
less than 90° far from the wall under non-zero electric field. This is not noticeable for most of the plots for $E = 0.0144\text{V/nm}$, but the average Axis 1 angle is clearly less than 90° for $E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}$ far from the wall. This effect is smallest for the dNMPs with the largest nucleobases, dAMP and dGMP, and largest for the dNMP with the smallest nucleobases, dCMP. During adsorption and desorption when the nucleobases were very close to the wall, the nucleobase-wall interactions can make $\psi$ far away from 90°. The direction of this deviation depends on the identity of the dNMP, whether it was adsorbing or desorbing, and even on the magnitude of the electric field.

Figure 4.9 The average angles ($\psi$) between Axis 1 (see Figure 4.2) of the nucleobases of dNMPs with the electric field direction as a function of $d_w$ during dNMP desorption.
Various statistics were calculated related to the adsorption of the dNMPs to the slit walls. The fraction of the total time that the dNMPs spent adsorbed, the frequency of dNMP adsorption events are shown in Figure 4.10 and the mean times per adsorption event, the mean distances the dNMPs traveled in direction of the driving force per adsorption event, and the mean dNMP velocities in the direction of the driving force while adsorbed are shown in Figure 4.11. Mean times per desorption event, mean distances the dNMPs traveled in the direction of the driving force per desorption event, and the mean dNMP velocities in the direction of the driving force while desorbed are shown in Figure 4.12.

Fractions of the total time during which the dNMPs were adsorbed to the slit walls \((f_{t,\text{ads}})\) are shown in (a) of Figure 4.10. The fraction of time adsorbed is larger for the more hydrophobic nucleotides (dAMP and dTMP) and generally decreased with increasing electric field strength. Rough walls reduce the fraction of the time adsorbed for dAMP, dCMP, and dGMP compared to smooth walls. However, the rough walls have little effect on \(f_{t,\text{ads}}\) for dTMP. The dNMPs with the smaller pyrimidine nucleobases (dCMP and dTMP) are affected less by the roughness than the dNMPs with the larger purine nucleobases (dAMP and dGMP). As discussed previously, the nucleobase parts of the dNMPs tended to sit almost flat on the wall. When the wall was rough, the nucleobases had fewer locations where that was possible leading to more frequent desorption and a tendency toward reduced fraction of time adsorbed on the wall. The dTMP nucleobase was the most hydrophobic of the nucleobases. The dTMP nucleobase is the most hydrophobic of the nucleobases. Therefore even though it desorbed easier from rough walls than the smooth walls it will still re-adsorb very quickly so its fraction of time adsorbed is nearly the same as with smooth walls. This behavior is reflected in its much higher frequency of adsorption on rough walls compared to smooth walls which is shown in (b) of Figure 4.10 and discussed below.
The frequencies of adsorption events \( F_{\text{ads}} \) are shown in (b) of Figure 4.10. For smooth walls, higher frequency was correlated with a lower fraction of time adsorbed (see (a) of Figure 4.10), except for dGMP which has about the same frequency as dTMP. \( F_{\text{ads}} \) is generally higher for the rough walls compared to the smooth walls with the same electric field strength while \( f_{t,\text{ads}} \) is generally smaller for the rough walls. For dTMP, the adsorption frequency is significantly higher with the rough walls compared to the smooth walls which nearly overcome the fact that it is easier to desorb from the walls in the rough wall case so dTMP has almost the same fraction of
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**Figure 4.10** Statistics for the dNMPs while adsorbed. (a) Fractions of the total time that the dNMPs were adsorbed to the slit walls. (b) The frequency of adsorption events.
time adsorbed with rough and smooth walls. Frequency increases with increasing electric field strength; the frequencies for \( E = 0.3 \) and 0.6 V/nm are significantly higher than the frequencies for lower field strengths.

Mean times per adsorption event \( (t_{ads}) \) are shown in (a) of Figure 4.11. The trends are the same as for the fractions of time adsorbed. The mean time per adsorption event generally decreased with increasing electric field strength. Adding roughness to the slit walls caused a decrease of \( t_{ads} \) consistent with the \( F_{ads} \).

Mean times per adsorption event \( (t_{ads}) \) are shown in (a) of Figure 4.11. The trends are the same as for the fractions of time adsorbed. The mean time per adsorption event generally decreases with increasing electric field strength. Adding roughness to the slit walls caused a decrease in \( t_{ads} \) consistent with the increase in \( F_{ads} \).

The mean velocities of the dNMPs along the direction (-x) of the force driving them while adsorbed to the slit walls \( (v_{ads}) \) are shown in (b) of Figure 4.11. The velocities of the different dNMPs at a given electric field strength are similar. This means that despite the differences in the dNMP-wall interactions in the wall normal direction,\(^9\) the interactions in the wall tangential directions were statistically similar for all dNMPs. The differences in the dNMP nucleobase sizes and in the mean sodium-dNMP association numbers (discussed later) also affected the velocities, but these effects are small. The velocities increased with increasing electric field strength. Making the slit walls rough reduces \( v_{ads} \) by a factor of about 1.5 to 2.

Mean distances traveled by the dNMPs in the direction (-x) of the force driving them while adsorbed to the slit walls \( (d_{ads}) \) are shown in (c) of Figure 4.11. The effect of the electric field strength on this distance was influenced by the competing effects of the increased dNMP velocity while adsorbed and the decreased time per adsorption event with increased electric field strength.
Figure 4.11 Statistics for the dNMPs while adsorbed. (a) The mean times per adsorption event. (b) Mean velocities of the dNMPs along the direction of the driving force on them (-x) while adsorbed to the slit walls. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic. (c) Mean distances traveled by the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force on them (-x) while adsorbed to the slit walls.
strength. Mean distances per adsorption event of the dNMPs at $E = 0.1$ V/nm were higher than at $E = 0.0144$ V/nm. However, the distances at $E = 0.3$ V/nm and 0.6 V/nm were not much larger than at $E = 0.1$ V/nm; the increasing dTMP velocity while adsorbed was offset by the decreasing time per adsorption event. As with the time per adsorption event, rough walls decreased $d_{ads}$ for dAMP, dCMP, and dGMP by much more than for dTMP.

Mean times per desorption event ($t_{des}$) are shown in (a) of Figure 4.12. The mean time per desorption event is not significantly affected by changing the electric field strength since it depended on the motion of the dNMPs in the wall normal direction and their adsorption and desorption dynamics, which as mentioned previously were not significantly affected by the electric field strength. Adding roughness to the slit walls also generally had little effect on $t_{des}$. The order for $t_{des}$ for non-zero electric field was usually dTMP $<$ dAMP $\leq$ dCMP $<$ dGMP, which was the reverse of the hydrophobicity order of the nucleobases, G $<$ C $<$ A $<$ T.\textsuperscript{77-78} It is likely that greater hydrophobicity leads to a greater capture probability, the probability that when a dNMP comes near a wall that it will adsorb instead of bouncing off. A greater capture probability corresponds to a lower mean time per desorption event.

The mean distances traveled by the dNMPs in the direction of the force driving them (-x) while desorbed from the slit walls ($d_{des}$) are shown in (b) of Figure 4.12. The distances increase with increasing electric field strength. As with the time per desorption event, $d_{des}$ is affected by the hydrophobicity of the dNMPs.

The mean velocities ($v_{des}$) of the dNMPs along the direction of the force driving them (-x) while desorbed from the slit walls are shown in (c) of Figure 4.12. As expected, the velocities are nearly the same for all the dNMPs at any given electric field strength. Any differences are due to the differing size of the dNMP nucleobases and the differences in the mean sodium-dNMP
Figure 4.12 Statistics for the dNMPs while desorbed. (a) The mean times per desorption event. (b) Mean distances traveled by the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force on them (-x) while desorbed from the slit walls. (c) Mean velocities of the dNMPs along the direction of the driving force on them (-x) while desorbed from the slit walls. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic.
association numbers which are discussed later. The velocities of the dNMPs increased with increased electric field strength. The walls have little effect on the dNMPs when they are desorbed, so $v_{des}$ for the rough and smooth walls at $E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}$ is approximately the same as expected.

### 4.2.3.2 dNMP Phosphate Association with Sodium Ions

Negatively charged DNA strongly interacts with positively charged counter ions which can form a stable layer near DNA in solution and play an important role in altering DNA structure and modulating the interaction between DNA and other molecules.\textsuperscript{79-81} The counter ion layer is too stable to be removed by conventional deionization methods. However recent research found that an electric field can promote the dissociation of the DNA-ion complex during capillary electrophoresis resulting in irregular DNA migration velocity.\textsuperscript{82} The interaction of cationic counter ions with the dNMPs is important since tightly bound ions can effectively reduce or even reverse the sign of the charge on the nucleic acid – counter ion complex which reduces or reverses the sign of the force on the complex due to the electric field. For example, smaller alkali metal cations bind to DNA more strongly; $\text{Li}^+ > \text{Na}^+ > \text{K}^+$. Kowalczyk et al.\textsuperscript{58} exploited this by using $\text{Li}^+$ instead of $\text{Na}^+$ or $\text{K}^+$ to slow down the motion of single stranded DNA through a nanopore. Indeed our simulation results for the motion of dNMPs in nano-slits show that transient binding of sodium ions to the dNMPs lead to irregular dNMP velocities.

The phosphate groups of the dNMPs strongly interacted with sodium cations in solution and formed associations with 1, 2, and sometimes 3 sodium ions. This strong association is shown in Figure 4.13, which is a plot of the radial distribution function, $g(r)$, between the sodium cations and the phosphorus atom on the phosphate group of all dNMPs. The four dNMPs had similar distribution curves, indicating that their different nucleobase parts had little effect on the
association. All the distributions had major peaks with magnitudes between about 415 and 610, meaning that a very stable Na\(^+\) shell was formed around the phosphate group. All the major peaks occurred at around \(r = 0.27\) nm. There are small secondary peaks around \(r = 0.5\) nm. The major peak widths were not affected by the electric field at all, but the peak height generally decreased with increasing electric field strength and thus the peaks were flattened slightly.

![Radial distribution functions between the sodium cations and the phosphorus atom in the phosphate group of dNMPs.](image)

Figure 4.13 Radial distribution functions between the sodium cations and the phosphorus atom in the phosphate group of dNMPs. The abscissa \(r\) is the distance between the phosphorus atom and a sodium cation. Black solid lines, red dashed lines and blue dotted lines are, respectively, for the electric fields of 0.0 V/nm, 0.0144 V/nm and 0.1 V/nm.

To capture the entire major peak but not the secondary peak of \(g(r)\), the cutoff distance to decide whether a Na\(^+\) ion was associated with the phosphate group was chosen to be 0.4 nm. Use of a single cutoff distance lead to some very short association events because a sodium ion
crossed outside the cutoff distance and then right back inside it, or the reverse. This was avoided by only counting association states, which lasted longer than a minimum time of 0.4 ns. This time removed the noise due to the single cutoff distance, yet was still less than the mean time after a sodium dissociated from a dNMP until it passed the dNMP again through the periodic boundaries for electric field strengths of 0.0144 and 0.1 V/nm; use of this minimum time caused two association events to be counted as one. Use of a minimum time of 0.4 ns was equivalent to doing a 0.4 ns moving average on the association number trajectory followed by rounding to the nearest integer. Application of the minimum time had little effect on the mean association number, but affected dynamical quantities such as the mean relaxation time for association.

The association number versus time for one simulation for each dNMP with $E = 0.1$ V/nm is shown in Figure 4.14. The coordinates of the center of mass of the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force ($-x$) are also plotted in the same figures.

Figure 4.14 Association number of sodium cations with the dNMP phosphorus atom (red), and the $-x$ coordinate (direction of the driving force) of the center of mass of dNMPs (blue) as a function of time. The electric field strength was 0.1 V/nm.
The figures show that the traveling velocity of dNMPs (i.e., the slope of x-coordinate versus time curve) was strongly influenced by the association formed between Na\(^+\) and the dNMPs. Take dGMP for example and compare three time periods: from 10 ns to 20 ns the x-coordinate increased linearly with time and the association number was 1; from 20 ns to 36 ns the x-coordinate remained nearly the same and the association number was 2; from 50 ns to 60 ns the x-coordinate increases in time with a steeper slope than the first time period and the association number was generally 0, occasionally 1. The dNMPs were driven by the electric field so the driving force was proportional to the net charge on them. With no Na\(^+\) bound, the net charge of the phosphate group was \(-2e\). With one Na\(^+\) ion bound to the phosphate group, the net charge of the aggregate was \(-1e\) and thus the driving force was reduced to half. If two Na\(^+\) ions were associated simultaneously, the aggregate was electrically neutral and the driving force became zero, thus the x-coordinate remained the same in that time period.

Despite the effect of the individual sodium-phosphate association events on the dNMP velocity, overall the association did not have a significant effect since the mean association numbers were not affected much by the electric field strength or the roughness of the walls as shown in Figure 4.15. Even after averaging over all dNMPs for each case, the error bars still overlapped for all cases; none of the differences were significant. There appeared to be a small decrease in the association number averaged over all dNMPs with increased electric field strength from 0.0 to 0.1 V/nm. This is to be expected since the electric field pulled the sodium ions and dNMPs in opposite directions, which is not favorable for association. The association numbers for dTMP at electric fields \(E= 0.3\) and \(0.6\) V/nm appeared to be slightly higher than for \(E = 0.1\) V/nm and increasing with increased electric field strength, but this could be an artifact of the periodic boundary condition; once a sodium ion dissociated from a dNMP, it does not take
long before they passed each other again since they are moving at relatively high velocities in opposite directions which gave them little time to diffuse out of the path of each other and possibly increased the probability of re-association.

Figure 4.15 Mean association numbers for the dNMPs.

Figure 4.16 (a) shows the distribution of the Na⁺-P association numbers (AN) averaged over all four dNMPs for $E = 0.0, 0.0144, \text{ and } 0.1 \text{ V/nm with smooth walls.}$ The rough wall case with $E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}$ is nearly identical to the smooth wall case with $E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}$, so the results for the rough wall are not shown. For all cases the order of the probabilities, $\text{AN}=1 > \text{AN}=0 > \text{AN}=2 > \text{AN}=3$. The probability of $\text{AN}=3$ is much lower than the other three states and doesn’t have a significant influence on the traveling velocity of the dNMPs. The probability of $\text{AN}=0$ increased slightly and the probability of $\text{AN}=1$ decreases slightly with increasing $E$ which lead to the overall decrease in association number with increasing $E$.

Figure 4.16 (b) shows the distribution of the Na⁺-P association numbers averaged over the dNMPs with purine and pyrimidine nucleobases in the case of smooth walls with $E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm.}$ The dNMPs with pyrimidine nucleobases (dCMP and dTMP) had a higher probability of $\text{AN}=0$ and lower probability of $\text{AN}=1$ and $\text{AN}=2$ compared to the dNMPs with purine nucleobases.
(dAMP and dGMP) which lead to the overall higher association number for dAMP and dGMP which can also be seen in Figure 4.15. Other cases showed similar behavior.
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Figure 4.16 The distribution of the association numbers for (a) all of the dNMPs for the smooth wall cases with different electric fields, and for (b) the averages over the dNMPs with purine bases (dCMP and dTMP) and over the dNMPs with pyrimidine bases (dAMP and dTMP) with smooth walls and $E = 0.1$ V/nm.

The relaxation times for the association were estimated by integration of an aggregate existence autocorrelation function (AEACF) which is a generalization of the dimer existence autocorrelation function (DACF) described by Brehm and Kirchner. Since there is only one
dNMP in our system, and therefore only one possible aggregate, the AEACF could be written in a simpler form.

\[
AEACF(\Delta t) = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{T_{sim}-\Delta t} \beta(t+\Delta t)\beta(t)}{\sum_{t=0}^{T_{sim}} \beta(t)}
\]  

(4.1)

The definition of \(\beta\) was also slightly different. For an association number of 1, the value of \(\beta(t)\) was 1 if the association number was \(\geq 1\) at time \(t\), and \(\beta(t+\Delta t)\) became 0 once the association number became 0 and remained 0 for all subsequent \(\Delta t\). For an association number of 2, the value of \(\beta(t)\) was 1 if the association number was \(\geq 2\) at time \(t\), and \(\beta(t+\Delta t)\) became zero once the association number became 1 and remained 0 for all subsequent \(\tau\). For each association event, the numerator in Equation (4.1) contributes \(N_i - \Delta t/\Delta t_{traj}\) to the sum, where \(N_i\) is the duration of event \(i\) in number of trajectory time steps of length \(\Delta t_{traj}\). The denominator is equivalent to \(\sum N_i\), which is just the sum of the duration of all events and was needed to normalize so that \(AEACF(0) = 1\).

The AEACF can therefore be thought of in terms of an average over events. For an event for an association number of 1 or 2, defined between the times that the association number changed from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 2 and the next time that the association number changed from 1 to 0 or from 2 to 1, the contribution to the AEACF was a line starting at a value of 1 at \(\tau = 0\) and ending at 0 at the end of the event. The AEACF was the average of all the lines corresponding to each event.

\[
AEACF(\Delta t) = \frac{1}{n_{events}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{events}} \left( -\frac{\Delta t}{T_i} + 1 \right) H \left[ -\frac{\Delta t}{T_i} + 1 \right]
\]  

(4.2)

\[
AEACF_{fit}(t) = A_1 \exp[-t/T_1] + A_2 \exp[-t/T_2] + A_3 \exp[-t/T_3]
\]  

(4.3)

\[
t_r = \int_0^\infty AEACF_{fit}(t) \, dt = A_1 T_1 + A_2 T_2 + A_3 T_3
\]  

(4.4)
In Equation (4.2), $T_i$ is the time duration of event $i$, $\Delta t$ is the time elapsed from the beginning of an event, and $H$ is the Heaviside step function. This allowed the events from multiple simulations to be combined to calculate single AEACFs for each dNMP. Once an AEACF was obtained it was fit to a function as shown in (4.3). The relaxation time is obtained by integrating the fitted AEACF function in Equation (4.4). Using the fitted function instead of the original AEACF function is because that it might underestimate the value of the integration due to its early decay to zero at the longest association event. Figure 4.17 shows AEACF curves for all the dNMPs for $E = 0.1$ V/nm and an association number of 1.

![Figure 4.17 Aggregate existence autocorrelation functions (AEACFs) for the dNMPs with $E = 0.1$ V/nm and an association number of 1.](image)

Figure 4.17 Aggregate existence autocorrelation functions (AEACFs) for the dNMPs with $E = 0.1$ V/nm and an association number of 1.

Figure 4.18 (a) shows the relaxation times for an association number of 1. The relaxation time generally decreased with increasing $E$ because the electric field tends to pull the oppositely charged dNMPs and sodium ions apart. The rough wall case is similar to the smooth wall case at $E = 0.1$ V/nm except with dTMP. Figure 4.18(b) shows the relaxation times for an association
number of 2. There is not much difference in the relaxation times for $E = 0.1$ V/nm and lower for both the rough and smooth walls. The relaxation time decreased for $E = 0.3$ and 0.6 V/nm.

Figure 4.18 The mean relaxation times for a Na$^+$-P association number of (a) 1 and (b) 2.
4.2.3.1 dNMP Velocities

The mean velocities of the dNMPs give an indication of how well separated the flight time distributions will be. The mean velocities of the dNMPs in the nanoslit as a function of electric field strength and wall roughness are shown in Figure 4.19. At the lowest electric field of $E = 0.0144\text{V/nm}$, the velocities of dNMPs are nearly equal except for dGMP although the dGMP velocity is still within the uncertainties of the other velocities. For dTMP, four different electric field strengths were used and the results showed that the velocities increased with electric field strength. The relationship between the average velocity and electric field is not linear, although the driving force on the dNMPs is linearly proportional to electric field. As discussed above, both adsorption to the walls and association between phosphate group and Na$^+$ ions also affected the traveling velocity of dNMPs. The super-linear increase in the velocity with increasing electric field strength was primarily due to reduction in the fraction of time adsorbed (see (a) of

![Figure 4.19 The average overall velocities of the dNMPs. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic.](image-url)
Figure 4.10). A lower fraction of time adsorbed resulted in a larger velocity since the dNMP was slowed down less due to contact with the walls.

The large uncertainties in the velocities arise for several reasons. The first is that the velocities were much smaller than the thermal velocities especially for the lower electric fields. Simulation times for the smallest electric field would have to be much longer to reduce the uncertainties to the same relative uncertainty of around 10 percent or less obtained for the larger electric fields. A second factor contributing to the variability in the velocities is the variability in the time of each association event between the dNMP phosphate group and Na\textsuperscript{+} cations. From Figure 4.14 it can be seen that the time of one association event ranged from less than 1 ns to 20 ns. The variability in the adsorption times and in the velocity while adsorbed due to the heterogeneity of the wall surface also contributed to variability in the velocities. The last two factors could also lead to biases as well if there are not enough association events or not enough adsorption events observed in the simulations. Of particular concern are that there are only a limited number of time periods during which the association number is equal to 2, and that especially for dTMP there are only a limited number of adsorption events.

4.2.3.2 Distance to Separate the dNMPs and Analysis of the Time of Flight per dNMP

In our previous work, the required channel length to achieve reliable separation of the time of flight distributions of the dNMPs was calculated from the distributions of the times of flight over 0.5 nm segments.\textsuperscript{9} These times of flight were calculated for each simulation trajectory by starting from the first time step in the trajectory after equilibration, calculating the first time that a dNMP had advanced 0.5 nm beyond its initial position in the direction of the driving force, then repeating the process starting from the next time step in the trajectory after the end of the previous 0.5 nm segment until the end of the trajectory was reached. However, it was just as
valid to start at the second, third, etc. time steps after equilibration. This would lead to different sets of times of flight and different estimates of the required channel length. In addition, using only the single sets of flight times determined from the simulation did not lead to the best estimates of the distributions that would be obtained if in fact the simulations could have been extended until the actual distributions no longer overlapped. To fix the problems mentioned above, some modifications to the calculation were made. The distributions of the simulation mean dNMP velocities estimated using the moving block bootstrap method were used instead of the time of flight distributions. Since the distributions of the mean velocities were nearly normal, a multiple of the standard deviation could be used as an estimate of the distribution widths instead of the distance between where the cumulative distribution function was equal to (1-separation efficiency)/2 and (1+separation efficiency)/2. The required distance for separating any pair of dNMPs (α and β) is \(N_\alpha d_\alpha\) or \(N_\beta d_\beta\). \(N_\alpha\) can be determined using the Equation 4.5;

\[
N_\alpha = Z^2 \frac{ \left( s_{v_\alpha} + s_{v_\beta} \frac{ \langle v_\beta \Delta T_\beta \rangle}{\langle v_\alpha \Delta T_\alpha \rangle} \right)^2 }{ \left( \langle v_\alpha \rangle - \langle v_\beta \rangle \right)^2 }
\]

(4.5)

Table 4.1 shows the required distances for separation of the dNMP mean velocity distributions to 3 standard deviations. The maximum value was the minimum required channel length for that level of accuracy. These minimum channel lengths were about 166 \(\mu\)m, 107 \(\mu\)m, and 242 \(\mu\)m for the smooth wall case with \(E = 0.0144 \text{ V/nm}\), smooth wall case with \(E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}\), and rough wall case with \(E = 0.1 \text{ V/nm}\), respectively. However, these values were very sensitive to the difference in the estimated overall mean velocities for the pair of dNMPs that determine them.

Since the estimated distribution of the mean velocities could be approximated as normal, the flight time distributions could be easily derived from the velocity distributions. The probability
density functions for the flight times over the required channel lengths for smooth walls with $E = 0.0144$ V/nm and $E = 0.1$ V/nm and rough walls with $E = 0.1$ V/nm are shown in Figure 4.20.

Table 4.1 Required distances ($\mu$m) to separate the time of flight distributions of the dNMP pair types to $Z = 3$ standard deviations from the means of the distributions for smooth walls with $E = 0.1$ V/nm and $E = 0.0144$ V/nm, and rough walls with $E = 0.1$ V/nm. The longest distances which are in bold are the minimum required channel lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E = 0.0144 V/nm</th>
<th>dAMP</th>
<th>dCMP</th>
<th>dGMP</th>
<th>dTMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dAMP</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCMP</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dGMP</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dTMP</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E = 0.1 V/nm (smooth)</th>
<th>dAMP</th>
<th>dCMP</th>
<th>dGMP</th>
<th>dTMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dAMP</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>105.2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCMP</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dGMP</td>
<td>105.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dTMP</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E = 0.1 V/nm (rough)</th>
<th>dAMP</th>
<th>dCMP</th>
<th>dGMP</th>
<th>dTMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dAMP</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCMP</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>241.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dGMP</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>241.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dTMP</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 4.20, the order of the distributions was different in all three cases. For smooth walls with $E = 0.1$ V/nm, the dNMPs with the smaller pyrimidine nucleobases (dCMP and dTMP) moved faster than the dNMPs with the larger purine nucleobases (dAMP and dGMP). The order of the flight time distributions, dCMP < dTMP < dAMP < dGMP, was also the order of the surface area of the nucleobase part of the dNMPs and the order of the magnitudes of the potential
energies between the dNMPs and the wall calculated in previous simulations.\(^9\) This would suggest that the order was simply determined by the interactions of the dNMPs with the walls, those with stronger interactions moved slower when adsorbed which lead to slower overall velocities. The trend in the velocities while adsorbed was dTMP > dCMP ≈ dGMP > dAMP (see (a) of Figure 4.11), but if this simple explanation were true, then the expected order would be dCMP > dTMP > dAMP > dGMP. The most important additional factor was the fraction of time adsorbed (see (a) of Figure 4.10) which was related to the hydrophobicity of the dNMP nucleobases.\(^{77-78}\) dTMP was more hydrophobic than dCMP and spent a much larger fraction of time adsorbed than dCMP, so its overall velocity was lower than for dCMP even though it moved faster than dCMP while adsorbed. A similar argument holds for dGMP and dAMP; dAMP was more hydrophobic leading to a swapping in the order of their overall velocities compared to their velocities while adsorbed. For smooth walls with \(E = 0.0144\) V/nm, the statistics were too poor and the order of the dNMPs may not be accurate. It may be that dGMP got stopped on the wall more often while adsorbed instead of sliding which could have lead to it having much longer flight times than the other dNMPs. However, it is unclear why dAMP would have the shortest flight times. For rough walls with \(E = 0.1\) V/nm, the order of the dNMPs with purine nucleobases and pyrimidine nucleobases was switched compared to the case of smooth walls with \(E = 0.1\) V/nm; the order of the flight times was dAMP < dGMP < dCMP < dTMP. This switching in the order was likely because the change in the fraction of time adsorbed (see (a) of Figure 4.10) decreased more in the rough wall case compared to the smooth wall case for dNMPs with purine nucleobases than for the dNMPs with pyrimidine nucleobases. The likely reason for this was simply geometric; the nucleobases had fewer locations where they could
adsorb strongly to the rough walls and this effect was greater for larger nucleobases. This was discussed earlier in the context of the fraction of time adsorbed.

It is desirable to have all the time of flight distributions about the same distance from each other to keep the minimum analysis time per dNMP small. Figure 4.20 shows that this was the case for a smooth wall with $E = 0.1$ V/nm and the analysis time is about 9 μs. For the rough walls with $E = 0.1$ V/nm, the distributions for dAMP and dTMP were not close to those for dGMP and dCMP and the analysis time was longer (about 46 μs). For a smooth wall with $E = 0.0144$ V/nm, the distribution for dGMP was very far from the other three, and the analysis time was about 582 μs. As with the channel length, the minimum analysis time per dNMP was also sensitive to the difference in the estimated mean velocities for the pair of dNMPs that were hardest to separate. Using the analysis mentioned previously in the context of channel length for the rough wall case gave a minimum value of about 15 μs, a maximum value of about 341 μs, and a median value of about 45 μs. There may be a significant difference between the $E = 0.0144$ V/nm case and the cases with $E = 0.1$ V/nm.

4.2.4 Summary and Conclusions

The electrophoretic transport of dNMPs in 3 nm wide slits composed of Lennard-Jones carbon atoms was studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The electric field strength ($E$) was varied, $E = 0.0, 0.0144, 0.1, 0.3,$ or $0.6$ V/nm, with atomically smooth, but disordered slit walls. In one case with $E = 0.1$ V/nm, slit walls with an RMS roughness on the order of the size of the dNMPs were also used. Quantities of interest related to the interactions of the dNMPs with the slit walls and the sodium ions in solution. Also of interest were the minimum channel lengths and analysis times per dNMP required to separate the time of flight distributions of the dNMPs to obtain a desired error rate for sequencing.
Figure 4.20 Probability density functions (PDFs) of the times of flight for each dNMP for (a) $E = 0.0144$ V/nm with smooth walls, (b) $E = 0.1$ V/nm with smooth walls, and (c) $E = 0.1$ V/nm with rough walls. The minimum required analysis times per dNMP are also shown on the plots.
The dNMP trajectories consisted of multiple adsorptions and desorptions to and from the slit walls with the dNMPs tending to adsorb with their nucleobase groups nearly flat on the surface. The orientations of the dNMP nucleobase groups relative to the wall surfaces as a function of distance from a slit wall during the adsorption and desorption processes were similar. The orientations were also similar as a function of $E$ for $E = 0.0$, 0.0144, and 0.1 V/nm. This indicates that the mechanism of adsorption and desorption is not affected by the electric field if $E$ is small enough. The orientation of the dNMPs relative to the direction of the electric field was influenced by the electric field. The dNMP was dragged by the negatively charged phosphate group, and with a large enough $E$, 0.1 V/nm, this effect is significant since the force due to the electric field is significant compared to thermal fluctuations.

Statistics related to adsorption and desorption were computed. The increasing electric field strength with smooth walls decreased the fraction of the total time that the dNMPs were adsorbed to the walls, decreased the mean time per adsorption event, increased the frequency of adsorption events, and increased the velocity of the dNMPs while adsorbed. Increased driving force made desorption more likely and sped up the sliding of the dNMPs on the slit walls. The mean distance traveled by the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force while adsorbed increased with increasing $E$ up to $E = 0.3$ V/nm, but was about the same for $E = 0.3$ and 0.6 V/nm due to the competing effects of increasing velocity while adsorbed and decreased time per adsorption event with increasing $E$. Using rough walls generally made desorption more likely (decreased mean times and distances per adsorption event) and slowed down the sliding of the dNMPs on the walls (decreased velocity while adsorbed). The fractions of the total time that the dNMPs were adsorbed decreased for all dNMPs, but not significantly for dTMP. This was due to the large increase in the frequency of adsorption events for dTMP; its high hydrophobicity made
re-adsorption after desorption very fast. In general, the frequency of adsorption increased when using rough walls. The mean time per adsorption event for dTMP also decreased less than for the other dNMPs when comparing smooth and rough walls, again due to its high hydrophobicity. The velocity of the dNMPs in the direction of the driving force while desorbed was not a function of dNMP or wall roughness as expected. The mean time and distance per desorption event were not influenced by E or wall roughness, but decreased with increasing hydrophobicity of the nucleobase parts of the dNMPs due to faster re-adsorption for more hydrophobic dNMPs. The dNMP-wall interactions affected the frequency and duration of the dNMP adsorption and desorption periods as well as the dNMP velocities during those periods, which helped to separate the dNMP time of flight distributions.

Transient ion association between the anionic phosphate group of the dNMPs and the sodium cations in solution was observed with the number of associated sodium ions varying from 0 to 3. The average number of associated sodium ions was around 1. Due to the transient nature of the association, the force on the dNMP-sodium complex due the electric field also varied leading to changes in the dNMP velocity ranging from very fast with an association number of 0, approximately zero with an association number of 2, and even having the opposite sign with an association number of 3 (rare). The mean association numbers appeared to be a function of the electric field strength, but the differences were not significant considering the uncertainties. The dNMPs with pyrimidine nucleobases (dCMP and dTMP) had slightly fewer associated sodium ions on average compared to the dNMPs with purine nucleobases (dGMP and dTMP). Sodium association had a large effect on the instantaneous dNMP velocities, but little effect on the mean velocities and therefore helped little with separating their time of flight distributions.
The order of the mean velocities or times of flight was affected by the rough walls compared to the smooth walls. For smooth walls, the order of the times of flight was dCMP < dTMP < dAMP < dGMP; the larger dAMP and dGMP were slowed down more when adsorbed. For rough walls, the order of the times of flight was dAMP < dGMP < dCMP < dTMP; the dAMP and dGMP did not stay adsorbed as much and therefore moved faster overall since there were fewer favorable adsorption sites for them on rough walls. Walls with roughness having specific characteristics, or physically or chemically structured walls might be useful for improving the separation of the dNMP time of flight distributions.

4.3 References


CHAPTER 5. ON-GOING DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Introduction

The overall goal of the nanosensor project is to develop a novel innovative biosensor capable of sequencing biomolecules such as DNA, RNA and proteins in real-time in a rapid and efficient manner. The sequencing will be based on time-of-flight (ToF) measurements of the single monomer units migrating through 2D nanochannel devices after they being clipped by the clipping enzymes immobilized on the pillars. Depending on their interactions with the channel walls, a unique signature will be generated which can be used for differentiating the single monomers. The signature can be either optical which is measured by fluorescence or electrical which is measured by conductivity of the buffer. The realization of this project will be accomplished by integration of several individual modules.

The process of DNA sequencing module initiates with the immobilization of enzyme in the nanopillar. To accomplish this task, a clipping enzyme such as λ-exonuclease is tethered to the solid nanopillar support that can processively clip the single nucleotide units from the dsDNA strand. This bioreactor can be activated by the introduction of Mg$^{2+}$ into the fluidic channel. Before the DNA strand reach the enzyme, its activity is manipulated using an entropic trap, which stores the DNA temporarily. These entropic traps also help DNA to elongate to support the sequencing. The clipped individual dNMPs travel through the nano flight tube in the presence of an electric field. Thus, in our group, we have shown the feasibility of separating them depending on their unique adsorption behavior with the carbon walls using molecular dynamics simulation. We have also proven that surface modification of the nanochannel walls have a significant effect on the separation in nanotubes.

As depicted in
Figure 5.1, single dNMPs are translocated through channels fabricated on polymer devices. In our group, we innovated a new method for produce polymer device hybrid bonding scheme. These channels will have dimensions less than 20 nm and the electrical readouts will be recoded through fabricated transverse electrodes at the entrance and exit of the nano tube.

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the nanosensor that accepts dsDNA input molecules and deduces their primary sequence by the sequential clipping of the input dsDNA molecule using an exonuclease enzyme. The single dNMPs generated are moved through a nanochannel that produces a molecular-dependent flight-time used for dNMP identification. The flight-time is measured using a pair of nanoelectrodes poised at the input and output ends of the nanochannel, which is made from the appropriate polymeric material to suit the application need and the structures produced via micro- and nano-replication technologies. The nanosensor uses electrical signatures to monitor the input of dsDNA, immobilized exonuclease to complex the dsDNA, entropic traps to stretch the dsDNA and identify the clipped dNMPs using flight-times through 2D nanochannels.
5.2 On-going Developments

5.2.1 Fabrication of Nanopore Devices for Abasic DNA Readouts

Recent work has shown that DNA confinement in nanochannels or nanopores can be used to search for methylation \(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) or AP sites \(^8\). For nanochannels, elongation to near a DNA’s full contour length can be achieved either through the proper choice in nanochannel dimensions and/or the carrier electrolyte composition \(^9\)\(^-\)\(^11\). While most elongation experiments were undertaken using glass-based devices fabricated with dry etching following nano-patterning, electron beam lithography or focused ion beam milling \(^9\), \(^11\)\(^-\)\(^17\), we have developed a simple replication-based method to produce nanochannels directly in polymers with dimensions near or below the persistence length of double-stranded DNAs \(^18\)\(^-\)\(^19\). The advantage of this approach is that nanofluidic devices can be produced at lower cost and higher production modes making such devices appropriate for diagnostics.

Our fluidic bioprocessor will provide unique capabilities for detecting AP sites as an approach for assessing response to therapy in cancer patients. As can be seen from Table 5.1, the performance metrics predicted for our system compared to our slide-based system \(^20\) and Next Generation Sequencing are noteworthy. The integrated system will not only automate the entire sample processing pipeline, but also reduce assay cost and increase throughput. We estimate that the time required for processing a single blood sample for DNA damage using our fluidic bioprocessor will be on the order of 90 min \(^21\).

We propose a device design capable of measuring the unique electric signatures of dsDNA and the streptavidin labeled abasic sites to accomplish the fore mention assay for detection damage sites in dsDNA.
Figure 5.2 shows COMSOL simulations results for a nanofluidic device design with two nanopores. When the dsDNA with abasic sites passes through the nanopore it produces a signal two different electric readouts when the DNA pass and each of the streptavidin labeled DNA passes through the pore. Currently, we are fabricating the devices to achieve nanopore dimensions less than 50 nm × 50 nm to incorporate it abasic site detections.

Table 5.1 Projected performance comparison between DNA fiber imaging, fluidic bio-processor, and Next Gen Sequencing approaches for reading AP sites in damaged DNA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Genomic Region Analyzed</th>
<th>Number of Cells Needed</th>
<th>DNA Analyzed per Cell (Mb)</th>
<th>% of Genome Analyzed</th>
<th>Genomic Coverage (fold)</th>
<th>Accuracy of Analysis</th>
<th>Cost per Genome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA Damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-Processor Global/ Specific(^1,5)</td>
<td>4 to 100(^3)</td>
<td>6,000 to 8,000</td>
<td>80 to 90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90 to 95%</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Global/ Specific(^1,5)</td>
<td>4 to 6(^6)</td>
<td>25 to 50</td>
<td>2 to 4</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>$2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Gen(^7) Specific</td>
<td>~15,000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70 to 80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90 to 95%</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Method has potential to analyze specific regions of genome if one uses FISH. 
2 Method has potential to analyze specific regions of genome if one uses Bar Coding with PNA probes. 
3 Mb equals megabases; size of 1 diploid genome is 12,000 Mb. 
4 From our paper \(^{20}\). 
5 Predicted. 
6 Based on power calculations. 
7 Data derived from \(^{20}\).

5.2.2 Single Dye Molecule Imaging and Electrophoresis though Nanochannels

Detection of the single nucleotide bases (dNMPs) with high base call accuracy will depend on the electrophoretic resolution for each dNMP; the resolution will produce a base call accuracy >98%. The proposed single molecule identification scheme is dependent on realizing highly efficient electrophoretic separations in ms time scales using nanometer flight tubes that can
maximize resolution by minimizing dispersion effects and maximizing selectivity. To accomplish this we will investigate dispersion effects potentially arising from surface roughness, non-specific adsorption and surface charge heterogeneity, which are unique to our thermoplastic

Figure 5.2 A) Computer assisted design image of the basic sensor geometry with important structures labeled B) Model for nanopore length simulations in which finer meshes were used to further understand the behavior of the particles and their signals as they passed through the pore. C) Simulation (COMSOL) results showing the effects of pore length on the current response generated. A pore with a cross section of 50 nm × 50 nm was varied in length from 10 nm to 80 nm. For each length a polystyrene bead with a diameter of 40 nm was stepped through positions inside of the pore, the resultant drop in current was recorded. D) Blockage current traces for simulations with 20, 50, ad 120 nm detection pore lengths. The 20 nm pore recorded a current change of 1.52 nA, the 50 nm pore recorded 1.67 nA, and the 120 nm pore recorded 1.23 nA.

Our proposed thermoplastic materials are somewhat hydrophobic, which may require activation to produce hydrophilic surfaces to mitigate non-specific adsorption issues. The process of activation of thermoplastic materials results in increased surface
roughness and heterogeneous surface charge density. We will utilize novel tools, such as super-resolution microscopy, to probe the degree of surface charge density heterogeneity as well as classical tools such as COMSOL to determine how these parameters contribute to fluid flow in plastic nanometer tubes and ultimately contribute to dispersion of single dNMP flight times. Furthermore, high-resolution microscopy techniques will be used to study transverse electromigration properties of the dNMPs within nanochannels to assess these effects on dispersion. This will allow for the first ever 3-D tracking of single molecules within nanochannels. Any factors increasing dispersion beyond diffusion can be addressed through thermoplastic surface modifications following their activation. We have the capability to tailor polymers and activation protocols to minimize contributions of the aforementioned parameters, thus resulting in reduced dispersion that enhances resolution.

We also need to maximize resolution by optimizing the selectivity between nucleotides. Nanoelectrophoresis introduces many unique conditions allowing for enhanced separations and has been demonstrated in the literature as a useful tool for the separation of various biological molecules. Previous research in our group has demonstrated the successful separation of nucleotide monophosphates within conventional silica capillaries with the addition of buffer modifiers. Our research here aims to demonstrate nanoelectrophoresis of the dNMPs without the addition of buffer additives due to the unique properties specific to nanodimensions, such as partial electrical double layer overlap and increased surface area-to-volume ratios. Figure 5.3 shows the microscopy setup we currently developed for single molecular imaging. It consists of a NS:YVO₄ ($\lambda_{ex} = 532$ nm; $P = 0.01 - 5.00$ W) laser to facilitate the excitation of dye molecules such as ATTO 532 ($\lambda_{ex} = 532$ nm; $\lambda_{em} = 556$ nm). The field of view expands up to 50 μm which
is adequate to cover the nanochannel imaging area and an EMCCD camera capable of recording 512 × 512 videos are integrated to the system.

Figure 5.3 Optical set-up of the imaging system. The Gaussian beam from the Laser (Nd:VYAG (λex = 532 nm; P = 0.01-5W; 2.2 mm beam diameter) was initially passed through a Neutral density filter (NDF) then expanded 10 times with a Kaplerian beam expander (focal lengths are 20mm and 200mm for L1 and L2 plano-convex lenses, respectively) and the wings knocked out with a shutter that ensures uniform laser intensity in the field of view and complete back-filling of the objective (OBJ). The beam was focused through an iris into the back end of a 100x oil immersion objective lens (OBJ) using lens (L3) through a 532nm laser line filter (F1) and the reflection from a dichroic filter (DF). A collimated laser beam is impinged upon the polymer nanofluidic device. The fluorescence signal generated from the single molecule was collected by this same objective, passed through the DF and spectrally selected using a long pass filter (F2). A mirror was used to steer the fluorescence signal onto an EMCCD after through a band-pass filter (F3) and focused using lens (L4).

5.2.3 Single Nanopillar Translocation of DNA

To investigate the trapping of single DNA molecules in the entropic trap and the translocation through the single pillar geometry we designed a nanofluidic device with single entropic trap and an offset single pillar. The entropic trap size is 400 nm and the spacing between the entropic trap and the pillar is 30 μm (see Figure 5.4). The preliminary results from this device (see Figure 5.4) has shown that when the DNA in the entropic trap and when it is moving out of
the trap it stretches followed by relaxation in the nanochannel. The extension of λ-DNA was 30% assuming the length was 20 μm when stretching out of entropic trap. When it approached the nanopillar the extension was 17%.

Figure 5.4 Representative series of frames showing the transport of λ-DNA that has been fluorescently stained in a 5:1 ratio and electrokinetically driven though an irregular nanochannel with a 30 μm trap to pillar spacing and contains an entropic trap of 400 nm.

Taking account of the collected results, device design was modified as shown in (a) of Figure 5.5. The single pillar can be translated to a resister to shape DNA while the entropic trap acts as a capacitor ((b) and (c) of Figure 5.5) to store DNA. Figure 5.5 (d) shows the translocation event of λ-DNA through the device at a bias voltage of 0.1 V. The complete translocation take about 650 ms while it stays in the entropic trap for ~15 ms before exit the trap and travel towards the pillar. Figure 5.5 (e) and (f) shows the histograms for resident time in the entropic trap and the tranlocation time of the events, respectively from the data collected so far. We are currently investigating the size effects of the trap and the effects nanochannel length. Subsequently, the nanopillars will be used to tether exonuclease enzyme to clip and feed single nucleotides from the captures dsDNA to the nanochannels.
Figure 5.5 (a) Illustration, (b) SEM image and (c) Equivalent circuit of the multi-structured 3D Funnel/Entropic trap/Nanopillar device. Nanochannels are represented as resistors and the entropic trap is represented as a capacitor. (d) Frames showing the translocation of lambda DNA through the device. (e) and (f) shows the histograms of the resident time and translocation time of the migrating DNA, respectively under a 0.1 V driving voltage.
5.3 Future Directions

5.3.1 Fabrication of Transverse Electrodes for Single Molecular Detection

In our nanofluidic sensor device for single molecular detection, we proposed the need of two pairs of transvers electrodes to dictate the entrance of the single molecule in to the nanochannel and the exit of molecule, which indicates its ToF transduction modality. Figure 5.6 shows the preliminary results obtained from fabrication of the electrodes in the silica devices. The two

Figure 5.6 SEMs of the molecular nanosensor made in glass via a combination of optical lithography, EBL and FIB. (A) and (B) show the device before FIB milling while (C) and (D) show the device following FIB milling. (A) High resolution SEM of the nanoelectrode that is 50 nm wide with a depth of 50 nm. The electrode is buried into the glass substrate using EBL and ICP-RIE to make trenches to accommodate the electrodes. Also shown are the Au microcontacts. (B) Low resolution SEM showing the location of the 30 μm length nanochannel. (C) High resolution SEM showing the 30 nm gap between electrodes. (D) Low resolution SEM showing the entire device. (E) SEM of the pillars populating the input funnel.
electrodes will be placed orthogonally to the nanochannel and they will be positioned such that
the nanogap between the electrodes are equal or less than the nanochannel width. The fabrication
process for producing this device involved four major steps; (i) Optical lithography to make
micro-contact pads and the micro-scale fluidic channels; (ii) electron beam lithography and
liftoff to make the nanoelectrodes; (iii) FIB milling of the substrate to build the nanofluidic
network and produce the gap in the electrodes; and (iv) cover plate bonding to form the fluidic
network. The nanoelectrode sizes are around 50 nm x 45 nm and 1.7 μm in length (A of Figure
5.6) and the distance between two entrance and exit nanoelectrodes are 30 μm (B of Figure 5.6).
It was critical to ensure that the nanochannel width and the electrode gap had dimension below
the reported persistence length of dsDNAs (50 nm), thus, fabricated width and depth for both
nanogaps were ~30 nm and 50 nm, respectively (C of Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.7 shows a new fabrication scheme proposed for nanoelectrodes in fused silica that
may be extended to polymer devices as well. Fabrication will be initiated with spin coating
followed by lift-off resist and UV-resist on the cleaned substrate. The nanotrenches will be
fabricated in to substrate via UV-NIL using Surlyn or PDMS stamp. This substrate will then
undergo reactive ion etching to remove the UV resist and oxygen plasma treatment to remove
lift-off resist. It will then undergo mercaptosilane treatment by vapor deposition, which will
deposit an adhesion layer on tranches. Finally, after removing the lift-off resists, AuNPs will be
deposited on the trenches by electron beam evaporation.

5.4 Conclusions

Proposed nanosenor device capable of sequencing based on the unique ToF measurement of
the single monomer nuclotides is under progress. It will be capable of sequencing DNA, RNA
and proteins to identify their genomic structure. Choice of enzyme can be changed depending on
the molecule of interest. ToF measurements will provide unique molecular signature via its interaction with the channels walls, thus modifying the surface of the channel walls appropriately may increase the resolution of separation.

Figure 5.7 Full description of the newly proposed scheme for the fabrication of Au nanoparticle or Au metal-based nanoscale electrode in a glass or Polymer substrate. (Reproduced from Uba dissertation)
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